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The thesis concerns partial discharge (PD) propagation within a high voltage trans-
former winding. Location of PDs and magnitude estimation are important tools for
both diagnosis and prognosis of the health of large transformers. In reality there is lim-
ited access and knowledge of a winding and consequently any practical method requires
the use of estimation techniques. The approach taken in this thesis is by considering
lumped circuit parameter models. Firstly, a lumped capacitive parameter model was
considered and secondly a transmission line lumped parameter approach developed. A
technique of split winding analysis is introduced for both types of model. The deriva-
tion of the capacitive network considers the source location of a PD by deﬁning the PD
signal propagation in two directions. At the source, the currents are equal in magnitude
and are attenuated as they ﬂow in each direction. This provides information for a ﬁxed
distribution model equation. Under transmission line lumped parameter models, split
winding analysis explains the development of accumulated harmonic waveforms of the
PD propagation signal towards the neutral and bushing tap-point. At the source, a
D’Alembert solution is employed to estimate the oscillation level and found to be in
very good agreement with measured data using rectangular wave signal injection. PD
signal behaviour is then considered using a time varying boundary conditions model
with a principle of superposition equation of source signal. Duhamel’s principle is em-
ployed to ﬁnd a solution for any waveform applied to some point on the transformer
winding. Under the inﬂuence of losses and distortion, an accumulated harmonic am-
plitude analysis from the Duhamel’s principle estimates the PD propagation level. For
diﬀerent injection points along the transformer winding, the measured PD level at the
neutral and bushing tap point caused by the accumulated harmonic amplitude reveals
diﬀerent patterns. As the PD injection point is altered from the bushing tap point to
the neutral, the measured signals signiﬁcantly change. This in turn contains information
of the level of discharge signal at the source. From this analysis a technique based on
minimum mean error (MME) calculation using the measurements at the bushing tap
and neutral points can be used to identify the source location of PDs based on the anal-
ysis of accumulated harmonic amplitudes. With a known location, the information can
then be used to estimate PD levels. As the actual charge transferred at the locationof a partial discharge cannot be measured directly, by using the D’Alembert solution,
the PD source level is found to have approximately twice the apparent magnitude. By
using the predominantly capacitive model derived based on split current propagation,
PD estimation at higher frequencies is also possible. As a result, an estimation of PD
level can be estimated for measurement signals having bandwidth of up to 150MHz.
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Introduction
Transformers are important components of interconnected power systems. The design
life of power transformers is usually between 20 to 35 years. In practice, with appropriate
maintenance, the life of power transformers can be up to 60 years. As transformers age,
the internal conditions degrade, which increases the risk of failure. Failure can occur
due to external conditions triggered by extreme events like lightning strikes, switching
surges or short circuits. The insulation and structure of transformers are designed to
withstand such severe conditions. However as the transformer ages, insulation material
degradation may reduce the withstand capability for transient overvoltages or short
circuit faults.
Before a transformer reaches the point of failure, appropriate monitoring techniques are
important issues. Historically, maintenance was based on a regular schedule. However,
due to high costs, regular maintenance is increasingly being replaced by condition based
maintenance. Therefore, reliable techniques for condition monitoring becomes an impor-
tant tool to provide diagnosis of the health of a transformer and ultimately may inform
assessment of future life.
1.1 Problem Statements
Partial discharge (PD) in power transformers is one of the main indicators of insulation
degradation. There are many techniques for monitoring partial discharge activity in high
voltage transformers such as electrical methods, acoustic methods and chemical methods.
However, this research focuses on the electrical methods using radio frequency current
transformers (RFCT) as sensors to measure the PDs.
Experimentally the RFCTs are located at the terminal ends of the power transformer
windings, that is the high voltage bushing tap point, low voltage bushing tap point and
neutral to ground connections. With reference to Figure 1.1, PD signals are generated
1Figure 1.1: PD on high voltage transformer [1]
by high voltage stress of the line voltages. The radiation of discharge signals radiate
through transformer oil to the tank wall, and the PD current propagates through the
transformer winding to the neutral ends and bushing ends. At neutral ends to ground
connections, the high transition rates of PD signals, IN, excite the system response of
the RFCTs thus the measured RFCT signals are proportional to the rate of change of
currents ﬂowing to ground. At the bushing, the high frequency PD signals, IB, pass
through the bushing to the grounded tap-point due to the bushing capacitance that acts
as an equivalent high pass ﬁlter.
In partial discharge detection and identiﬁcation studies, one major concern is to locate
the aﬀected PD area with precision within the transformer and to assess the severity of
the degradation by estimating its PD magnitude. This can be done by estimating the
original signal source in terms of its magnitude and waveshape. However, the actual
charge transferred at the location of a PD cannot be measured directly. Furthermore,
the transmission process of the PD signals from the source to bushing tap-point and
2neutral to ground connection may be through multipath propagation. Hence PD signals
may experience diﬀering losses and attenuation from the original source point to the
measuring points.
For problems associated with PD in high voltage transfomers the ability to model the
transformer at high frequencies is very useful. Lumped circuit parameter models and
transmission line models, are among common approaches used to represent a transformer
over high frequencies. To use such models, estimation of parameters is a concern. The
physical construction of a transformer, where windings are sealed in a closed enclosure,
means that access to the transformer windings is very limited. Therefore, an estimation
of the physical parameters is diﬃcult and can only be based on terminal end measure-
ments.
Typical winding parameters are represented as resistors, capacitors and inductors (RLC)
in a lumped parameter model. Their values can be calculated from the physical dimen-
sions of the high voltage transformer. However, as degraded transformers are under op-
eration for a long period of time, the parameter values may have changed. The changes
are due to the aging processes of insulation materials, electrical, thermal and mechanical
stress. Therefore, physical dimensions may not be suﬃcient to approximate the param-
eters accurately and may prove unreliable for estimation of the system response of aged
transformers.
1.2 Research Objectives and Scope
The main objectives of the research are to estimate and locate PD signals in a high
voltage transformer using RFCTs as current sensors. Prior to estimation and localiza-
tion, this research considers PD propagation modelling, investigation of high frequency
transition signals, parameter estimation and partial discharge experiments.
The research focuses on modelling high voltage tranformer windings to represent high
frequency PD signal propagation. Two winding types, the interleaved winding and plain
winding have been considered. The approach taken is to analyze the lumped parameter
model circuit arrangement using typical RLC equivalent electrical components. Due
to the limited a priori knowledge of the physical parameters and the aging process of
the insulation materials, the model provides an analytical solution which results in a
standing wave solution. Hence the unknown parameters are deﬁned by the standing
wave parameters which can be estimated from the time domain captured PD waveforms
at the windings ends.
The model derivations are based on the PD signal current divergence within a lumped
parameter model which yields homogeneous partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) solutions
with constant boundary conditions. This gives two sets of solutions that leads to a split
3winding analysis, one solution for currents ﬂowing towards the bushing tap-point and
the other for currents ﬂowing towards the neutral. The model also considers the solution
for a PD source that yields a time varying boundary conditions model solution. This
is achieved by deﬁning the PDs as unknown source signals as an initial boundary value
problem (IBVP).
This research also considers parameter estimation in the time domain and frequency
domain. Time domain analysis is based on the split winding analysis model and winding
distribution model. Frequency domain estimation involves a transfer function estimation
technique based on nonlinear least squares. Estimation based on superposition and
superimposition techniques are also explored to estimate PD waveforms. Time domain
comparison and frequency domain comparison are used to investigate high frequency
transition signals.
The investigation of PD signal propagation based on experimental measurement of PD
signals using RFCTs has been used to validate the theoretical approach developed within
this thesis.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized in such a way to demonstrate the steps involved in PD estimation
and localization in high voltage transformers. It begins with a literature review of the
background studies regarding condition monitoring and PD signal propagation studies
in high voltage transformers (Chapter 2).
Chapter 3 develops a modelling technique based on a lumped capacitive model based
on current divergence in transformer windings. The result yields two solutions for the
voltage distribution function along the transformer winding, a solution towards the
bushing tap-point and a solution towards the neutral.
Chapter 4 considers modelling high frequency signal oscillation and propagation due to
transient incident waves. A split winding analysis solution is introduced which yields two
standing wave solutions for transient signal propagation. The source signal is modeled
and presented using a D’Alembert solution.
A time varying boundary conditions model for arbitrary applied waveforms is presented
in Chapter 5. The analysis involves estimation of highly oscillatory waveforms based
on Duhamel’s principle which models the source signal deﬁned by the time varying
boundary conditions problem. The principle of superposition and superimposition are
used to estimate the propagated signals.
Chapter 6 describes a technique for estimating the parameters based on a standing waves
solution. A nonlinear least square estimation (NLSE) is used to estimate the parameters
4using known equations. The estimations are based on a time domain estimation and
frequency domain estimation.
Experimental models for PD signal propagation studies are presented in Chapter 7. Two
types of circuit conﬁguration and calibration techniques used to measure PD signals
using the RFCTs are detailed; calibration by shunt resistor and calibration by comercial
PD detector. A ﬁve RFCTs arrangement is introduced to study the PD level propagation
along a transformer winding.
Chapter 8 presents a technique for PD location identiﬁcation based on accumulated
harmonic waveforms. Model equations based on half range sine series and quarter range
sine series are used to estimate the PD levels and error calculation for PD location.
PD estimation at high frequencies based on φ − q − n pattern is presented in Chapter
9. Model equations based on predominantly capacitive regions for current divergence
are derived. Results of PD estimation for diﬀerent harmonic levels up to 150MHz are
presented.
Finally, the conclusions and suggested future direction of the research are summarised
in Chapter 10.
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Literature Review
Power transformers are the largest and probably the most expensive items of equipment
in power systems. Obviously appropriate care and health monitoring of these assets are
neccessary in order to estimate and predict their live spans. Practically the monitoring
should be done over regular time intervals. This will assist in predicting any future
maintenance requirements. Failure to do so may lead to catasthropic failure and may
incur exessive costs. An international survey by CIGRE on large power transformers,
revealed a failure rate of 1% to 2% per year [2]. This may look a relatively small quan-
tity, however a single failure of a large power transformer causes signiﬁcant disruption
to utilities and is unacceptable. Since many manufacturers are merging or shutting
down, repair costs are considerable. It is therefore appropriate to plan for predictive
maintenance where the use of appropriate monitoring and assessment is essential.
Inspired by this, there are developing technological tools to inform maintenance. A
proper method of monitoring using reliable equipment having relatively low cost is es-
sential. Cheaper monitoring techniques have led to an opportunity to research analytical
techniques. However, the reliability and robustness of techniques used are signiﬁcant
concerns and ultimately will determine the success of any condition monitoring activity.
2.1 Transformer Condition Monitoring
The practice of condition assessment of power transformers has increased over the last
few decades. Asset health and life maintenance has become more important since eco-
nomic considerations have inﬂuenced replacement policies. Maintenance practice has
shifted from time based to condition based procedures in order to reduce the cost of
maintenance. Most monitoring techniques are based on classical methodologies that can
be categorized into two main modes of failure, internal and external causes [3, 4]. Table
2.1 shows typical causes of transformer failure that inﬂuence any condition monitoring
and ultimately drive the development of higher technology tools.
6Table 2.1: Causes of transformer failure
Internal External
Insulation deterioration Lightning strikes
Loss of winding clamping System switching operations
Overheating System overload
Oxygen System faults (short circuit)
Moisture
Solid contamination in the insulating oil
Partial discharge
Design and manufacture defects
The classic techniques of condition monitoring are mainly focused on the insulation and
winding systems. This focus still remains but has become more sophisticated and com-
plicated. These techniques are still developing and have undergone a lot of improvements
[5, 6, 7, 8]. Table 2.2 shows the typical types of monitoring techniques applicable to the
insulation and winding systems.
Following deregulation of the electrical supply industry, techniques for condition mon-
itoring have developed to allow condition based assessment of transmission and distri-
bution assets. Over past few years condition monitoring has evolved and improved in
terms of fault diagnosis [9].
A Multi Agent System (MAS) transformer condition monitoring system is one of the
latest developments to provide a reliable remote monitoring system [10]. All kinds of
information are monitored remotely and clustered into diﬀerent layers to avoid data con-
gestion and identify important information. The deﬁned layers are the data monitoring
layer, interpretation layer, corroboration layer and information layer. The modules in
each layer require fundamental knowledge of how the plant behaves and fails. More-
over, MAS oﬀers a ﬂexible and extendable system framework for further integration of
additional data from other sensing techniques that may develop in the future.
A comprehensive review of modern chemical and electrical diagnostic methods can be
found in [11]. Among chemical methods, Disolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is the most
widely used method for investigating incipient faults. The chemical method for analysing
Table 2.2: Transformer monitoring techniques
Insulation System Winding System
Dissolved gas analysis Reactance measurement
Partial discharge measurement Low voltage impulse test
Hot spot temperature measurement Frequency response analysis
Degree of polymerization measurement Transfer function method
Furan analysis
Recovery voltage measurement
Insulation resistance measurement
Dissipation factor measurement
7cellulose ageing by furan measurements using a High Performance Liquid Chromatogra-
phy (HPLC) techique is also widely applied. An electrical method incorporating chem-
ical and electrical methods for investigating the degree of polimerisation has also been
developed. This method is based on time domain polarisation and frequency domain
polarisation measurements. The time domain measurement is related to charge density
of current polarisation; j(t)polarisation; this has the eﬀect of ’memory’ over the time in
a dielectric system. In frequency domain, the dissipation factor; tanδ; can be measured
as a function of the frequency of the test voltage.
For condition monitoring of power transformers, it has proved advantageous to imple-
ment intelligent systems [12]. Condition assessment using an intelligent neural network
to identify the associated failure from DGA measurement data gives accurate diagnosis
with the training data [13]. Not only that, with an appropriate feeder to the neural
network using a genetic algorithm (GA) technique, the design and training process are
optimized which gives an improved diagnostic result. The GA is basically used as a feed-
back input to the system to minimize error between input and output of the network by
tuning the parameters of the neural network design.
A Wavelet network shown in Figure 2.1 also has been found to be a great tool for identify-
ing problems with power transformers [14]. It was initially used in system identiﬁcation
problems in general, but the wavelets multidecomposition techniques mean that it can
identify the best network parameters due to its localization property. Not only that,
the robustness of the algorithms has evolved such that a new problems can be fed into
the system, in this case the system is an evolving wavelet networks (EWN). Another
aspect to improve the assessment capability, is the use of an intelligent decision support
system based on fuzzy learning vector quantization (FLVQ) [15]. Learning vector quan-
tization (LVQ) is deﬁned in the learning system, where it is responsible for classifying
faults due to potential insulation deterioration. Both techniques of EWN and FLVQ
have a common beneﬁt in terms of their learning algorithms, and that is adaptation to
a new problem. This gives a potential beneﬁt in adaptive learning processes where later
problems can become a new learning parameter without the need to change the network
design.
In diagnosing the problems associated with the cause and source of insulation failure,
online or oﬄine diagnostic techniques have been considered by employing some of the
above monitoring methods [16, 17]. This aproach is becoming more widespread as
condition monitoring moves to be fully computerized and incoporates multiple sensors
with cross correlation data that checks validity and provides accurate diagnostic analysis
[18, 19].
8Figure 2.1: Evolving Wavelet Network [14]
2.2 Condition Monitoring by Partial Discharge Detection
Partial discharge is an important indicator of insulation degradation problems in a power
transformer. PD phenomena are observable through electrical, mechanical, and optical
means. In modern technology these are combined as a system monitoring tool where
the use of electrical detection has the advantage of allowing the application of digital
signal processing techniques. The combination of these technologies to measure PDs are
essential, as PDs in transformers are not necessarily indicative of insulation condition.
They are however an early warning of incipient problems. For insulation diagnosis it is
necessary to not only know the PD magnitude but also the location of the PD source.
Partial discharges are pulses of current that occur in a transformer when the electric
ﬁeld strength exceeds the dielectric breakdown strength of the insulation material. This
results in high frequency transient signals that propagate within transformer windings
in all directions, which can propagate towards bushing tap points and neutral to ground
terminals. However the PD radiation, radiates towards the transformer tank wall via
the surrounding oil. Therefore PDs can be detected using non-conventional techniques
such as, ultra high frequency (UHF) sensors, acoustic sensors or high frequency current
transformers (HFCT) [20, 21].
Piezo-electric sensors and the use of optical ﬁber can also be used to detect PDs [22]. The
piezoelectric sensors are connected to the outside tank to measure the acoustic wave from
inside the transformer to the tank. However this system can become ineﬀective in high
noise environments as piezoelectric sensors are sensitive to high frequency signals. To
avoid this kind of problem, more advanced techniques are employed with the detection
of PDs within the transformer tank wall, using ﬁber optic sensors as shown in Figure
2.2 [23, 24]. The system requires a sensor probe, an optical ﬁber linked to the sensor
and high end signal processing unit. Typical epoxy-based ﬁber pressure sensors are used
9Figure 2.2: Epoxy-based ﬁber optic pressure sensor [21]
which are very small and easy to install.
The use of UHF sensors in PD monitoring is among other non-conventional techniques
to detect PD propagation through the transformer oil [25, 26]. Figure 2.3 shows an
example of a UHF sensor mounted on top of a transformer tank. Strathclyde University
has developed a diagnostic tool for transformers which uses UHF couplers operating
in frequency region of 300MHz to 1500MHz. It was initially developed for monitoring
partial discharge in gas insulated system (GIS) and then applied to power transformers.
The principle of recognition is based on the PD pattern, waveform recognition and the
source location of PDs. The UHF sensors are mounted on the wall of the outside tank
of a transformer and ’look’ through dielectric windows. The sensors respond to the
electromagnetic wave radiated by PDs within inside the transformer.
One very cost eﬀective technique of PD monitoring for high voltage transformer is by ap-
plying HFCT sensors and this method has been widely used and researched [27, 28, 29].
Figure 2.3: UHF sensor mounted on a transformer [21]
10Figure 2.4: HFCT mounted at earth bonding point [31]
HFCTs are usually installed at the bushing tap-point terminal or the neutral to earth
connection (Figure 2.4). HFCTs are very portable, cost eﬀective and are a non-intrusive
type of measurement. The use of HFCTs allows the current propagation in a conductor
to be accurately measured. It is also among the safest techniques for current measure-
ment as it has no direct contact with the winding conductors. Thus the application
of CTs for discharge current measurement has great potential in facilitating PD iden-
tiﬁcation even for apparatus such as high-temperature superconducting transformers
[30].
2.3 High Frequency Properties of Transformers
Transfomer modelling studies are important for condition monitoring and understand-
ing transformer behaviour at high frequency [32]. The behaviour of power transformers
during operation at higher frequencies or under transient conditions is very complex
and diﬃcult to predict. The terminal response under such conditions is highly aﬀected
by nonlinear nature of loads, the core, leakage inductances, and stray capacitances dis-
tributed through the windings [33].
These are the important parameters that determine the overall frequency response which
varies nonlinearly with frequency. Therefore, the challenge of modelling a large trans-
former will begin by estimating those parameters which are frequency dependant. These
parameters will give an accurate representation of a transformer physical model when
physical access to the inner structure which is contained in a closed and sealed enclosure
is not possible.
The need for a wide frequency measurement range is important to determine transformer
11behaviour under transient conditions. Some high voltage transformers are commonly
connected to a source with high frequency harmonic content, such as a high voltage
direct current (HVDC) converter station, and hence the transformer will experience a
high voltage internal resonance. This happens when its natural frequency coincides with
the high frequency noise generated by the collapse of the voltage during the converter
switch ﬁring sequences. These internal part winding resonances often produce transient
voltages at the mid winding of a transformer that are higher than the voltage at the
transformer terminals [34].
2.3.1 Transformer Modelling
In most previous studies, transformer winding parameters are determined via the phys-
ical dimensions and empirical formulas. The windings are divided into a number of
parts, usually into coil section pairs having known values of physical dimension of coils,
distance between coils, diameter of disc coils and insulation thickness [35, 36, 37, 38].
The solution to this is found by applying Maxwell’s equations, which satisfy relevant
boundary conditions for self and mutual inductance and the capacitor equation for ca-
pacitance between conductors. Such approximations often result in error in deﬁnition
of the physical parameters and hence errors in the mathematical model [39]. In order
to get good approximations and a more reﬁned model, circuit parameters have to be
experimentally determined. The parameter estimation techniques based on experimen-
tal measurements in either frequency domain or time domain can be used eﬀectively to
estimate these parameters.
Frequency response analysis (FRA) is a well established method that has been receiving
increasing interest in the electric power industry. This technique has been proposed for
model identiﬁcation [40] and winding movement [41, 42, 43]. The FRA method tracks
the terminal response of transformer by representing the internal impedance parameters
related to inductance and capacitance with a variation of poles and zeros in its frequency
domain, which attempts to relate changes in the internal condition of the transformer.
These changes can be related to the change in physical parameters by means of its
impedance response and its relation to the terminal frequency response [33].
2.3.2 High Frequency Transformer Winding Model
In investigating the electromagnetic transient behaviour within transformers, a high fre-
quency transformer winding model has to be considered. At high frequency, equivalent
electrical lumped parameters circuit (RLC) oftenly use to represent the equivalent model
of transformer windings. Predominantly capacitive model as a representation of insu-
lation between conductors, often considered as the model to represent the behaviour of
high frequency signal propagation for initial distrbution [44]. Depending on the type of
12transformer windings, the model adopted to represent high frequency phenomena may
diﬀer for diﬀerent types of windings. Typical transformer type such as plain winding will
have simple equivalent circuit layout which has end connection with a simple conductor
arrangement between winding sections (Figure 2.5(a)). However for advanced winding
layout like interleaved winding will have diﬀerent equivalent circuit depending on the
interleaving connection between each section (Figure 2.5(b)).
(a) Plain winding
(b) Interleaved winding
Figure 2.5: Examples of winding layout for Plain winding and Interleaved winding
[45]
In the electromagnetic transient program (EMTP), the behaviour of transformer can be
determined via detailed internal winding models and terminal ends winding model. One
of the ways of studying the behaviour is by looking at the impedances within transformer
windings in great detail [46]. The beneﬁt of this is that it may also deﬁne other elements
of the winding such as eddy current loss due to the eﬀective resistance of a multiturn
transformer over its high frequency operating region [47].
If any case of disturbance caused by a high frequency signal from outside the trans-
former due to a high frequency fast transient switching operation, a lumped parameter
13model may be used to represent the high frequency excitation [48]. The interpretation
of signal propagation is achieved by considering the winding parameters by means of its
continuous winding physical dimensions converted into electrical parameters. By ﬁnding
the relative constants, it is possible to estimate the winding voltage transient distribu-
tion. Another aspect to improve this is by considering a ﬁnite element analysis with the
same lumped parameter model [49]. With these higher frequency details of the stress
distribution it is possible to construct a model describing high frequency transient signal
propagation within transformers. The conclusion from this procedure is well suited for
modelling a real transformer in cases where the frequency response mesurements do not
exist.
The study of transient signals in transformer windings with EMTP studies may explain
the phenomena of high frequency transient signal behaviour within a transformer wind-
ing. Other techniques for EMTP include the modal model of four terminals transformer
which is useful in looking at the transfomer while loaded with terminated impedance at
secondary connection [50]. In this case, the transient signal can be estimated by only
measuring signals from the available transformer terminals.
By using diﬀerent techniques to model high voltage transformer for the EMTP studies, it
may result in diﬀerent diagnostic capabilities. For example, a multi-phase network model
based on the admittance matrix to represent the sectional winding impedances may
result in diﬀerent levels of step response or transient response in transformer windings
[51]. The transient response is simulated based on high frequency signal propagation
based on the measured terminal voltages of the transformer. Hence, this method allows
estimation of the level of oscillation within a transformer.
The behaviour of a transformer winding at high frequencies may also diﬀer with type of
windings. It was found that there are signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the response of windings
in their high frequency characteristics between interleaved windings and normal plain
windings [52]. With the consideration of winding transfer function, the plain winding
has shown more resonant components compared to the interleaved winding. From a the-
oretical point of view, a frequency response transfer function is equivalent to an impulse
response measurement expressed in its frequency domain. Thus by considering proper
impulse response measurements, interpretation of transformer faults at high frequencies
is possible [53]. The nonstationary nature of voltage and current waveforms inside the
transformer winding therefore requires the model parameters to be both time and fre-
quency dependent. However, for these techniques the parameters under consideration
are estimated from detailed dimensions of the transformer windings.
There are also a few similar techniques that involve application of a capacitive network
for high frequency signal oscillations. At high frequency a transformer winding will
operate in its predominantly capacitive region. This can be identiﬁed either by frequency
response measurements or impulse response measurements. A classical technique using
14a model based power frequency equivalent circuit has been presented which has then
been extended to higher frequencies by the addition of the winding capacitances and
the synthesis of the frequency-dependent short-circuit branch by an RLC equivalent
network [54]. The lumped parameter network has demonstrated oscillation of a very
high frequency signal which is associated with the resonance frequencies of the systems.
2.3.3 Transformer Modelling for Pulse Propagation
The modelling of a transformer for pulse propagation begins with analysis using a lumped
parameter circuit model [55]. Figure 2.6 shows the typical lumped parameter model
for transient propagation within a single phase transformer. It was initially used to
demonstrate the signal propagation under the inﬂuence of a lightning impulse. It begins
by modelling the lumped circuit in a single direction of current due to the impulse
applied at the bushing and travelling towards the neutral to ground connection. The
technique employs of a lumped circuit parameter model by modelling the physical RLC
component using a partial diﬀerential equation. The model has revealed that diﬀerent
RLC parameters when taken into consideration may have diﬀerent transient behaviour
in the system. It is also used to explore faults in a transformer winding with a simpliﬁed
circuit [56].
It is also possible to study the equivalent lumped circuit parameter model using topo-
logical analysis [57]. By using the same model and with the existence of the mutual
inductance between the windings, the peak resonances can be deﬁned. The derived
model can then be transformed into the time domain by using the state space equation.
In ﬁnding the suitable parameter values, a method such as a genetic algorithm may be
employed with an iterative learning algorithm. The reliability of the topological analysis
can be clariﬁed by considering a step response signal along a transformer winding [58].
The technique is also useful in identiﬁcation of the sectional winding transfer function
(SWTF), which also beneﬁt in identifying problems associated with PDs such as local-
ization of PD sources, discrimination between PDs inside or outside of the transformer,
Figure 2.6: Equivalent lumped parameter model of a single transformer
15and evaluation of actual PD amplitudes along the winding.
Another technique uses multi conductor transmission lines (MTL), as shown in Figure
2.7 to model the continuous winding by only estimating the number of turns rather
than disc to disc properties [59, 60]. This is an alternative to using the lumped circuit
parameter model. It is also found to have an advantage over the lumped circuit model as
it is possible to locate the discharge source with its turn to turn model. The technique
models the voltage and current using a voltage mode transformation technique and a
current mode transformation technique. In order to apply the algorithm it is neccessary
to calculate the value of interturn capacitance and ground capacitance from physical
dimensions, which can be very diﬃcult to achieve in practice.
By combining a lumped parameter model and MTL model, a hybrid model may produce
better results. The lumped parameter model can be used to calculate the physical
RLC parameters from winding dimensions, then the MTL can be used to simulate the
propagation of PD or high transient signal within a winding of a transformer [61]. The
simulation analysis is claimed to be more reliable, has a smaller computational burden
and provides better accuracy over the higher frequency range.
Another hybrid model using a combination of coil-by-coil details and an inter-coil black
box model has been presented [62]. Figure 2.8 shows the equivalent of hybrid model
with a combination of lumped parameter model with an unknown black box model.
The technique was introduced for transient propagation studies, and found to provide
better analysis in revealing hidden transient signals compared to using the coil by coil
model only or inter-coil black box model only. Parameter estimation of the detailed
model and synthesis of the black box model are calculated based on frequency response
measurements.
(a) Single line MTL model
(b) MTL model
Figure 2.7: Variation of Multiconductor Transmission Line model [59, 60]
16Figure 2.8: Equivalent hybrid lumped parameter model [62]
As diﬀerent transformers consist of diﬀerent types of winding arrangement, the response
and the way a high frequency pulse propagates within the transformer will diﬀer from
one to another. This is simply due to the transformer construction generating a diﬀerent
equivalent high frequency circuit. To solve this, it may be necessary to consider a basic
Norton equivalent circuit derivation which then can be associated with the transformer
terminals [63]. The model consists of a set of state equations solved with the trapezoidal
rule of integration in order to obtain an equivalent Norton circuit. Thus the transformer
model can be easily interfaced with an electromagnetic transients program.
2.4 Partial Discharge Estimation and Localization
Partial discharge is an early warning of insulation failure. There are often PD events
when a new transformer is initially tested. Hence engineers need to assess the severity
of any PDs in terms of magnitude and the location. Without accessing the internal
windings of the transformer, acoustic sensing may be a quick way to monitor the PDs
[64, 65]. The combination between UHF sensors and acoustic sensors may yield a better
understanding of the source location of PDs because more information are collected by
cross correlation of PD data between sensors. In this case as variable PDs are generated,
an average mesurement from the sensors is essential.
As the design of transformers is very complex, using UHF sensors may have diﬃculties
in measuring real PD magnitudes accurately. The techniques of time of ﬂight and time
of arrival are signiﬁcant and reliable as the electromagnetic waves due to a PD burst
travel in a near direct path from source to the sensors. An example of UHF positions
on the tank of a transformer is shown in Figure 2.9 showing the position of PD and
and corresponding UHF sensors. The propagation path of electromagnetic waves in the
transformer oil may experience diﬀraction due to obstacles where waves tend to deﬂected
or deviated from its original path. Therefore, a spatial technique has to be identiﬁed in
17Figure 2.9: UHF position on a transformer tank to locate PD [25]
order to be able to identify obstacles by means of shortest path of propagation [66].
A particular problem associated with acoutic waves in transformers is from geometrical
spreading of the wave from source to sensors, division of the wave among multiple
paths, transmission losses in propagation from one medium to another and absorption
by certain materials. However as the waves have very high frequency components, some
of the wave components may have a very short wavelength compared to the dimension of
the apparatus. Thus it is possible to detect this kind of wave component using suitable
piezoelectric sensors that have a narrow tuned bandwidth [67, 68].
There are circumstances where PDs cannot be detected using acoustic sensors. This is
when the PDs are hidden within deep inside the winding of a transformer. Hence, one
possible way of detecting this is by using a lumped circuit parameter model network
of RLCM parameters [69, 70]. PD localization is based on comparison of results from
a real PD source with the characteristic responses of the RLCM network of the spe-
ciﬁc transformer from calibrated impulses applied at the respective bushing. This can
be achieved by performing statistical analysis of the PD patterns and the PD current
impulse in the frequency domain.
Electrical measurement methods are also commonly used for PD localization. Common
measurement of PDs from the terminal ends of the bushing and neutral to capture
PDs allows a technique to identify the transfer function of the transformer windings.
This requires a knowledge base of internal parameters that can be calculated either
from physical dimensions or estimated using frequency response peak resonances. The
transfer function can be calculated using the model from lumped parameter analysis
and a genetic algorithm has been found to be very useful in estimating the unknown
lumped parameters [71]. The system for PD estimation and location is assumed to be
a multi-input, multi-output system (MIMO) as shown in Figure 2.10. A deconvolution
18Figure 2.10: MIMO system for PD location by transfer function technique [71]
technique can be performed from a measured PD response based on the step response
theoretical function [72, 73] in order to estimate PD severity.
As the design of a transformer can be closely modelled using lumped parameter approach,
every section or disc winding in the transformer will consist of diﬀerent identical RLC
components which can be found by analysis of its winding based structural data [74]. It
is also possible to locate and estimate PD magnitudes based on this analysis. Moving
poles analysis has been found to be one of the way identifying PDs at diﬀerent locations
[75, 76, 77]. Where it is believed to operate under the inﬂuence of inductive elements
or operate in a transmission line mode. For waves moving under the inﬂuence of the
predominantly capacitive region this allows identiﬁcation of the moving zeros [78, 79].
The moving poles and moving zeros analysis is the position of poles and zeros from
the frequency domain analysis associated with the position of PD injection along a
transformer winding. The measured PD signals at Bushing tap point and Neutral to
ground connection will be the points of measurement for the analysis.
In ﬁnding the location of PDs, a capacitive operating range may be found from analysis
of either the frequency response or impulse response measurements. Under a capacitive
inﬂuence, waves propagate in a no loss medium. In other words the same component
level of PDs will be captured at either terminal bushing or neutral end, in its oscillation
propagation along the winding as shown in Figure 2.11. Hence, the distribution level can
be explained as a straight line and PDs location is much easier to identify [80]. However
there are circumstances where by considering the model winding under the inﬂuence of
predominantly capacitive region, the winding distribution and the location of PDs will
not be in a linear straight line relationship between bushing and neutral terminals [81].
The distribution curve is deﬁned by the coeﬃcient distribution α which is the ratio of
inter-turn capacitance to inter-disk capacitance [44].
Advanced signal processing techniques are one of the most beneﬁcial approaches for
processing PD signals. As PD signals are unique and pass through multi-path mediums,
they will have a certain signature associated with the original source. Therefore a feature
extraction technique based on a signal template of PD signals analysed in the frequency
19Figure 2.11: Time domain components of pulse distribution under predominantly
capacitive region [80]
domain is possible [82]. Another feature extraction of PDs is based on power spectrum
density (PSD) and is also proven to contain information about the original source [83].
It is also becomes easier to see the energy level transformation of a PD signal by using
the Karhunen-Loeve-transform [84]. The energy transformation of PDs using Karhunen-
Loeve theorem is clearly diﬀerent with respect to the point of injection.
2.5 Parameter and Transfer Function Estimation
Parameter estimation is one of the main subjects in the study of high frequency be-
haviour of transformers. The parameters of interest represent the way the signal prop-
agates from the source of a fault to the terminal measurement point. Most of the
models used in translating the behaviour of high frequency signals propagating within a
transformer cannot avoid utilising its physical parameters. Most of the time, the physical
parameters associated with electrical properties; resistance, inductance and capacitance,
can be calculated from the physical dimensions and materials of the transformer. How-
ever, some of these parameters are frequency dependant and over time parameters can
change due to electrical stress and mechanical stress. It is therefore a measurement
based on frequency response or impulse response that is required in order to estimate
the parameters of interest.
Figure 2.12 shows an example of a three-legged transformer with its equivalent circuit
parameter [85]. The magnetic circuit is shown in Figure 2.12(b), where FH and FL
represent MMFs at the high and low voltage side; Rm, Ry and Rn represent reluctances.
From Figure 2.12(c) RH and RL represent the winding resistances of the low voltage
and high voltage; Lsh represents ﬂux leakages; L0 and R0 represent linear inductance
20(a) Physical structure
(b) Magnetic circuit
(c) Electrical equivalent circuit
Figure 2.12: Equivalent circuit of a three-legged stacked-core transformer [85]
21and resistance; Rm and RL represent combined resistances and saturable inductances;
Ry and Ly represents the yoke section between a pair of phases.
One of the common estimations in the frequency domain is the system transfer func-
tion. The transfer function is often associated with resonant peak frequencies (poles)
and resonant crest frequencies (zeros). These frequencies are analytically explained by
comparison with the equivalent circuit resonant parameters of the RLC lumped param-
eter model. At high frequencies, the reverberation of signals are more obvious as the
change between peaks and crests of the frequency response also known as poles and zeros
are common. Hence the estimation of transfer function can also explain the high fre-
quency oscillation of the transformer winding with the estimation of its transfer function
coeﬃcients.
Considerable eﬀort has been devoted to the development of methods for transfer function
estimation from frequency response observation. The frequency domain identiﬁcation
problem is often associated with the estimation of a rational complex function to ﬁt a
measured set of complex data or its magnitude and phase response data. The nonlinear
nature of the problem has yielded diﬀerent formulation and solution techniques. A
linearization procedure and a complex curve ﬁtting technique has been introduced [86]
and it was then further improved [87, 88]. The proposed method was based on the least
squares approach that ultimately yielded the derivation of a matrix of parameters in its
linear relationship equation.
Later the formulation introduced in the form of a set of a linear equations was further
developed and modiﬁed for better accuracy and smaller error for the convergence factor.
It was found that a reduction of iteration number for convergence by introducing a
linear least squares problem approach by singular value decomposition (SVD) [32] has
improved the performance of estimation.
As frequency response is often associated with complex numbers, an estimation based
on logarithmic scale can be undertaken. Similar to the linear approach, a complex log-
arithmic least square estimation (LOG-LSE) has been introduced [89]. The approach
by the LOG-LSE has shown that the bias on the parameter estimates of the LOG-LSE
decreases faster than normal input output signal to noise ratio (I/O SNR) for a non-
linear least square estimator. It was also shown that the LOG-LSE is more robust in
the presence of unknown noise. The technique can be used and implemented in Matlab
environment where it has been developed into a program called Transfer Function Ad-
justment (TFA) [90]. The process begins with the derivation of model transfer function
which then is used to derive a logarithmic cost function.
High frequency signals within transformers are often contaminated by noise, which is
when the use of a maximum likelihood estimator becomes particularly suitable (MLE)
[91]. It has been demonstrated that under “mild conditions” in the presence of low level
of noise the use of a nonlinear least squares (NLS) ﬁtting technique for a rational transfer
22function to frequency response data yields the MLE of the transfer function coeﬃcient
vector. The advantage of NLS is the ability to model a data with reasonable errors,
however the only disadvantage is the diﬃculty of convergence to minimize the errors
to a speciﬁed level. Hence an ’elemental set’ of parameters comprising of a number of
frequencies equal to half the number of unknown parameters to enhance the convergence
factor has been introduced [91]. The use of NLS technique can be used to ﬁnd a continu-
ous time transfer function that corresponds to the complex frequency response data [92].
The NLS is used to minimising the squared norm of error between the estimated model
and the measured frequency response. From the derived transfer function a simple cir-
cuit theory calculation can be used to obtain the equivalent parameter components for
a transformer circuit equivalent model.
Estimation of transformer parameters can be done using time domain analysis as well
as frequency domain analysis [93]. The emphasis is on the identiﬁcation of the param-
eters through the instrumental variable method in the time domain and the maximum
likelihood estimation method in the frequency domain. This method divides the esti-
mation techniques in three major parts. First, the topology of the proposed transformer
winding equivalent circuit is deﬁned, the mathematical representation of the model is
derived using state space formulations, then estimation techniques are applied to esti-
mate the parameters in both time and frequency domain using the maximum likelihood
method. Another new technique called Subspace-based identiﬁcation in identifying the
mathematical model of power transformers was introduced [94]. It is apparently suitable
for high order structurally variable like transformers, where one of the advantage of the
algorithms is its noniterative algorithm in the frequency domain.
An Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) for parameter estimation has also been proposed
[95]. It has been shown that the combination of genetic algorithm as parameter opti-
mization and an artiﬁcial neural network for transfer function estimation to estimate the
frequency response measurement has given a good parameter estimation in the frequency
domain. The GA was used to optimise the learning process during the initial weight
selection. Moreover the use of GA as a meta-heuristic robust optimization algorithm
simulating the nature evolution process has widely been used in large complex problems
like high order transfer function estimation. The typical structure of the GA is shown
in Figure 2.13.
Other means of parameter estimation include computing techniques for reducing the
computational burden and time consumption [96]. A model based parameter estima-
tion (MBPE), based on mathematical derivation which involved ﬁtting physically the
approximated model has resulted in better accuracy of computing electromagnetic quan-
tities from which unknown coeﬃcients are numerically obtained. The model can then
provide simple and compact representation of the functional behaviour of the quantity
of interest that can be used later for interpolation or extrapolation of the ﬁtted data.
23Figure 2.13: Structure of GA algorithm [71]
Another technique of modelling frequency response estimation for higher number of peak
resonances based on rational transfer function has been introduced [97, 98]. It is called
the vector ﬁtting technique. The technique introduces a set of complex starting pole
coeﬃcients which also correspond to the order of the transfer function. As it is has an
advantage of ﬁtting higher numbers of resonances it is suitable for modelling the transfer
function of a transformer response. In the normal case, peak resonances are common
at high frequencies. It is has been shown that the modelling of high frequency response
transfer function of transformer and transmission lines is suitable for estimating the
higher number of peak resonances [99, 100].
2.6 Summary
Partial discharge monitoring in high voltage transformers has been widely investigated
and has been found to be practical in giving diagnosis of transformer health. The choice
of techniques in monitoring and diagnosing power transformers can be compared in
terms of cost, reliability and robustness. The choice of technique relies on two diagnostic
conditions, the PD magnitude and the location of fault.
In PD estimation and localization, the UHF technique may be best to determine the
position of the PD source. However, in circumstances where PDs occur within deep
inside of a transformer winding, electrical methods become a choice. Therefore, electrical
methods are techniques that can be relied on when at high frequencies the PD energy
is sustained and can be detected at the bushing and neutral ends. This estimation
thus requires a suitable model to locate PDs. The main focus of PD pulse propagation
involves the choice of model adopted to solve the problem. There are two models that
best explain the way that PDs propagate along the transformer winding, either a lumped
parameter model or a multiconductor transmission line model.
The multiconductor transmission line model has been found to be able to explain higher
frequency PD phenomena then a normal lumped parameter model. It is also has the
capability of modelling PD pulses with a higher number of resonances in its frequency
24domain at diﬀerent disc positions. However, the lumped parameter model has an advan-
tage in terms of modelling the disc to disc parameters which can be associated directly
with the position of PDs from the neutral to ground terminal. By considering the best
technique in identifying the transfer function or the intermidiary frequency response of
disc to disc transformer windings, it is possible to estimate and simultaneously locate
the position of the PD source.
Overall, this survey has focussed on the modelling of transformers in the high frequency
region and also the way that pulses propagate under such conditions. The common
problem associated with modelling is parameter estimation. As transformers are always
considered as a “black box” system, hence parameter estimation is an unavoidable issue
when investigating the propagation of pulses under high frequency phenomena. The
critical parameters under consideration are the RLCM parameters under high frequency
lumped parameter model and MTL model. It can be found either by transformer phys-
ical dimensions, frequency response mesurement or impulse response measurement. As
these parameters are mostly frequency dependent and change over the time, frequency
response mesurement or impulse response measurement are the best choice for estimat-
ing values for a particular transformer. Therefore it is necessary to explore a reliable
technique in identifying parameters with limited access and knowledge of the internal
windings of a transformer.
25Chapter 3
Transformer Winding
Distribution
A transformer winding may be represented as a large coil consisting of several elements.
Fundamentally, the transformer consists of insulation materials and copper windings
placed around a laminated core. The transformer can be described using a simple
equivalent circuit which results in a lumped circuit parameter model [55, 101]. Typically,
insulation is modelled using an equivalent capacitor, the coil windings represented by
an equivalent inductor and the losses represented as equivalent resistors.
Diﬀerent winding types will produce diﬀerent reponses and therefore have diﬀerent equiv-
alent circuit conﬁgurations [46]. This can be seen clearly when comparing the typical
plain winding type with the interleaved winding type. The winding arrangement for
both types is almost similar except the connection between the coils of the coil pairs.
The choice of connection aﬀects the interturn capacitance between coils and the inter-
leaved winding has a higher series capacitance [45]. Thus in the case of locating a partial
discharge source within the winding it is necessary to consider the detailed construction
of the transformer. A good model should give an initial indication of the voltage distri-
bution resulting from any partial discharge within the transformer through the use of
transient analysis.
3.1 The Transformer Experimental Model
The experimental transformer model was developed and manufactured by Alstom and it
includes an interleaved disc winding and a plain disc winding. It was further developed
by the Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory at the University of Southampton [102].
The transformer is in an oil ﬁlled tank ﬁlled with oil of speciﬁcation BS148:1998 class
1. The tank was manufactured at the Stanlow Works, UK (See Appendix A). One of its
26main characteristics is that it is discharge free up to applied a.c voltages of 30 kV rms.
The structure of the model contains the two types of winding (interleaved and plain disc
winding). Figure 3.1 shows the cross-sectional view of the two windings wrapped around
a central core that is represented using an aluminium cylinder. The upper winding
is interleaved and the lower winding is plain disc. The two windings have the same
construction size and use identical materials. Every pair of discs of the both windings
provides a terminal as a measurement point.
Each winding consists of 7 disc pairs (14 discs) stacked on each other, where terminal
leads from outside the tank are connected to each one of the disc pairs to provide
external access. The winding is manufactured from a copper conductor wrapped with
paper insulation, and the speciﬁcation of the transformer winding meets the standard
requirements of IEC27260. A cylindrical core represents the laminated iron core and is
grounded. The transformer winding is conﬁned and sealed in a thin walled aluminium
cylinder so that the behaviour of the transformer modes under transient conditions is
as similar to that of a real transformer as possible. The connections between winding
pairs are shown in Figure 3.2
Figure 3.1: Crossectional view of the transformer winding model
27Figure 3.2: Capacitance and inductance arrangement on windings
3.2 Equivalent Circuit Model
In the transformer model, both windings are disc-type and each winding includes 14
discs. A pair of discs is called a ‘section’ where each section can be accessed externally
with the direct connection from its terminals. The end connections of each winding
are connected to an end plate (noted as EP in Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The use of an
end plate is to support the mechanical coil stack and is also a convenient means of
providing insulation to ground. It is also beneﬁcial in reducing the end eﬀects of the
transformer winding and reduces the fundamental harmonic content. Figure 3.2 shows
the arrangement of capacitance and inductance of both windings. This arrangement
is based on the mechanical construction and represents the physical parameters of the
winding itself. Generally, a transformer winding can be considered as an equivalent
circuit of a very large inductor in series with its winding resistance. The paper insulation
between the conductors can be represented as capacitances between adjacent conductors.
283.2.1 Plain Winding Series Capacitance
The schematic drawing of the disc coil of plain disc winding is shown in Figure 3.3. The
capacitive elements are either of inter-turn capacitances Cg or inter-section capacitances
K. To calculate the capacitance it is assumed that there is an even voltage distribution
within the disc coil, hence accumulated energy can be determined using the sum of part
capacitances [45].
Thus the resultant capacitance of one disc coil is:
Cr = Cgr + Kr (3.1)
Suppose there are n turns in each section with the total of N sections per winding, the
calculation of resultant inter-turn capacitance for the entire winding therefore is:
N X
Cgr =
Cg
Nn2 (n − 1) (3.2)
whereas the resultant of inter-section capacitances are determined using:
N X
Kr = 4
N − 1
N2 K (3.3)
Therefore the resultant series capacitance of the entire winding, from (3.2) and (3.3) can
be described as:
Cr =
1
N
µ
n − 1
n2 Cg + 4
N − 1
N
Kr
¶
(3.4)
Figure 3.4 shows an example of winding dimensions for a typical single phase transformer.
Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of equivalent capacitive circuit for plain winding
29Figure 3.4: Winding dimensions
Where the following physical parameters are; D, the mean winding diameter; h, the
height of the copper conductor; ˆ r, the radial diameter (or depth) of a disc; δt the
thickness of inter-turn insulation and δd the spacer distance between adjacent disc. The
electrical parameters are; εd, the permttivity of the oil and εt, the resultant of inter-turn
permittivity of the oil plus paper insulation.
With reference to Figure 3.4, the inter-turn capacitance (Cg) and resultant inter-section
capacitance (Kr) can be calculated using a known formula such that [45];
Cg = εtε0
Dπ(h + 2δt)
2δt
= 27.8D
εt(h + 2δt)
2δt
10−12 F turn−1 (3.5)
and
Kr =
1
3
"
ε0 Dπ
r + δd
2δt
εt
+
δd
εd
#
= 27.8D
1
3
(ˆ r + δd)εtεd
2δtεd + δdεt
10−12 F section−1 (3.6)
By solving Equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), therefore the total series capacitance of a
normal disc winding can be deﬁned:
Cr =
27.8D
N
"
εt(h + 2δt)
2nδt
+
4
3
(ˆ r + δd)εtεd
2δtεd + δdεt
#
10−12 F winding−1 (3.7)
303.2.2 Interleaved Winding Series Capacitance
By interleaving the winding end connections, the voltage distribution across the section
can be made more uniform. To calculate the resultant capacitance of an interleaved
winding, it is necessary to assume that the voltage distribution along the winding is
linear for small values of series capacitance, and therefore intermediary voltages can be
determined. Let Ex be the number of sections of from neutral to ground point, % be the
number of oil ducts within the windings, and κ be the number of non-adjacent parallel
conductors. Therefore using similar relations as Equations (3.1) and (3.4) the series
capacitance of interleaved winding can be found by [45]:
K =
27.8D
N
"
εt(h + 2δt)
2δt
#
(κn − % − 1)E2
x 10−12 F turn−1 (3.8)
As it can be seen from Figure 3.5 the existence of conductors shorted as such at the
end, reduces the inter-section capacitance. This however is dependant on the number
of parallel conductors that exist to form interleaved windings. As compared to Figure
3.3 there are more parallel conductors on the edge end connections for an interleaved
winding hence its radial length is less than that of a plain disc winding.
3.2.3 Series and Shunt Capacitance Calculation
According to equations (3.5) to (3.8), the interturn capacitance and intersection capac-
itance are dependant on the arrangement of parallel conductors between sections. This
again indicates that the arrangement of plain winding diﬀers from the interleaved wind-
ing at the connections between outer and inner points and this has a substantial eﬀect
on the values of capacitance. Table 3.1 details the parameters of the transformer wind-
ing model (further information can be found in Appendix A). Using these parameters
capacitances have been calculated using Equations (3.5) and (3.8).
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of equivalent capacitive circuit for interleaved winding
31Table 3.1: Calculated inter-section capacitance and inter-turn capacitance for the
experimental transformer model
Parameters Dimensions
D: mean winding diameter 87.5mm
h: height of copper conductor 7.0 mm
ˆ r: radial diameter or depth of disc 85 mm
δd: spacer between disc 3.0 mm
εd: permttivity of oil (2.5 - 7)
δt: thickness of inter-turn insulation 1.0 mm
εt: resultant of inter-turn permittivity 2.63
N: Total number of section 14
n: Number of turn per-section 14
Ex: Intermidiary section under consideration 1 out of 14
%: No of oil ducts between windings 14
Number of non-adjacent parallel conductors
κ|interleaved: 10
κ|plain: 12
Parallel and Series Capacitance (Plain Winding)
Cg: 28.79 pF
K: 60.010 pF
Parallel and Series Capacitance (Interleaved Winding)
Cg: 28.79 pF
K: 257.04 pF
3.3 Travelling Waves Within a Transformer Winding
The distribution along a winding is often used to investigate the level of developed
voltage inside a transformer winding. A non-invasive test can be undertaken using a
traveling rectangular wave in order to validate any winding model. The application of
a rectangular waveshape can be represented as a double exponential deﬁned as [44]:
V (t) = V (e−at − e−bt) (3.9)
in which V , a and b are arbitrary constants. The equation representing the travelling
wave V (t) has an impulse waveshape that is dependant on a and b. Figure 3.6 shows a
typical response.
Figure 3.6 shows the principle of superposition of two exponential travelling waves,
resulting in a simple impulse like wave. Note that the exponential wave at the top of the
ﬁgure can be found by substituting the value of b = ∞ , while the value of a is adjusted
to give the desired wavetail. Similarly, to the bottom ﬁgure, by specifying the value of
a = ∞, and adjusting the value of b, the wave can be explained using equation −V e−bt.
32Figure 3.6: Superposition principle of two exponential travelling waves to represent
the winding response to the application of the rectangular waveshape, a = 2×103 and
b = 9 × 103
3.3.1 The inﬂuence of earth connection on travelling waves within a
winding
When a travelling wave reaches a transition point, part of the wave may be reﬂected and
the remainder pass on to another section. At the transition point itself the voltage (or
current) will change in magnitude depending on the characteristics or the impedance of
the terminal itself.
In the case of a transformer winding, it consists of several interconnected sections.
Therefore, the equivalent circuit of a typical transformer winding is equivalent to a
large inductor connected to ground. In order to study the eﬀect diﬀerent of winding
conﬁgurations, let the reﬂected wave and the transmitted wave be denoted as v0 and
v00 respectively. Figure 3.7 shows the visualization of the respective transmitted and
reﬂected wave derived from Equation (3.9).
The analytical solution for both kind of waves [44, 103], is as follows:
Figure 3.7: Reﬂected and transmitted wave form v = V (e−at − e−bt)
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µ
ν
·
a + ν
a − µ
e−at −
b + ν
b − µ
e−bt +
(a − b)(ν + µ)
(a − µ)(b − µ)
e−µt
¸
(3.10)
v00 = V
µ
1 +
µ
ν
¶·
a
a − µ
e−at −
b
b − µ
e−bt −
(a + b)µ
(a − µ)(b − µ)
e−µt
¸
(3.11)
With reference to Figure 3.7, Z1 and Z2 are the surge line characteristic impedances
derived using transmission line theory. In the case of the laboratory experiment, Z1 and
Z2 are coaxial cables connected to the transformer winding for measurement that have
a characteristic impedance of Z1 = Z2 = 75Ω [102] . The coeﬃcient of ν and µ are
the line impedance coeﬃcients that are dependant on the inductance of the transformer
winding and are derived as follows:
ν =
Z1Z2
L0(Z2 − Z1)
µ =
Z1Z2
L0(Z1 + Z2)
(3.12)
Figure 3.8 shows the eﬀective inductance under the inﬂuence of a transient incident
signal. A rectangular wave was used, as the wavefront is similar to the incident wave of
a dirac delta function. The response of the winding can be seen from its wavetail that
represents the reverberation process of the winding at high frequency.
The result of Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of travelling waves for the interleaved and
plain windings. A rectangular wave was injected at Terminal 1 (refer Figure 3.2) in
each case using a function generator, and measured the response at same terminal on
an oscilloscope. Theoretically, the travelling wave experiences damping dependent on
the connection to ground. Due to the lower inductance of the plain winding the decay
rate is faster compared to the interleaved winding, as estimated using Equation (3.11);
L0 = 16.1mH for interleaved winding and L0 = 2.65mH for plain winding. Experiments
revealed that the plain winding took about 45µs to decay to half value of the injected
magnitude, compared to 450µs for the interleaved winding.
The plots of the calculated waveform are by using measured inductance value of L0 =
16.1mH for interleaved winding and L0 = 2.65mH for plain winding. The plots of
winding response to the injection of an inﬁnite rectangular wave shows a reduction of
voltage level over time, dependant on where the signal is injected with respect to the
ground connection. The distribution of inductance within the interleaved is constant
with respect to the distance from the ground connection. For the plain winding the
distribution of inductance is greatest towards the centre of the winding.
34(a) Interleaved winding
(b) Plain winding
Figure 3.8: Comparison of inﬁnite rectangular wave for grounded windings. (a)
Interleaved winding; L0 = 16.1mH. (b) Plain winding; L0 = 2.65mH
In order to investigate the amplitude of any incident wave within the winding, the
same calibrated rectangular wave was injected at diﬀerent positions along the winding.
Obtained results are shown in Figure 3.9. Both Figure 3.9(b) and 3.9(d) are signals of
the transmitted voltage level at diﬀerent injection points. It is clear that the damping
factor of the travelling wave is inﬂuenced by the distance between the injection point
and the ground level. Thus, analytically the eﬀective inductance at various injection
points can be approximated using the same solution and obtained results are tabulated
in Table 3.2.
35(a) Model simulation (Interleaved winding)
(b) Interleaved winding measurement
(c) Model simulation (Plain winding)
(d) Plain winding measurement
Figure 3.9: Comparison of response to injection of an inﬁnite rectangular wave for
grounded windings (0%: Neutral point; 100%: Bushing point). (a) Interleaved winding
simulation; (b) Interleaved winding measurement; (c) Plain winding simulation and (d)
Plain winding measurement
. 36Table 3.2: Table of eﬀective inductance
Position from Neutral Interleaved winding Plain winding
100% (Bushing) 16.1mH 2.65mH
85.7% 13.8mH 2.3mH
71.4% 11.5mH 1.7mH
57.1% 9.2mH 1.2mH
42.8% 6.9mH 0.8mH
28.6% 4.6mH 0.45mH
14.3% 2.3mH 0.15mH
0% (Neutral) 0.23mH 0.015mH
3.4 Determining the Possible Source of a Travelling Wave
The transformer winding distribution represents the voltage level for a certain disc coil
or pair of disc coils. The voltage levels for interleaved winding and plain winding as seen
from Figure 3.9 are similar to each other. The variation of inductance between the two
is entirely due to the diﬀerent connection arrangements at the winding pair end points.
To model wave propagation it is necessary to identify an equivalent circuit that repre-
sents the physical parameters of the winding. Under the inﬂuence of a transient wave
the windings are represented with an equivalent circuit of capacitance, resistance and
inductance in series (Figure 3.10). Diﬀerent equivalent circuit arrangements can be
modeled according to their physical properties and the inﬂuence of diﬀerent operating
frequencies [104].
With reference to Figure 3.10, N is the neutral terminal, B the bushing terminal, Cg
the shunt capacitance to ground, and K the series capacitance. x is the distance at any
point along the transformer winding, where x = 0 at neutral line and x = l represents
the bushing tap point.
Figure 3.10: Equivalent inductance, resistance and capacitance in transformer wind-
ing
373.4.1 Initial Distribution Network
Suppose an inﬁnite rectangular wave is injected from a source and travels to the terminal,
the winding is considered as consisting of a network of capacitances, inductances and
resistances. At the instance of injection, the incident wave of the current through the
series inductance is zero. Therefore the winding acts as an instantaneous open circuit.
However, the series capacitance acts as a short circuit, that allows current to ﬂow until
the capacitance achieves a fully charged condition. Therefore, at the instant of injection
of a rectangular travelling wave, the equivalent circuit consists only a network of series
and parallel capacitances. Figure 3.11 shows the equivalent circuit network which is also
known as the initial distribution circuit. With reference to Figure 3.11, Z(p) represents
the impedance between the end terminal of the winding and ground.
3.4.2 The Divergence of an Incident Wave along the winding
At any instant in time, if an arbitrary input signal is applied at a point x0 along the
transformer winding, a current in the transformer winding will ﬂow away from the source
in two directions as shown in Figure 3.12.
With reference to Figure 3.12 ikn is the transmitted signal in the direction towards
neutral line (ground connection) and ikb is the transmitted signal in the direction towards
bushing terminal. Considering the direction towards the neutral line to be positive, the
divergence of current according to Kirchoﬀ’s Current Law (KCL) can be solved by:
Figure 3.11: Initial distribution capacitive circuit
38Figure 3.12: Current divergence for initial distribution network
∇.i = 0 (3.13)
Hence solving Equation (3.13) for all currents, the divergence of current is deﬁne as:
∂ik
∂x
+ ic = 0 (3.14)
where ik is the current ﬂowing in series capacitance (K) and ic is the current ﬂowing in
shunt capacitance to ground (Cg) [55]. For which:
ik = K
∂2v
∂x∂t
(3.15a)
ic = Cg
∂v
∂t
(3.15b)
By solving Equations (3.14) and (3.15), and cancelling the operator ∂
∂t on both sides,
the following partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) is developed:
∂2v
∂x2 − α2v = 0 (3.16)
39where the ﬁxed distribution constant, α, is:
α =
r
Cg
K
(3.17)
With reference to Figure 3.12, let vb be the voltage distribution along transformer wind-
ing towards bushing and vn be the voltage voltage distribution towards neutral to ground
connection. Hence the terms vb and vn corresponds to the two diﬀerent directions of
current ﬂow along the winding with respect to ikb and ikn respectively, i.e.
vb; x0 ≤ x ≤ l (3.18a)
vn; 0 ≤ x ≤ x0 (3.18b)
The solution of the PDE from Equation (3.16) will have solution towards Neutral as :
vn(x) = Acosh(αx) + B sinh(αx) (3.19)
and the tentative solution towards Bushing as:
vb(x) = Acosh(αx) − Bsinh(αx) (3.20)
Let Vsec be the voltage per-section along transfomer winding and applying Kirchoﬀ’s
Voltage Law (KVL) for the solution towards Bushing, the following is derived;
αAsinh(αx) − αBcosh(αx) + Vsec = 0 (3.21)
Solving Equations (3.20) and (3.21) simultaneously, hence the general solution towards
Bushing can be written in the form of:
vb(x) = C sech(αx) − Dtanh(αx) (3.22)
Where the arbitrary constants of C and D are equal to:
C = A (3.23a)
D =
Vsec
α
(3.23b)
The two Equations (3.19) and (3.22) are subject to boundary conditions [44]:
vb(x) = VB at x = l (3.24a)
vn(x) = VN at x = 0 (3.24b)
40vb(x) = vn(x) at x = x0 (3.25a)
dvb(x)
dx
=
dvn(x)
dx
at x = x0 (3.25b)
Regardless of the value of the terminal impedance at the bushing, Zb(p), and at neutral
point, Zn(p), VB and VN are the terminal conditions considered for analysis and can be
obtained from measurement. Hence According to the conditions deﬁned in (3.24),
A = VN (3.26a)
C sech(αl) − Dtanh(αl) = VB (3.26b)
and applying (3.25), yields:
C sech(αx0) − Dtanh(αx0) = VN cosh(αx0) + B sinh(αx0) (3.27a)
−C tanh(αx0)sech(αx0) − Dsech2 (αx0) = VN sinh(αx0) + B cosh(αx0) (3.27b)
Solving (3.26) and (3.27) simultaneously yields expressions for the variables B, C and
D;
B = C sech(αx0)csch(αx0) − Dsech(αx0) − VN coth(αx0) (3.28)
C =
VB cosh(αl)sinh3(αx0) − VN sinh(αl)cosh2(αx0)
sinh3(αx0) − sinh(αl)
h
cosh2(αx0) + sinh2(αx0)
i (3.29)
D =
VB cosh(αl)
h
cosh2(αx0) + sinh2(αx0)
i
− VN cosh2(αx0)
sinh3(αx0) − sinh(αl)
h
cosh2(αx0) + sinh2(αx0)
i (3.30)
The solution of Equations (3.19) and (3.22) have x0 dependant terms. The distribution
of the transformer winding in this case provides two solutions based on the direction of
current, either towards bushing tap point or towards neutral tap point. When modelling
the voltage distribution one has to consider the distance range from the identiﬁed signal
source towards the ends of the winding. However an alternative solution of current
divergence solution by considering the whole winding length, l − x, can be found in
Appendix B
413.4.3 Initial Distribution Near the Bushing Terminal
The solutions from (3.19) and (3.22) require the measurement on both sides of the
winding end terminals. However an estimation of winding distribution can be made
by considering the terminated impedance of Zb(p) and Zn(p). By considering the PDE
solution of (3.16) and rewriting the equation for the near bushing terminal:
∂2vn
∂x2 −
Cb
Kb
vn = 0 (3.31)
where α = αb =
q
Cb
Kb near the bushing.
The solution of Equation (3.31) is also in the form of
V = Aneαbx + Bne−αbx (3.32)
From the deﬁnition (3.15), and also using the diﬀerential operator, ρ ≡ ∂
∂t, the currents
away from the bushing are;
in = Kρ
∂vn
∂x
= Kραb
¡
Aneαbx − Bne−αbx¢
(3.33)
By considering the case where the end termination impedance is directly grounded at
the neutral end, and the applied voltage at bushing end is VB, the boundary conditions
of the solution are:
at x = l : vn = VB = Aneαbl + Bne−αbl
at x = 0 : vn = 0 = Zn(p)in = Zn(p)ρ
p
CbKb(An − Bn)
= An + Bn
(3.34)
Solving for the two constants of An and Bn, yields [55];
An =
VB
£
Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKb + 1
¤
2
£
sinh(αbl) + Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKbcosh(αbl)
¤ (3.35)
Bn =
VB
£
Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKb − 1
¤
2
£
sinh(αbl) + Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKbcosh(αbl)
¤ (3.36)
42Therefore the initial distribution equation near the bushing point is equivalent to
vn(x) = VB
Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKb cosh(αbx) + sinh(αbx)
Zn(p)ρ
√
CbKb cosh(αbl) + sinh(αb)l
(3.37)
For the grounded neutral point, Zn = 0, the level of distribution at x = 0 is theoretically
0V , and in this case the new initial distribution is:
vn(x) = VB
sinh(αbx)
sinh(αbl)
(3.38)
and the initial distribution equation for the ungrounded neutral, Zn = ∞, becomes
vn(x) = VB
cosh(αbx)
cosh(αbl)
(3.39)
These results were obtained taking into consideration the alternative solution in Ap-
pendix B of Equation (B.19), where voltages at the winding end terminals are measur-
able. The solution (B.1) will have the same solution as Equation (3.38) by considering
VN = 0V , Where constants C and D from Equations (B.17) and (B.18) respectively
become:
C =
VB
h
cos(jαl)tanh(αl) − sin(jαl)
i
tanh(αl)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
VN=0V
(3.40)
D =
VB
h
cos(jαl) + sin(jαl)tanh(αl)
i
tanh(αl)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
VN=0V
(3.41)
Hence the initial distribution equation is obtained by substituting (3.40) and (3.41) into
Equations (B.1) and (B.10), to give
vn(x) = VB
sinh(αx)
sinh(αl)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
VN=0V
(3.42)
Therefore the solution for the source of the travelling wave near the bushing points is
similar for when the source is near the bushing point.
433.4.4 The Eﬀects of End Plates
An end plate, also known as static plate (SP), is used as a mechanical support for the
transformer winding. It has a considerable beneﬁt in equalizing the voltage distribution
along the winding over the ﬁrst few sections. However, it is only of beneﬁt for short
stacks of wide coils, in long stacks with narrow coils, the eﬀect of end plates do not seem
eﬀective in equalizing the distribution between the end terminals [44].
With the experimental model, the end plate was made from an aluminium plate wrapped
with crepe insulation paper. It covers the whole top and bottom of the winding stack. It
is directly connected to an external terminal, which is connected to the bushing. Hence
it has a response similar to the bushing tap response when a wave is injected or measured
at this point.
Redrawing Figure 3.2, to include the eﬀect of an end plate, Figure 3.13, shows an
illustration of end plate to the overall winding along the whole width of the stack, 0−q,
where q is the width of the stack. However the analysis of the end plate on the overall
voltage distribution is limited in terms of the terminal response measurements. As it
is not possible to measure the static plate distribution along the y-axis, the analytical
solution presented is based on the inﬂuence of end plate to the x-axis voltage distribution.
In other words the same lumped parameter model is used for its capacitive network to
study the inﬂuence of the end plate on the overall winding distribution, where the
distribution can only be measured along the x-axis.
Figure 3.13: Eﬀect of end plate
44The end plate provides a short circuit to the nearest series capacitance to ground, Cg,
from y = 0 to y = q which reduces the capacitance near the end plate on x-axis. The end
plate however has an almost negligible eﬀect on the series capacitances, K, because the
arrangement of series capacitance is perpendicular to the axis of end plate. Therefore,
the nearest stack or nearest capacitance on x-axis will have the most signiﬁcant eﬀect
compared to the other distributed capacitance.
Hence, α can be rewritten as αbep for the end plate near the bushing where:
αbep = kα(l − x) (3.43)
where k is a constant.
Figure 3.14 shows a simulation of the eﬀect of the static plate on the winding distribution
near the bushing tap point on the x-axis for 50% of its total length l. The simulation was
run in Matlab environment where the constant k was set a value of one. The simulation
models a distribution for the injection of inﬁnite rectangular wave at terminal 1.
With reference to Figure 3.15, let mt be constant gradient of voltage distribution at time
t, near the bushing tap point. The eﬀect of mt is to alter the value of αbep such that
the higher the value of mt the higher the value of αbep. Figure 3.14(a) demonstrates
that, without the analysis of static plate at the bushing point, the distribution of the
winding voltage is a normal transformer winding distribution that agrees with the model
Equations (B.19). However, including an end plate and considering a travelling wave
near the bushing the distribution approaches a constant. It can also be clearly seen in
the measured distributions of Figure 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), that the distribution is ﬂatter
in the non-linear region of the winding. In the region below 70% of the winding length,
the distribution is linear. mt can be approximated using the gradient of the non-linear
distribution, where from Figure 3.15;
m1 > m2 > m3 (3.44)
45(a) Simulation without end plate
(b) Simulation with end plate
Figure 3.14: Eﬀect on winding distribution near bushing of an end plate.
46(a) Interleaved winding
(b) Plain winding
Figure 3.15: Winding distribution near bushing in the presence of an end plate.
473.5 Time Domain Representation from Measurement and
Voltage Distribution
A simulation was undertaken in order to model solutions of Equations (3.19) to (3.30).
The source of signal is simulated using the transmitted travelling wave of Equation
(3.11). The transmitted signal is modelled using diﬀerent values of L0 (eﬀective induc-
tance from ground), which is calculated as a coeﬃcient at diﬀerent terminals of injection
[105] as shown in Table 3.2. The winding model was calculated for a ground connection,
for Zn equivalent to 0Ω. The simulation is also considered for the conﬁguration of un-
grounded winding near the bushing tap point. An inﬁnite rectangular wave of Equation
(3.9) is used to simulate the injected signal;
a = 0; b = 1.5 × 106 (3.45)
However, from Equation (3.9) the value of b can be of any range that resembles an
inﬁnite constant response.
Considering the injection at the bushing tap point, based on the calculated values of
capacitance parameter as in Table 3.1, the ﬁxed distribution coeﬃcient, α is simply cal-
culated by taking the ratio of shunt capacitance to ground (Cg) to the series capacitance
along winding (K). Figure 3.16 shows the comparison of the simulation based on the
calculated parameter with the real measurement of the transformer distribution using
Equtions (3.42) and (3.43). For the interleaved winding the distribution plot versus the
distance from neutral end connection is extracted for 50µs, 200µs and 350µs time se-
quences (Figure 3.16(a)). While for plain winding it is extracted at 5µs, 20µs and 35µs
time sequences (Figure 3.16(b)). Both windings show close agreement to the calculated
ﬁxed distribution coeﬃcients.
(a) Interleaved winding, k = 5.9143;α = 0.35 (b) Plain winding, k = 3.2714;α = 0.70
Figure 3.16: Winding distribution near bushing with the present of end plate
48Figures 3.17 and 3.18, show the simulation results of winding voltage distribution for
diﬀerent sources of the inﬁnite rectangular wave. The simulated transmitted waves
are as shown in Figure 3.9(a), where the injected signal is damped by the eﬀect of the
ground connection that eﬀects the coeﬃcients ν and µ. Where both ν and µ are inversely
proportional to the inductance value of the simulated winding that is lower at the point
of injection and increases the damping of the transmitted wave.
The voltage distributions of the transformer winding are extracted by taking the level of
simulated amplitude in the time domain for three diﬀerent sampling times, 50µs, 200µs
and 350µs. An experiment was undertaken on both the interleaved winding and the
plain winding, to investigate the winding distribution. A 5V inﬁnite rectangular wave
with a 50ns rise time was injected at diﬀerent terminals on the windings. The time
domain responses of the windings were measured for all terminals. The transition and
the amplitude of the injected wave were kept constant at all time. This is to ensure
that the transformer winding will have the same excitation regardless of the diﬀerent
positions of injection.
The response of the transformer windings is oscillatory, hence interpolation technique
is used extract the time domain fundamental waveform [106]. Then, the voltage level
of the windings is extracted at diﬀerent sampling times near 50µs, 200µs and 350µs for
interleaved winding and near 5µs, 20µs and 35µs for plain winding. Figures 3.19 and
3.21 show the time domain representation of the transmitted wave injected at diﬀerent
source x0 from neutral to ground connection for interleaved winding and plain winding
respectively. The vertical dotted lines illustrate the extraction technique to determine
the level of voltage at diﬀerent terminals as a response of the current divergence excited
by the capacitive distribution network.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the pattern simulation for the model winding deﬁned in
section 3.4.2. The model uses a lower value of ﬁxed distribution coeﬃcient, (α = 1.5). A
similar technique is used as earlier, where the distribution is extracted for diﬀerent times
and plotted. As the source moves from terminal bushing to neutral ground terminal, the
pattern shows the voltage level is balanced at the top of the winding close to terminal
1. At the source of x0 = 0/7 the voltage levels are very low and approach zero.
By comparing both the simulation and measurement results, the winding distributions
show very similar patterns. These initial distributions are extracted for both simulation
and measurements for the 0s to 450µs for the interleaved winding and sampling times
with 10MS/s sampling rate and 0s to 45µs for the plain winding. The voltage distri-
bution of Figures 3.19(h), 3.20(h) and 3.21(h), 3.22(h) are for the ground connection
simulation and measurement for the interleaved winding and plain winding respectively.
The distributions are near zero and do not vary much over the sampling times −9.4µs
to 9.5µs. The presence of a static plate at the neutral terminal does not signiﬁcantly
change the level of distribution. This is because the end neutral terminal is connected
49directly to ground.
The voltages for both windings diﬀer over instants of time but the patterns are very
similar in that the measurements for both windings have almost level voltages at the
top of the winding, close to bushing tap point. When the injection point is at terminal
1, it also shows that the eﬀect of the end plate is to even out the voltage distribution,
as does the end plate at the neutral point. The extraction of voltage levels at diﬀerent
instants of time shows that the later the time of extraction, the more the voltage level
has changed.
3.6 Summary
A novel technique for determining the voltage distribution due to the injection of a
rectangular wave has been derived based on the capacitive parameters of the trans-
former winding. The rectangular incident of instantaneous current and voltage from
the injection of the inﬁnite rectangular wave, excites the winding’s capacitive elements.
It is possible to derive the ﬁxed distribution coeﬃcent α, that is solely dependant on
the inter-turn capacitance, Cg, and inter-section capacitance, K, also known as series
capacitance and shunt capacitance respectively. From the dimensions of the windings,
provided that there has been no displacement or winding movement, the winding voltage
distribution can be estimated.
The injection of a travelling wave at an intermidiary point on the winding, has shown
that the divergence of current may be represented by two PDEs. This in turn gives
insight into the way that current propagates and determines the voltage distribution
of the transformer winding. Without considering the end plate, however the level of
distribution towards the end winding would be the same as for a long stack of windings
of short diameter disc coils. From the model equation, it shows that the presence of end
plates can be modelled as a short circuit eﬀect, hence smoothing the voltage distribution
near the bushing tap point. The hypothesis is that it is possible to determine the source
of signal injection by undertaking simultaneous measuremements at both the bushing
tap and neutral point. To illustrate this, comprehensive simulation and measurements
from the experimental winding model have been undertaken as detailed in section 3.4.2.
50(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.17: Time domain ﬁxed distribution representation; see Figure 3.18
51(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.18: Fixed distribution representation; see Figure 3.17
52(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.19: Time domain ﬁxed distribution representation of interleaved winding
53(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.20: Fixed distribution representation of interleaved winding from measure-
ment
54(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.21: Time domain ﬁxed distribution representation of plain winding
55(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 3.22: Fixed distribution representation of plain winding from measurement
56Chapter 4
Signal Oscillation and
Propagation Within Transformer
Windings
This chapter presents an oscillation model for a signal generated due to the inﬂuence
of a transient incident wave source at some point along a transformer winding. As in
Chapter 3, the wave under consideration is generated using an inﬁnite rectangular wave
modeled by the superposition of exponential waves. At the end of the chapter, analytical
solutions and estimations are detailed that are based purely on the limited number of
known parameter values for a typical transformer.
4.1 General Assumptions
The model of the transformer winding shown in Figure 4.1 is based on the lumped circuit
parameter model of a single phase transformer [55]. It was based on analysis of high
frequency travelling waves due to a lightning strike. The assumption was made that
the wave travels in a single direction based on the fact that the lightning will strike a
live line conductor and travel to ground. However in the case of partial discharge, the
source of waves are from anywhere within the transformer winding itself. The source
may also be very near to the bushing or the ground connection. Theoretically, signals
due to partial discharge will propagate in diﬀerent directions along the winding away
from the source. Hence, it is possible to capture the propagated waves on either side of
the terminals, bushing or neutral lines.
Due to the fact that the transformer winding is placed in a sealed enlosure and with
limited access to the winding, the model presented in this section is based on several
assumptions. Firstly, transient wave propagation is in two diﬀerent directions away from
57Figure 4.1: Lumped circuit model with mutual inductance [44, 45]
the source. Hence the signals can be simultaneously measured at the bushing and neutral
terminals. Secondly, the analytical solution presented is based on a common winding
construction either interleaved or plain windings. However it does not allow access
to the winding from outside of the containment tank, although this capability exists
in the experimental model described in Chapter 3. Finally, it must be assumed that
there is limited knowledge of the transformer physical construction, hence all physical
parameters have to be approximated in the derived analytical solutions.
4.2 High Frequency Transformer Equivalent Circuit Model
At high frequency, the lumped circuit model is a series connection of capacitances and
inductances arranged in parallel and series respectively [48]. This is shown in Figure
4.1. At high frequencies the voltage oscillations arising in a winding are damped by the
winding resistance and the core losses. If damping is also to be considered, the model of
Figure 3.10 has to include resistances and ground conductances. The resistance of the
winding is taken into account by a resistance, put in series with the inductance, whereas
the core loss is represented by a resistance connected in parallel with them. Cgdx and
Gdx are the series of capacitance and shunt conductance to model the damping behaviour
from winding to the ground. The relationship between each winding is modelled by its
mutual inductance denoted as a matrix of inductance [M]. A section of such a model is
shown in Figure 4.1, where rdx is the resistance of a section of unit length of the winding,
Ldx is inductance per unit length, K/dx is series capacitance along the winding and g/dx
is the shunt conductance corresponding to the iron loss in a unit length section of the
core [44, 71].
584.2.1 Initial Distribution vs Final Distribution of Voltage
Again, consider an inﬁnite rectangular wave applied at the terminal x0. The currents at
the ﬁrst instance when t = 0 in the capacitances are inﬁnite, and since the rate of change
at this time is inﬁnite (assuming the currents in the inductance are zero and currents
in the resistances are ﬁnite), the initial distribution of the winding is equivalent to a
series of capacitors. This is called initial distribution network and has been presented
in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
When the signal is injected at distance x0, the eﬀective capacitance at that point diﬀers
from the whole capacitance, which eﬀectively is a ratio of capacitance from line end to the
distance of source. This is due to the eﬀect of a number of sections seen by the traveling
wave which are inﬂuenced by the resultant inter-section capacitance. Analytically this
can be calculated and has been presented in 3.2.2. The eﬀective initial distribution
coeﬃcient can be deﬁned as;
αeff =
s
Cgdx0
K
dx0
= αdx0 (4.1)
Once the transient due to the applied inﬁnite rectangular wave has decayed away (at
t = ∞), the residual distribution becomes a direct current. The capacitive elements act
as an open circuit and the inductive elements act as short circuits. Now, the distribution
is solely dependent on the resistive elements of the parameter winding. Figure 4.2 shows
the ﬁnal distribution circuit which consists of resistive elements only.
Figure 4.2: Resistive element of ﬁnal distribution circuit
59Using the similar analysis as for the initial distribution, the diﬀerential equation for the
circuit is
∂2v
∂x2 − β2v = 0 (4.2)
Where β is the ﬁnal distribution coeﬃcient that is equivalent to;
β =
√
RG (4.3)
and R is equivalent to the shunt resistances of rdx and g/dx. Similarly, as from Equation
(4.1) the eﬀective resistances of this circuit at x0 is,
βeff =
s
Gdx0rdx0
1 + rdx0 g
dx0
= β dx0 (4.4)
Looking at the PDE of (4.2), the general solution for the ﬁnal distribution has the same
solution as for the initial distribution. However for a practical transformer the value
of β is a very small quantity. Rewriting equations (B.15) and (B.19) for the boundary
conditions at x0 = l and x0 = 0 respectively, and replacing α with the ﬁnal distribution
coeﬃcients, β, the solution becomes:
Vb = VNcos(jβx) +
VB − VNcos(jβl)
sin(jβl)
sin(βx)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=0
(4.5)
Vn = VNcosh(βx) −
C sin(jβl) − Dcos(jβl) + VNsinh(βl)
cosh(βl)
sinh(βx)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=l
(4.6)
The trigonometric and hyperbolic functions from the equations can be replaced with the
ﬁrst term of its expansion series. From equation (4.5):
Vb = VN +
VB − VN
jβl
jβx
Vb = VN +
¡
VB − VN
¢x
l
¯
¯ ¯
¯
x0=0
(4.7)
And from Equation (4.6)
Vn = VN −
¡
jCβl − D + VNβl
¢
βx (4.8)
60but
C =
VNβl
¡
1 − β2l2¢
jβl
(4.9a)
D =
VB
¡
1 + β2l2) − VN
¡
1 − β2l2¢
βl
(4.9b)
Therefore:
Vn = VN −
h
VN
¡
1 + β2l2 − β4l4¢
− VB
¡
1 + β2l2¢i
x
l
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=l
(4.10)
Hence the ﬁnal distribution will practically be equivalent to a straight line between VN
and VB, as is evident from (4.7) and (4.10) with a gradient of x
l . As discussed in [44]
the following condition was suggested:
Initial Distribution ≈ Final Distribution (4.11)
Hence Figure 4.3 shows an experimental result of d.c measurement for initial distribu-
tion and ﬁnal distribution of voltage extracted at 71.1µs and 403.9µs respectively.
Figure 4.3: Initial distribution versus ﬁnal distribution for d.c measurement of inter-
leaved winding
614.3 Standing Wave Solution
The standing wave solution is for a travelling wave either under conﬁned boundary
conditions or in stationary constant position. It also can be used to solve wave motion
with harmonic pairs and moving in diﬀerent directions [107].
4.3.1 LCK circuit analysis
As an alternative solution to the PDEs (3.16) and (4.2), the presence of inductive el-
ements can cause oscillations in the circuit. This is due to energy storage excited by
the current-carrying conductor which tends to resist changes in the current. Figure 4.4
shows an alternative circuit solution for current propagation including the inﬂuence of
inductive elements.
Based on the divergence of the current in opposite directions, the following equations
are derived:
∂v
∂x
= L
∂iL
∂t
(4.12a)
iC = Cg
∂v
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(iK + iL) (4.12b)
where the deﬁnition of current is:
ik = K
∂2v
∂x∂t
(4.13)
Figure 4.4: LCK circuit of transformer windings
62Substituting for ik into Equation (4.12b) gives:
Cg
∂v
∂t
=
∂
∂x
µ
K
∂2v
∂x∂t
¶
+
∂iL
∂x
Cg
∂2v
∂t2 = K
∂4v
∂x2∂t2 +
∂
∂t
µ
∂iL
∂x
¶ (4.14)
However the deﬁnition from (4.12a), yields the complete PDE describing the travelling
wave towards the bushing and neutral as follows:
LK
∂4v
∂x2∂t2 − LCg
∂2v
∂t2 +
∂2v
∂x2 = 0 (4.15)
One major contribution of this thesis is that it introduces the use of a split winding
analysis for the solution of signal propagation under impulse conditions. Fundamental
to this approach is that it allows separate solutions for a signal propagating in two direc-
tions along the winding by treating the problem as two independant lumped parameter
models.
4.3.2 Split winding analysis: solution towards Neutral
Equation (4.15) describes signal propagation towards the neutral and bushing tap point
respectively. By considering the deﬁnition of the following [44]:
Initial distribution = Final distribution + Transient terms (4.16)
Hence the trial solution to the PDE is in the form of:
ψn(x,t) = ϕn(x,t) +
Xh
Esnsin(λx)cos(ωt) + Fsnsin(λx)sin(ωt)
+ Gsncos(λx)cos(ωt) + Hsncos(λx)sin(ωt)
i (4.17)
Where ϕn(x,t) is the ﬁnal ﬁxed distribution solution towards Neutral in the form of
Equation (B.1). Equation (4.17) indicates that the travelling wave consists of two main
components, a ﬁxed distribution component (ﬁrst term) and harmonic signal component
(second term). To obtain a solution towards neutral, assume that the initial conditions
63are that the initial inductance current is zero and from solving Equations (4.12a) and
(4.12b) the following are also satisﬁed at time equal to zero [44]:
∂2vn
∂x2 −
Cg
K
vn = 0 and
∂ψn(x,t)
∂t
= 0 (4.18)
and with boundary conditions:
ψn(l,t) = VB(t) and ψb(0,t) = 0; (4.19)
By solving the initial conditions and the boundary conditions for the trial solution, thus
the complete solution for a wave travelling towards the neutral is equivalent to:
ψn(x,t) = ϕn(x,t) +
∞ X
s=1
2(−1)s
sπ
ζnsin
³sπxn
l
´
cos(ωsnt) (4.20)
Where
ζn =
n
A
h
cosh(βl) − cosh(αl)
i
+ B
h
sinh(βl) − sinh(αl)
io
(4.21)
and
xn =
x
x0 − 1 (4.22)
The constants A and B can be obtained from the solutions provided in Section 3.4.2.
The full derivation of the solution can be found in Appendix C.
4.3.3 Split winding analysis: solution towards the bushing tap point
The solution of the PDE towards the bushing tap point is similar to the solution of the
PDE towards the neutral as it yields fourth order linear diﬀerential equations. Except
that the bushing terminal is connected via Zb(p) of Figure 4.4, where practically Zb(p)
represents bushing impedance or can be replaced with an equivalent capacitor. Hence
to model the bushing terminal line, it is equivalent to considering an open connection
or ungrounded connection under dc conditions, unlike the neutral terminal case where
Zn(p) is equivalent to zero.
Therefore the solution for the ungrounded winding can be found by replacing the half
range Fourier sine series with a quarter range Fourier sine series of odd harmonics.
64However the relationship of bushing to terminal harmonic order is computed by:
so = (2s − 1) (4.23)
Using the same general solution as for the solution towards neutral, and by the deﬁnition
from the Equation (4.16) [44]; the solution towards bushing tap point also comprises of
a ﬁxed ﬁnal distribution component plus the harmonic standing wave;
ψb(x,t) = ϕb(x,t) +
Xh
Esbsin(λx)cos(ωt) + Fsbsin(λx)sin(ωt)
+ Gsbcos(λx)cos(ωt) + Hsbcos(λx)sin(ωt)
i (4.24)
Where ϕb(x,t) is the ﬁnal ﬁxed distribution solution towards Bushing in the form of
Equation (B.3), with the following initial conditions;
∂2vb
∂x2 −
Cg
K
vb = 0 and
∂ψb(x,t)
∂t
= 0, (4.25)
and boundary conditions:
ψb(l,t) = VB(t) and ψb(0,t) = 0; (4.26)
Solving for the initial conditions and the boundary conditions, therefore the complete
solution for the wave travelling towards bushing is (the full derivation can be found in
Appendix C):
ψb(x,t) = ϕb(x,t) +
∞ X
so=1
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
³soπ
2
´
ζbsin
³soπxb
2l
´
cos(ωsbt) (4.27)
Where
ζb =
n
C
h
βsin(βl) − αsin(αl)
´
+ D
³
αcos(αl) − βcos(βl)
io
(4.28)
and
xb = x − x0 (4.29)
Again both contants C and D can be obtained by solving the solutions in Section B.1.
65Both the derived solutions (4.20) and (4.27) can be further simpliﬁed to minimize the
computational burden. The ﬁxed distribution component of the equations will be almost
constant, as β is very small or almost equivalent to zero. Therefore equations (4.7) and
(4.10) will have a similar form and can be simpliﬁed to [44];
ϕ(x,t) = ϕn(x,t) = ϕb(x,t) = VN(t) +
x
l
h
VB(t) − VN(t)
i
(4.30)
Which allows the solutions of (4.20) and (4.27) to be rewritten as: Solution towards
neutral (β ≈ 0):
ψn(x,t) = ϕ(x,t) +
∞ X
s=1
2(−1)s
sπ
·
A
³
1 − cosh(αl)
´
− Bsinh(αl)
¸
sin
³sπxn
l
!
cos(ωsnt)
(4.31)
Solution towards bushing tap point (β ≈ 0):
ψb(x,t) = ϕ(x,t) +
∞ X
so=1
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
soπ
2
·
Dαcos(αl) − Cαsin(αl)
¸
sin
³soπxb
2l
´
cosωsbt
(4.32)
4.3.4 The Decay Factor
The solutions provided in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are without considering the losses
within the transformer winding. If losses are considered, a full lumped circuit parameter
model as shown in Figure 4.5 has to be considered [55]. Where the PDE of the circuit
model is as follows [44]:
rK
∂5v
∂x4∂t
+ (1 + gr)
∂4v
∂x4 − LK
∂4v
∂x2∂t2 − (rC + gL)
∂3v
∂x2∂t
− rG
∂2v
∂x2 + LC
∂2v
∂t2 + LG
∂v
∂t
= 0
(4.33)
Figure 4.5: Lumped circuit model [44]
66The decay factor can be derived from Equation (4.33). Writing the PDE in auxillary
form;
rKa4b + (1 + gr)a4 − LKa2b2 −(rC + gL)a2b
− rGa2 + LCb2 + LGb = 0
(4.34)
Solving the auxillary form for b, the decay factor is equivalent to [44]:
γs =
rKs4π4/l4 + (rC + gL)s2π2/l2 + LG
2L(C + Ks2π2/l2)
(4.35)
Therefore, the complete solution for the wave travelling towards Neutral and towards
Bushing (Equations (4.20) and (4.27) respectively) can be written by incorporating the
decay term as follows:
ψn(x,t) = ϕn(x,t) +
∞ X
s=1
2(−1)s
sπ
e−γst ζnsin
³sπxn
l
´
cos(ωsnt) (4.36)
for the solution towards neutral and
ψb(x,t) = ϕb(x,t) +
∞ X
so=1
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
³soπ
2
´
e−γst ζbsin
³soπxb
2l
´
cos(ωsbt) (4.37)
for the solution towards bushing tap point.
4.3.5 Split Winding Analysis: Inﬁnite Rectangular Wave Response,
Measurement and Simulation
Using the analysis of signal propagation developed above, the analysis of signal injection
using an inﬁnite rectangular wave source is presented here. A 50ns rise time for inﬁnite
rectangular wave was used in the experiment. The signal was injected at diﬀerent termi-
nals to represent varying source location x0 and the corresponding response waveforms
were measured in the time domain at other terminals that represent x.
The split waves originated from source x0 oscillate as the waves travels further away
from each other. At any point x, the voltage level is measured and estimated using the
67derived model equations (4.36) and (4.37) for a solution towards the neutral and bushing
respectively. The calculated solution is estimated for diﬀerent value of α and β, which
gives two sets of values for the two diﬀerent windings. The estimated α and β for the
simulation are α = 0.35 and β = 0.31 for interleaved winding and α = 0.7 and β = 0.26
for plain winding. Figures 4.7 and 4.9 show the experimental results of travelling waves
using inﬁnite rectangular wave injected at diﬀerent x0 along the two diﬀerent windings.
Figures 4.6 and 4.8 show the corresponding simulation results for waves calculated using
split winding analysis technique for interleaved winding and plain winding respectively.
Through observation, it is obvious that both windings have a very similar pattern for
travelling waves. There is very good agreement between measurement and simulation
results for both type of windings by means of its oscillation patterns. However, for the
plain disc winding there is a discrepancy at neutral line injection or for x0 = 0/7, in
which the measurement shows signiﬁcant signal oscillations for x = 1/7 to x = 7/7.
This is due to the non-uniform distribution of its mechanical construction which cause
higher accumulation of harmonic waveforms propagating towards the bushing tap point
compared to the interleaved winding.
4.3.6 Amplitude Distribution
Distribution in the time domain can be viewed by considering the amplitude measure-
ment of the measured winding response. The amplitude in the time domain represents
the magnitude of oscillation and is important in order to determine the level of energy
in the reverberation process during signal propagation. As has been seen in previous
sections the amplitude factor is determined by the choice of parameters; α and β; for the
initial distribution and ﬁnal distribution coeﬃcients respectively. The amplitude factor
in both directions of current propagation, can be determined from the PDE solutions;
The amplitude factor towards the neutral point is:
|Esn| =
2(−1)s
sπ
ζnsin
³sπxn
n
´
(4.38)
and the amplitude factor towards the bushing tap point is:
|Esb| =
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
³soπ
2
´
ζbsin
³soπxb
2l
´
(4.39)
From equations (4.38) and (4.39), the distribution of the signal amplitude is in the range
of term xn and xb respectively. Where both terms have x0 in their equations. Figure
4.10 show the transition of amplitude distribution for both equations for diﬀerent x0.
68(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.6: Time domain response to inﬁnite rectangular wave simulated at diﬀerent
x0 for interleaved winding
69(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.7: Time domain response to inﬁnite rectangular wave measured at diﬀerent
x0 for interleaved winding
70(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.8: Time domain response to inﬁnite rectangular wave simulated at diﬀerent
x0 for plain winding
71(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.9: Time domain response to inﬁnite rectangular wave measured at diﬀerent
x0 for plain winding
72Figure 4.10: Transition of amplitude factor equations for diﬀerent x0
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the amplitude distribution along the interleaved winding
and plain winding respectively. Both compare the calculated distribution from the
model equation and from measurement of a travelling wave generated using a 5V inﬁnite
rectangular dc signal source for the duration of 450µs for interleaved winding and 45µs
for plain winding. The patterns show that for waves that travel towards the neutral to
ground terminal, there is an accumulation of harmonic amplitude levels that ﬁnally decay
to zero. However for waves travelling towards the bushing tap point, both simulated
and measured amplitudes show increasing accumulated harmonic levels. Note that the
results shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 only consider the ﬁrst order of harmonic, which is
the most dominant level. The extraction begins with the identiﬁcation of the ﬁrst order
harmonic frequency in frequency domain from terminal measurements, then a bandpass
ﬁlter is used to extract the frequency band component and using the inverse Fourier
transform to transform it back into the time domain.
Both windings give very similar patterns by means of the amplitude factor and frequency
variations. Taking the amplitude factor as a measure of power spectrum density for the
ﬁrst harmonic, the curve of amplitude factor is plotted in Figure 4.13. Both windings
have a similar amplitude factor for diﬀerent discharge source positions. However, at
x = 0 (the ground connection) both windings show the level of amplitude factor is near
constant and lower in magnitude as the injection point is at the same level as the ground
connection.
The patterns also show that the interleaved winding has a lower magnitude of amplitude
factor (in dB), compared to the plain winding. This is due to the diﬀerence of the
distribution constants for α and β where in this case the approximate diﬀerence is 0.04
for the interleaved winding and 0.44 for the plain winding.
73(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.11: Comparison of amplitude distribution between measured and calculated
for interleaved winding
74(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.12: Comparison of amplitude distribution between measured and calculated
for plain winding
75(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 4.13: Comparison of amplitude distribution between interleaved winding and
plain winding
764.3.7 Harmonic Frequency Components
The PDE equation of (4.15) can be written in auxiliary form. Let a and b be the
auxiliary contants as follows:
a =
∂v
∂x
and b =
∂v
∂t
(4.40)
The auxiliary format for the PDEs therefore is:
LKa2b2 − a2 + LCgb2 = 0 (4.41)
Now, let a = ±jη, and by writing b in terms of η, equation 4.41 becomes:
b =
±jηb p
LCg − LKη2 (4.42a)
b = ±jωs (4.42b)
Therefore the harmonic frequency of the LCK circuit towards the neutral point is equiv-
alent to
ωsn =
sπ
q
L
¡
l2Cg − Ks2π2¢ (4.43)
Similarly for the analysis towards the bushing the harmonic frequency can be written
as:
ωsb =
soπ
q
L
¡
4l2Cg − Ks2
oπ2¢ (4.44)
In the case of limited knowledge of the internal parameters of the transformer winding,
it is possible to establish the ratio of harmonics for signal responses between the two
terminals. Hence, the relationship of the harmonic frequency between the two terminals
can be found by
77ωsb
ωsn
=
s
s2
o(l2α2
n − s2π2)
s2(4l2α2
b − s2
oπ2)
(4.45)
Where αn and αb are the corresponding eﬀective initial distribution coeﬃcient towards
neutral and bushing respectively. Figure 4.14 shows the frequency distribution of the
measured winding response for both type of windings by injecting the inﬁnite rectan-
gular wave at diﬀerent positions. It is evident that the dominant frequencies of the
travelling waves are very similar for signals components travelling towards both ends of
the winding.
(a) Interleaved Winding
(b) Plain Winding
Figure 4.14: Comparison of frequency distributions for travelling waves moving to-
wards bushing and neutral measurement points
784.4 Modelling The Discharge Signal
Practically, the source of signal oscillation due to a partial discharge may occur deep
within in a transformer winding. Due to the fact that transformers are sealed in an
enclosure with limited access to internal windings, any change in winding structure or
signal disruption within the windings will be small and limited in terms of description
using physical parameters, electrically and mechanically. Therefore the common way to
evaluate the level of signal oscillation within the windings, is by measuring the signals
injected at the winding ends.
It is therefore necessary to make several assumptions in order to model the discharge
propagation of a signal within the windings. The assumptions are based on the classical
aspect of travelling wave theory in a solid medium. It is assumed that the signal propa-
gates away from the source, either towards the bushing or towards neutral lines, where
they are then measurable from outside the transformer tank. No winding deformation
either due to mechanical stress or electrical stress on the transformer winding is assumed
to have occured. This is to ensure that the level of signal measured on both terminal
ends is authentic and free of disruption. Finally the signal captured at the windings
ends is assumed to originate from inside the transformer, and not from anywhere else
outside of the transformer.
By ensuring the above assumptions are met, later analysis is limited to identical condi-
tions. Unlike boundary conditions, the standing waves are bounded between the winding
length of 0 < x < l, which varies and only measurable at boundaries x equal to zero
and l. The single condition under consideration for time is zero is known as the Initial
Boundary Value Problem (IBVP).
4.4.1 Solution for the IBVP
PD signals originate at a point between the two terminals (bushing end and neutral end).
The signal diverges into two diﬀerent directions opposite to one another; hence the initial
boundary value problem can be solved for a one dimensional wave equation. At point
of source (on the transformer winding at x0) the oscillation of signals is dominantly
aﬀected by the ground connection via capacitance, Cg, and series inductance, L. Hence
by making K equals to zero the PDE is now [108]:
∂2v
∂t2 = ω2
x0
∂2v
∂x2 (4.46)
79Where
ωx0 =
s
1
LCg
(4.47)
The harmonic frequency at the source can be estimated by using the ratio of the harmonic
frequency from the source to end terminals. Let ωx0b and ωx0n be the corresponding
harmonic frequency at point x0 towards bushing and neutral respectively. Therefore:
ωx0b
ωsb
=
s
4l2
s2
oπ2 −
1
α2
beff
(4.48)
and
ωx0n
ωsn
=
s
l2
s2π2 −
1
α2
neff
(4.49)
Where αbeff and αneff are the eﬀective initial distribution constants towards bushing
and neutral respectively. The PDE of equation (4.46) shows that the solution of the
original source of the discharge signal can be derived in the xt-plane. This gives a
solution that is straight forward. Therefore this thesis introduces a one dimensional
solution for the IBVP using the D’Alembert Solution.
4.4.2 The D’Alembert Solution
The objective of D’Alembert solution is to ﬁnd the solution of the initial value problem.
The only conditions that are available and can be derived are the initial conditions at
t = 0. In addition, the solution has an interesting interpretation in terms of two waves
moving in opposite direction that can be solved using the D’Alembert solution as follows:
z(x,t) =
1
2
£
f(x − ωx0t) + f(x + ωx0t)
¤
+
1
2ωx0
Z x+ωx0t
x−ωx0t
g(x)dx (4.50)
Where the initial conditions of the discharge signal at point x0 are [108]:
z(x,0) = f(x)
dz
dt
(x,0) = g(x) = 0
(4.51)
The initial conditions deﬁned in equation (4.51), are the initial conditions of signal
propagation. It has been shown that for the solution of signal propagation towards the
neutral and bushing tap points, the initial conditions for the D’Alembert solution will
80follow the same arguments as used for equations (4.18) and (4.25). Therefore the second
term in D’Alembert solution of equation (4.50) can be disregarded to leave only the
superposition principle of the following terms:
z(x,t) =
1
2
h
f(x − ωx0t) + f(x + ωx0t)
i
(4.52)
The equation represents two waves moving in opposite x-directions. However, the appli-
cation of D’Alembert solution for a lumped circuit parameter model yields two diﬀerent
x transformations in the form of a half range sine series and a quarter range sine series.
Figure 4.15 shows the transformation of x-plane to the Fourier range sine series in both
directions.
The solution can now be explained in the x-plane for moving waves travelling in diﬀerent
directions. Applying the harmonic decay component to the solution of D’Alembert
formula, the moving wave in xt-plane towards the bushing tap point now becomes:
∞ X
so=1
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
soπ
2
e−γst ζbsin
³soπx∗
b
2l
´
cos
³soπx∗
b
2l
− ωx0bt
´
(4.53)
and towards neutral is:
∞ X
s=1
2(−1)s
sπ
e−γst ζnsin
³sπx∗
n
l
´
cos
³sπx∗
n
l
+ ωx0nt
´
(4.54)
Where
x∗
b = x∗
n = (1 − x0) (4.55)
Hence, the solutions for signals travelling toward bushing and neutral of Equations (4.53)
and (4.54) respectively, are part of the D’Alembert solution. Applying the solution to
the harmonic decay component problems yields the following derived solution:
Figure 4.15: x-plane transformation into Fourier range sine series
81z(x0,t) = ϕ(x0,t) +
∞ X
s=1
(−1)s
π
e−γst
"
1
s
ζnsin
³sπx∗
n
l
´
cos
³sπx∗
n
l
+ ωx0nt
´
−
4l
s2
oπ
ζbsin
³soπx∗
b
2l
´
cos
³soπx∗
b
2l
− ωx0bt
´# (4.56)
The ﬁrst ϕ(x0,t) term represents the time domain voltage ﬁxed distribution component
of the transformer winding at point x0. This component is independant of the direction
of the travelling wave, i.e.
ϕ(x0,t) = ϕn(x0,t) = ϕb(x0,t) for 0 < x0 < l (4.57)
This analytical solution implies that the initial harmonic signal or the signal source can
be estimated provided that x0 has been identiﬁed. The advantage of the solution is
that it could provide insight into partial discharge magnitude estimation, using fewer
parameters for estimation. As α and β are part of the solution for ζb and ζn (see
Equations (4.21) and (4.28)), therefore α and β are the main parameters that need to
be estimated, and can be found using a non-linear least square estimation technique.
Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the comparison of the simulated results from the
model equation using the D’Alembert solution and experimental measurements for the
interleaved winding and plain winding respectively. Both results have common patterns
of oscillations; the lower the signal is injected from the bushing the more energy in any
oscillation, the higher the amplitude of any oscillation and the lower the frequency of
oscillation. The interleaved winding also shows a more constant oscillation frequency
when compared to the plain winding. The slow change contributes to the phase shift of
the source signal as it moves from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7. Analytically it can be shown
from equation (4.56) that for the decay component only, this can be rewritten as:
∞ X
s=1
1
π
"
ANcos
Ã
sπx∗
n
l
+ ωx0nt
!
+ ABcos
Ã
(2s − 1)πx∗
b
2l
− ωx0bt
!#
(4.58)
Where AN and AB are amplitude factors towards neutral point and bushing tap-point
respectively.
The second ﬁnding from this model analysis is, the harmonic frequency of both measured
waveforms are lower as the wave injection position moves from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7.
This is due to the intermediary inductance at position x0, where analytically it can be ex-
82(a) Model simulation
(b) Measured waveforms
Figure 4.16: Comparison of discharge signal for interleaved winding between
D’Alembert winding model and measured waveform
plained by equation (4.44). In this case the harmonic frequency is inversely proportional
to the square root of Ldx0 and it can be expressed as follows:
ωsb =
c0
√
Ldx0
(4.59)
Where c0 is equivalent to:
c0 =
soπ
¡
4l2Cg − Ks2
oπ2¢2 (4.60)
83(a) Model simulation
(b) Measured waveforms
Figure 4.17: Comparison of discharge signal for plain winding between D’Alembert
winding model and measured waveform
4.5 Moving Zeros Analysis
Frequency analysis can be experimentally undertaken by using the same calibrated signal
in order to simulate inﬁnite rectangular wave propagation for diﬀerent location along the
winding [75]. This time, the time domain propagated signals are transformed into power
spectrum densities (PSD) in its frequency domain. The measured signals at points of
source, x0, were captured using a DSO and stored digitally. With a sampling rate of
20 mega sample per-second, the total length of the data is 10000 sample. The results
clearly indicate the change in zero locations that give information about the location of
the signal source along a transformer winding. Moving zeros analysis of the PSD is shown
in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 for interleaved winding and plain winding respectively.
84Figure 4.18: Moving zeros of interleaved winding, measurements at diﬀerent x0
Again both windings show a similar pattern in terms of the movement of the ﬁrst zero,
which represents the lowest frequency of oscillation of the propagated signals. The zero
magnitudes also show that it has a constant range between -82dB to -68dB and -63dB
to -54dB for the interleaved winding and plain winding respectively.
Table 4.1 shows the fundamental frequency for every point of injection. The frequen-
cies were extracted based on the dominant peaks on the PSD that represent the main
frequency component of the transformed signals. The fundamental frequency of both
windings at x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 5/7 is above the range of 1MHz. This is apparently not
quite the fundamental frequency of the harmonic decay component, since it is very close
85Figure 4.19: Moving zeros of plain winding, measurements at diﬀerent x0
to the noise of the system. However, the fundamental frequencies at these points are
very high and low in amplitude and are almost insigniﬁcant within the overall response
of the harmonic decay component in the time domain. Thus the visible component as
from Equation (4.56) now becomes:
ψ(x0,t) ≈ ϕ(x0,t) (4.61)
which is approximately equivalent to the ﬁxed distribution components.
86Table 4.1: Fundamental frequency at various point of injection
Winding Sections Interleaved Winding Plain Winding
x0 ∼ fo (Hz) ∼ dB ∼ fo(Hz) ∼dB
x0 = 7
7: 1.1M -103 2M -78
x0 = 6
7: 1.1M -103 3M -83
x0 = 5
7: 1.1M -103 3M -90
x0 = 4
7: 980k -104 260k -47
x0 = 3
7: 70k -65 240k -45
x0 = 2
7: 50k -64 190k -45
x0 = 1
7: 60k -66 100k -35
x0 = 0
7: 20k -84 50k -55
However the injection signal at x0 = 0, do not have a distinct zero for both windings,
since the signals are all at the ground connection and have almost zero response along
the winding. Therefore as it can be seen from Figures 4.16(a) and 4.17(a), the calculated
model simulates results which show insigniﬁcant harmonic decay components for signal
injection close to the bushing. However a signiﬁcant change of frequency and amplitude
occurs once the injection point is beyond 71.4%. Apart from that, the only diﬀerence
between the two windings is the ampliﬁcation factor of the oscillating magnitude which
for the plain winding has a higher signiﬁcant diﬀerence of initial distribution constant; α,
to ﬁnal distribution constant; β, as compared to the interleaved winding. This diﬀerence
analysis has been discussed previously with reference to Figure 4.13.
874.6 Summary
New techniques for simulation of a PD signal propagating along a transformer winding
have been derived and presented in this chapter using the concept of standing wave the-
ory. The fundamental principle involved is to solve the initial boundary value problem.
The use of split winding analysis has been able to estimate the intermediary level of
oscillation along the winding. This involves partitioning the level of equivalent lumped
parameter model into two; from the signal source towards the bushing tap point and
towards neutral to ground connection.
By using the D’Alembert solution, the problem for describing propagation of an inﬁnite
rectangular wave and identiﬁcation of its source gives good results based on comparison
of simulation results with measurements from injected calibrated signals on the model
windings. The advantages of this solution are that it provides an estimation without
fully knowing the boundary condition and only a few standing wave parameters require
deﬁnition.
The combination of ﬁxed distribution component and harmonic decay component from
analytical model solutions, provides an insight into the oscillation of travelling waves
which can be used to estimate the energy level of the oscillation within the windings.
Thus the results presented using the PSD technique not only provide the spectrum level
of the oscillation but also provide harmonic frequency information by means of analysis
of the moving zeros. This also provides the information about the signal source which
can be approximated using the D’Alembert solution.
88Chapter 5
Arbitrary Waveform Injection
into a Transformer Winding
The model description in Chapter 4 is based on homogeneous partial diﬀerential equa-
tions. The input to the system is a unit step input of inﬁnite rectangular that can be
validated experimentally with the injection of calibrated signals into the winding. In
reality, the input to the system is a time varying signal, having variable amplitudes,
frequencies and decay factors. Unlike rectangular waves, a partial discharge signal may
be represented as a high transition front wave signal, that is oscillating and decaying
over time.
This chapter presents a solution for time varying function inputs injected into the sys-
tem represented by a lumped parameter model. Based on the standing wave solution
of Chapter 4, the solution for a time varying input is derived using Duhamel’s princi-
ple. This leads on to a possible way to estimate measured waves at the end terminals
of transformer windings based on a restricted information of its physical parameters.
Experiments using impulse response measurement and frequency response measurement
have been conducted to investigate the capability of applying the developed model and
analytical technique.
5.1 Model Description
A time varying input to a system will lead to a time varying output response. Thus in the
case of partial discharge events, the problem is treated as a time varying input response
of the lumped parameter model system. Figure 5.1 shows the theoretical concept in a
simpliﬁed diagram and the system description of time varying boundary conditions for
the experimental model.
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90Consider a signal injected at distance x0 to represent the source w(x0,t), and the cor-
responding time varying response is captured at both ends of the windings, bushing
and neutral to ground terminal represented by VB(t) and VN(t) respectively. With the
same PDE as for Equation (4.15), the following time varying boundary conditions are
considered:
v(0,t) = VN(t)
v(l,t) = VB(t)
(5.1)
With following initial condition:
∂2v
∂x2 −
Cg
K
v = 0 (5.2)
To solve the problem of a time varying input signal with time varying boundary con-
ditions, Duhamel’s principle is employed by using the constant input solution of the
homogeneous system as a fundamental solution [108].
5.1.1 Time Varying Signal Model
Transient analysis is often used to represent the behaviour of a transformer at high
frequency. The analytical results as well as experimental measurements can be used to
explain the behaviour of a transformer under transient conditions [45]. Experimentally,
an impulse response measurement is the best approach to explain transformer behaviour
as it excites all of the system responses across the frequency domain. Analytically, the
transient signal or impulse signal input can be modelled using an equation, similar to
Equation (3.9), based on the principle of superposition,
w(t) = E(e−at − e−bt) (5.3)
where E, a and b are arbitrary constants. Depending on the value of a and b, the
transient input signal can have a diﬀerent shape and frequency components. Figure 5.2,
shows the variation of pulse waveshape for diﬀerent values of a and b.
The rectangular waveshape of Figure 5.2(a), has a sharp increase of its wavefront from
zero to full value and maintained at that value thereafter. Such a wave can become
dangerous to any apparatus, since its abrupt changes of its wavefront may cause maxi-
mum gradients and its sustained tail will cause maximum oscillation in a winding. For
91(a) a = 0, b = ∞, E = 5 (b) a = 1.5 × 103, b = ∞, E = 5
(c) a = 1.5 × 103, b = 5 × 105, E = 5 (d) a = 5×103+2π(1×104)i, a = 5×103+j2π(1×
104), E = j5
Figure 5.2: Examples of waveshapes approximation using w(t) = E(e−at − e−bt)
simplicity, b = ∞ is used to represent such a high magnitude. The simple exponential
wave in Figure 5.2(b), is found by specifying the value of b high enough compared to a.
Figure 5.2(c) is a typical waveshape of impulse response, with a slower high rise transition
and faster decay factor compared to 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). This is the typical waveshape that
represents an impulse-like input signal. By assigning an imaginary value to the constant,
the superposition principle of the transient equation now becomes a hyperbolic function
and thus oscillatory. Thus by superposition, a typical waveform may consist of a complex
response containing a real sinusoidal decay component. Careful choice of a and b mean
that Equation (5.3) can represent a range of possible discharge input signals for the
purposes of simulation studies.
925.1.2 Application of Duhamel’s Principle
The model presented in Chapter 4 is based on a constant step input generating an
incident wave. This is however subject to zero initial conditions of the system response.
In the case of a transient incident wave injected along the transformer winding, the
system response can be determined using Duhamel’s principle [108]. Where Duhamel’s
principle states that:
“ If Ff(x,t) is the response of a linear system with zero initial conditions to a single,
constant boundary condition with magnitude of unity (referred to as the fundamental
solution), then the response of the same system to a single, time-varying boundary
conditions with magnitude w(t) can be obtained from the fundamental solution according
to [108]:
f(x,t) =
Z t
0
Ff(x,t − τ)w(τ)dτ (5.4)
or using integration by parts:
f(x,t) = w(t)Ff(x,0) +
Z t
0
Ff(x,t − τ)
dw(τ)
dτ
dτ ” (5.5)
Therefore, applying Duhamel’s principle to Equation (5.3) with a non-zero initial con-
ditions as an addition, and using the solution towards the neutral of Equation (4.36)
gives;
f(x,t) = E(t)
h
VN(t) +
x
l
³
VB(t) − VN(t)
´i
+
Z t
0
∞ X
s=1
Asnsin
µ
sπxn
l
¶
e−γst cosωsn
¡
t − τ
¢ d
dτ
µ
E(e−aτ − e−bτ
¶
dτ
(5.6)
where
Asn =
2(−1)s
sπ
ζn (5.7)
93Solving the equation using integration by parts and considering only second order poly-
nomial expansion, the complete solution for a time varying input impulse like waveshape
is:
fn(x,t) = E
h
VN(t) +
x
l
³
VB(t) − VN(t)
´i³
e−at − e−bt
´
+
∞ X
s=1
Asn E e−γst sin
µ
sπxn
l
¶µ
b − a
ωsn
sinωsnt
+
b2 − a2
ω2
sn
cosωsnt +
a2e−at − b2e−bt
ω2
sn
¶
(5.8)
and applying the same technique for the solution towards bushing, the arbitrary wave-
form at any point x is deﬁned as:
fb(x,t) = E
h
VN(t) +
x
l
³
VB(t) − VN(t)
´i³
e−at − e−bt
´
+
∞ X
s=1
Asb E e−γst sin
µ
soπxb
2l
¶µ
b − a
ωsb
sinωsbt
+
b2 − a2
ω2
sb
cosωsbt +
a2e−at − b2e−bt
ω2
sb
¶
(5.9)
where
Asb = −
8l(−1)s
s2
oπ2 ζb (5.10)
Both solutions of equations (5.8) and (5.9) are subject to the range of distance from the
neutral to ground connection as follows:
xn =
x
x0 − 1 and xb = x − x0 (5.11)
945.2 Time Varying Impulse Waveshape
The estimation of the resulting waveform using Duhamel’s principle can be achieved
in two ways, superimposition and superposition. Superimposition is by retaining the
waveshape of impulse signal at a time range and superimpose another signal on top
of the ﬁrst signal at a diﬀerent time range. However the superposition technique con-
sists of summation of several harmonic levels using time domain to frequency domain
transformations and the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the resultant signal.
Figure 5.3 shows the diﬀerent type of impulse signal used in the experiment. The pulses
are varied in width and rise time. A HP 8082A pulse signal generator with multivarible
frequencies and pulse width was used to produce the impulse used in the experiment.
The choice of pulses is based on the equipment capability and the response of transformer
windings under diﬀerent pulse transitions.
The pulse transition under consideration in the experiment are:
(a) Pulse Width = 40µs; Rise Time = 30µs.
(b) Pulse Width = 5µs; Rise Time = 2.5µs.
(c) Pulse Width = 1.2µs; Rise Time = 0.5µs.
(d) Pulse Width = 150ns; Rise Time = 75ns.
(e) Pulse Width = 100ns; Rise Time = 30ns.
(f) Pulse Width = 6ns; Rise Time = 3ns.
5.3 Estimation by Superimposition
The test was carried out for diﬀerent types of impulse waveform transitions, which
were injected at diﬀerent terminals. The propagated signals were then captured at both
bushing and neutral terminals, using a Tektronix DPO7254 digital phosphor oscilloscope.
Consider a pulse of width τ second (Figure 5.4) injected into the winding system. Hence
the estimation of the system response can be achieved by superimposition of two diﬀerent
waves over the time ranges;
f(x,0 < t < τ) = w(t)
f(x,t > τ) = w(t − τ)
(5.12)
hence the superimposition of signal captured at the bushing becomes:
95(a) Pulse Width = 40µs; Rise Time = 30µs (b) Pulse Width = 5µs; Rise Time = 2.5µs
(c) Pulse Width = 1.2µs; Rise Time = 0.5µs (d) Pulse Width = 150ns; Rise Time = 75ns
(e) Pulse Width = 100ns; Rise Time = 30ns (f) Pulse Width = 6ns; Rise Time = 3ns
Figure 5.3: Impulse waveshapes with diﬀerent pulse width and transition
96Figure 5.4: Pulse with width τ
f(x,t > τ) =
∞ X
s=1
Asb E e−γs(t−τ) sin
µ
soπxb
2l
¶µ
b − a
ωsb
sinωsb(t − τ)
+
b2 − a2
ω2
sb
cosωsb(t − τ) +
a2e−a(t−τ) − b2e−b(t−τ)
ω2
sb
¶ (5.13)
However the solution for f(0 < t < τ) is obtained using Equation (5.9), which also
represents the general solution for this type of input signal. The τ operator analytically
represents the time delay in the time domain signal response, which consequently may
vary depending on the width of the injected pulse.
5.3.1 Pulse Width 5µs, Rise Time 2.5µs; Neutral Grounded
Consider an applied wave of 5µs pulse width and 2.5µs rise time to the fully grounded
interleaved winding. Only six measurements are considered to demonstrate the prop-
agation model within the range inside the transformer winding. Based on the model
description with multi-point injection for l > x0 > 0, the end terminals bushing tap
point and neutral point are used as measurement points. Figure 5.5 shows the measured
signal at bushing terminal for diﬀerent position of x0s starting from x0 = 6/7 to x0 = 1/7.
The variation of time domain accumulated wave can be seen clearly from the PSD plot,
where the further away the pulse is injected the higher the accumulated wave, for which
the injection at x0 = 1/7 shows the the highest gain of amplitude factor of the ﬁrst
harmonic captured at the bushing terminal.
To demonstrate the superimposition principle, consider the injection point at x0 = 4/7.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the comparison of the experimental results for the end terminal
measurements and the source waveform. Table 5.1 shows the estimated parameter cal-
culated based on the derivation of Duhamel’s principle from Equations (5.9) and (5.13)
where the estimated waveform are shown in Figure 5.6(b).
97(a) Time domain
(b) Frequency domain
Figure 5.5: Impulse waveshape measured at bushing for interleaved winding, with
5µs pulse width and 2.5µs rise time, pulse injected at x’
Note that the signal applied at x0 = 4/7, still retains its original waveshape with the
same τ and this can be seen from the terminal bushing measurement. The captured
signal at bushing is therefore divided into two diﬀerent time ranges, where the source of
the original signal is estimated for t < τ.
Table 5.1: Calculated parameters based on superimposition principle
τ = 26µs E α β ωsb a b γs
0 < t < τ: 4V 0.3347 0.31 10kHz 6.9 × 105 1.1 × 106 −2 × 105
t > τ: 1.5V 0.3347 0.31 69kHz 7 × 106 9.1 × 106 −2.3 × 104
98(a) Measurement
(b) Estimation at x = 7/7
Figure 5.6: Impulse waveshape, with 5µs pulse width and 2.5µs rise time, pulse
injected at x0 = 4/7; VB = 0.2V , VN = 0V
5.3.2 Pulse Width 40µs, Rise Time 30µs; With DC oﬀset on pulse
The plain disc winding is now connected via a 50Ω resistor to ground. The value of
Z(50Ω) provides a mean oﬀset voltage to ground. A pulse with 40µs pulse width and
30µs rise time is used to investigate the signal response at the bushing and neutral to
ground terminal points. Figure 5.7 shows the measurement results of pulse measurement
at bushing terminal point for various point of source x0s.
The two diagrams of Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(b) show the signal propagation be-
haviour in the time domain and frequency domain respectively. The PSD shows a moving
pole, which carries information about the location of the disharge source. Similarly, the
99(a) Time domain
(b) Frequency domain
Figure 5.7: Impulse waveshape measured at bushing for plain winding, with 40µs
pulse width and 30µs rise time, pulse injected at diﬀerent x0
accumulated harmonic level is highest for the pulse injected at x0 = 1/7 which is the
furthest distance of injection from the bushing. To demonstrate the estimation process,
consider the pulse signal measured from the injection point at x0 = 2/7 with a negative
oﬀset voltage of −2.8V . Hence the oﬀset level on both terminal ends will have the ﬁxed
distribution level at VB = −2.8V and, VN = −2.8V .
The terminal response at bushing and neutral to ground connections of the pulse injec-
tion is shown in Figure 5.8. Having diﬀerent pulse signals with higher rise times, the
response at the terminal ends also shows diﬀerent forms of response. By comparison with
the 2.5µs pulse rise time, the response at the bushing (x = 7/7) of Figure 5.6(a) shows
no change from the original waveshape of the source pulse. However, the time domain
100(a) Measurement
(b) Estimation at x = 7/7
Figure 5.8: Impulse waveshape, with 40µs pulse width and 30µs rise time, pulse
injected at x0 = 2/7; VB = −2.8V , VN = −2.8V
response at the neutral terminal (x = 0/7) of Figure 5.8(a) shows a non steady state
level compared to the measurement for pulse with 2.5µs rise time at neutral terminal as
shown in Figure 5.6(a).
The pulse estimation using Duhamel’s principle is shown in Figure 5.8(b), where the
corresponding calculated parameters are tabulated in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Calculated parameters
τ = 6.4µs E α β ωsb a b γs
0 < t < τ: 4V 0.6926 0.26 60kHz 10 400 −1.9
t > τ: 12V 0.6926 0.26 100kHz 10 49 −1.31
1015.4 Estimation by Superposition
In the superposition technique, the signal is transformed into the frequency domain. Us-
ing visual inspection or an automated process for detecting the pole peak, the dominant
frequency of the captured response can be obtained. Then a clustering technique by
segmenting the frequency spectrum is performed in order to obtain the signiﬁcant wave-
shape of interest. A bandpass ﬁlter is used to cluster the response signals in frequency
domain by selecting the frequency of interest. Then an inverse Fourier transform is used
to obtain the time domain ﬁltered signal response. The superposition is the summation
of the inversed Fourier transform signals within the same time domain.
5.4.1 Zero Phase Filter
A zero phase ﬁlter is a special case of a linear ﬁlter in which the phase slope is zero.
It performs digital ﬁltering by processing the input data in both forward and reverse
directions. After performing in the forward direction, it reverses the ﬁltered output
sequence and runs it through the ﬁlter again. Consequently, it is a ﬁlter of double order
and removes any phase changes introduced during the ﬁrst pass of the raw data.
Let h(n) be the impulse response of the recursive ﬁlter. Then output to the system in
forward direction by a convolution process has
v(n) = h(n) ∗ u(n) (5.14)
where u(n) is the input signal of sample signal n. In the reverse direction, a ﬂip process
occurs by letting the new input be v(−n) which is the reverse order of the ﬁrst output
signal. Hence, applying to the ﬁlter again, the response of the second ﬁltering process
is:
y(n) = h(n) ∗ v(−n) (5.15)
where the ﬁnal output to the ﬁltered signal is in the reverse order of the desired output
signal y(n). Hence to obtain the desired output it is necessary to reverse its order,
equivalent to:
y(−n) = inv
£
h(n) ∗ v(−n)
¤
= h(−n) ∗ v(n) (5.16)
The zero phase ﬁlter employed here is used in Matlab environment, by applying the
filtfilt ﬁlter command. It also allows the use of various types of ﬁlter design.
1025.4.2 Pulse Width 1.2µs, Rise Time 0.5µs; Sinusoidal Decay
A 5V peak pulse with narrower pulse width was injected into the fully grounded plain
winding at x0 = 2/7. The time domain response was captured at the bushing tap
point and transformed into the frequency domain to access the frequency contents of
trasmitted wave. Using visual inspection to detect peak poles, a ﬁltering process is
carried out for every extracted centre frequency or corner frequency. The ﬁrst is to ﬁlter
and estimate the main frequency of the signal. This is achieved using a second order
Butterworth ﬁlter with a corner frequency, fC of 247kHz and the obtained spectrum
is shown in Figure 5.9(b). The peak frequency of the spectrum is at 10kHz which is
the dominant frequency of the captured response. The inverse transform of the ﬁltered
spectrum is shown in Figure 5.9(a).
(a) Measured and estimated
(b) Low pass ﬁlter
Figure 5.9: Comparison between inverse FFT, and estimated with low pass ﬁlter at
fC = 247kHz, with 1.2µs pulse width and 0.5µs rise time, pulse injected at x0 = 2/7;
103The estimated signal using Duhamel’s principle has also been calculated and plotted on
Figure 5.9(a). The sinusoidal decay represented by the main frequency carrier of the
system response is also known as the natural frequency of the system. This natural
frequency, as can be seen from previous analytical solutions is due to energy storage
in the transformer winding inductive elements L, and the decay process is due to the
discharging process via the winding capacitances. Where it is simpliﬁed by the natural
frequency propotional to the inverse square root of LCg.
Figure 5.10 shows the second estimation process using Duhamel’s principle with a higher
frequency bandwidth.
(a) Time domain estimation
(b) Bandpass ﬁltered spectrum
Figure 5.10: Comparison between inverse FFT, and estimated with band pass ﬁlter
at fL = 1MHz and fU = 2MHz, with 1.2µs pulse width and 0.5µs rise time, pulse
injected at x0 = 2/7;
104The second ﬁltering process involves capturing the transient decay of the original injected
signal from the pulse generator. The signal frequency content is between 1MHz and
2MHz. The peak power spectrum density of Figure 5.10(b) is at 1.5MHz. By inverse
transforming the frequency domain spectrum into the time domain, Figure 5.10(a) shows
the ﬁltered signal and its estimation. The time domain signal represents the highest
frequency component within the captured data and is very similar to the original source
signal.
The third process involves the superposition principle and is the summation of the ﬁrst
inversed transform with the second inversed transformed signals. By superpositioning
the signal in the time domain, theoretically it builds its original signal from decomposed
frequency components. In other word the superposition process is a composition of sig-
nals from multi harmonic levels. In this example, the harmonic levels are captured for
f < 247kHz and 1MHz < f < 2MHz. As tabulated in Table 5.3, the superposition
principle is demonstrated in Figure 5.11, with a standard sampling rate of 10MSs−1.
Both frequency ranges have shown no change in the value of α and β, and the harmonic
amplitude is simply determined by the range of values of a and b.
Figure 5.11: Superposition result of low pass and band pass, with 1.2µs pulse width
and 0.5µs rise time, pulse injected at x0 = 2/7;
Table 5.3: Calculated parameters for 1.2µs pulse width and 0.5µs rise time
fC,fL&fU E α β ωsb a b γs
f < 247kHz 0.4V 0.6926 0.26 196kHz 100 9000 −1.2
1MHz < f < 2MHz 0.4V 0.6926 0.26 2.23MHz 100 1.2 × 105 −15
1055.4.3 Pulse Width 150ns, Rise Time 75ns; Sinusoidal Decay
A pulse with 150ns pulse width, 75ns rise time was injected into the fully grounded plain
winding. Using a similar analysis as in the previous section, the captured signal at the
bushing is transformed into its frequency domain. Identiﬁcation by visual inspection
of the harmonic frequency level is again done in two stages to determine the main
natural frequency of the winding and the frequency of the source signal. The main
natural frequency is determined by low pass ﬁltering using a second order Butterworth
ﬁlter, which yields a maximum spectrum level at 176kHz (Figure 5.12(b)). The possible
harmonic peaks in the signal is noted as 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
(a) Time domain estimation
(b) Low pass ﬁltered spectrum with harmonic peaks as 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Figure 5.12: Low pass at fC = 250kHz, with 150ns pulse width and 75ns rise time,
pulse injected at x0 = 3/7;
106Note that in the ﬁrst approximation, there are more than one harmonic components
in the frequency spectrum represented by more than one peak value. The 1st and 3rd
components of the PSD do not appear in the inversed transform (Figure 5.12(a)). How-
ever, the wavetail of the time based transformation and the estimated sinusoidal decay,
shows signiﬁcant phase shift. This may be due to diﬀerent levels of frequency compo-
nent within the signal. The second level of ﬁltering technique, identiﬁes the original
frequency of the source. It can be determined by looking at the peak level of its PSD,
using a band pass ﬁlter and inverse transformation. This was achieved using a second
order of bandpass ﬁlter and the ﬁltered signal is shown in Figure 5.13.
(a) Time domain estimation
(b) Band pass ﬁltered spectrum with harmonic peaks as 1st and 2nd
Figure 5.13: Band pass at fL = 1.2MHz and fU = 1.7MHz, with 150ns pulse width
and 75ns rise time, pulse injected at x0 = 3/7;
107Here, the level of harmonic frequency varies as it has more than one peak in its frequency
response. In Figure 5.13(b) the lower peak harmonic level represents the lower frequency
component of the inverse time domain response. It can be seen quite clearly in the
measured signal after 15µs (Figure 5.13(a)). Whereas the remaining higher frequency
level denoted as 2nd in Figure 5.13(b), represents the main frequency component which
can also be clearly seen in the time domain measurement. It is therefore, a process of
frequency segmentation and reﬁning that is required to achieve the best approximation.
This will give diﬀerent levels of harmonic frequency that represent the main frequency
components of the signal response.
As can be seen from Figure 5.14, the superposition technique is performed as a ﬁnal
stage in order to obtain the approximate waveform. Both the approximations are per-
formed using Duhamel’s principle, where the estimation of standing wave parameters
are tabulated in Table 5.4. Similarly the value of ﬁxed distribution constants of α and
β, are constant. The harmonic frequency ωsb varies according to the peak level of its
PSD of the overall estimated signal. Parameters E, a and b are changed according to
the level of signal peak amplitude in the time domain.
Figure 5.14: Superposition result of low pass and band pass, with 150ns pulse width
and 75ns rise time, pulse injected at x0 = 3/7;
Table 5.4: Calculated parameters for 0.5µs pulse width and 0.5µs transition
fC,fL&fU E α β ωsb a b γs
f <250kHz 0.4V 0.6926 0.26 176kHz 1000 1.2 × 104 −1.2
1.2MHz< f <1.7MHz 0.25V 0.6926 0.26 2.35MHz 100 1.4 × 105 −5.8
1085.5 Current and Voltage Relationship
As a wave travels from its source, it will obey the laws of electromagnetism. Refering to
Figure 5.15, associated with the transmitted voltage pulse is an electrostatic ﬂux Ψ. The
transmitted current wave has an electromagnetic ﬂux, Φ, so for each change of distance
x in lumped parameter model;
dΦ = i00Ldx (5.17)
dΨ = v00Cg dx (5.18)
Initially, the voltage and current pulses have the same shape, at the start of discharge
initiation. But as they travel the waves will experience losses and attenuation. At the
points of measurement it is likely that there will be dissimilarity in their waveshapes,
which will have become distorted. Distortion and attenuation are caused by energy
losses and also by variations in inductance and capacitance along the winding.
Based on travelling wave theory and with reference to Figure 5.15, the voltage drop in
the positive direction of x for each element of dx due to dΦ can be described as
− dv00 = −
∂v00
∂x
dx = i00rdx +
∂
∂t
(dΦ) =
µ
R + L
∂
∂t
¶
i00 dx (5.19)
Similarly, the corresponding total in the transmitted current in the element dx is the
sum of leakage current and the charging current:
Figure 5.15: Lumped parameter circuit as transmission lines model
109− di00 = −
∂i00
∂x
dx = v00Gdx +
∂
∂t
(dΨ) =
µ
G + Cg
∂
∂t
¶
v00dx (5.20)
By cancelling the diﬀerential operator dx on both side of Equations (5.19) and (5.20),
the change of voltage and current with respect to x are:
−
∂v00
∂x
=
µ
R + L
∂
∂t
¶
i00 (5.21)
−
∂i00
∂x
=
µ
G + Cg
∂
∂t
¶
v00 (5.22)
According to Equations (5.21) and (5.22), voltage and current are both aﬀected by the
change of inductance and capacitance respectively over the change of distance x. In the
lumped parameter model, both parameters experienced changes with the small changes
in the position of signal source. It is therefore of interest to investigate any dissimilarities
and consider their potential consequences.
5.5.1 Total Current
According to Equations (4.12) the total current is:
(iK + iL) =
µ
Cg
∂
∂t
¶Z
v ∂x (5.23)
Obtaining the solution towards neutral, the general equation may begin with the deriva-
tion for the homogeneous solution of inﬁnite rectangular wave. Let zs be the surge
impedance of harmonic oscillation that is deﬁned as;
zs =
vs
is
(5.24)
where vs and is are the corresponding harmonic voltage and harmonic current respec-
tively. By considering the solution of Equation (4.36) the harmonic voltage is:
vsn(x,t) =
∞ X
s=1
Asn e−γst sin
³sπxn
l
´
cos(ωsnt) (5.25)
110where
Asn =
2(−1)s
sπ
ζn (5.26)
Applying the fundamental relationship of Equation (5.23), the corresponding total har-
monic current therefore is:
isn(x,t) =
∞ X
s=1
AsnCglωsn
sπ
e−γst cos
³sπxn
l
´
sin(ωsnt) (5.27)
Hence the surge impedance towards neutral according to (5.24) is
zsn =
sπ
ωsnCgl
(5.28)
For an arbitrary waveshape injection, the harmonic current towards the neutral applying
Duhamel’s principle becomes:
isn(x,t) =
∞ X
s=1
EAsnCgl
sπ
e−γst cos
µ
sπxn
l
¶·
(b − a)cosωsnt
+
a2 − b2
ωsn
sinωsnt +
b3e−bt − a3e−at
ω2
sn
¸ (5.29)
Using similar analysis for solution for the currents travelling towards the bushing, the
harmonic voltage according to Equation (4.37) becomes
vsb(x,t) =
∞ X
so=1
Asb e−γst sin
³soπxb
2l
´
cos(ωsbt) (5.30)
where
Asb =
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
soπ
2
ζb (5.31)
Similarly, the corresponding total harmonic current using equation (5.23) is
isb(x,t) =
∞ X
so=1
2AsbCglωsb
soπ
e−γst cos
³soπxb
2l
´
sin(ωsbt) (5.32)
111with surge impedance:
zsb =
soπ
2ωsbCgl
(5.33)
Thus the solution for the total harmonic current travelling towards the bushing, applying
Duhamel’s principle using Equation (5.23) becomes
isb(x,t) =
∞ X
s=1
2EAsbCgl
soπ
e−γst cos
µ
soπxb
2l
¶·
(b − a)cosωsbt
+
a2 − b2
ωsb
sinωsbt +
b3e−bt − a3e−at
ω2
sb
¸ (5.34)
Figure 5.16 shows the amplitude factor versus distribution constant α of current in
transformer winding. The amplitude growth is for the solution of:
2EAsbCgl
soπ
or
EAsnCgl
sπ
(5.35)
At the point where α = β the ampliﬁcation factor is zero, where this is analytically
solved by the solution of ζn and ζb. For values of α greater than 2 there is not much
change in the envelope of oscillations.
5.5.2 Current and Voltage Measurement
To measure current propagation in high voltage transformer, two current transformers
(CT) are used. The CT is a typical ring type toroidal current transformer with a useful
maximum bandwidth of 200MHz. Figure 5.17 shows the experimental arrangement for
current and voltage measurement. The CTs are placed close to bushing terminal via a
ground connected wire, and close to neutral terminal to ground connection. To increase
the gain the primary of the CTs were wrapped three times around the conductors to
earth in the direction so as to respond to positive current travel. A pulse generator with
selectable pulse width and transition was used to generate a suitable pulse.
112Figure 5.16: Current amplitude of transformer winding
Figure 5.17: Current measurement via current transformer
113The injection of pulses is measured and captured using a digital storage oscilloscope
at the point of injection (representing the source) and at the end of winding, neutral
terminal and bushing tap point. Both current and voltage are simultaneously measured
and compared. The measured voltages and currents on the two terminals are represented
by the transmitted waves of Figure 5.15, by v00 and i00 respectively.
A 50Ω resistor is used as the termination impedance end, Zn(p), neutral to ground
connection and it is used to determine and calibrate the current ﬂowing through the
CTs. The calibration process involves capturing the voltage signal at both the bushing
and neutral ends, and dividing it by Zn(p). This resulting waveform is equivalent to the
current ﬂowing relative to the measured voltage assuming that there is no distortion and
that the 50Ω termination is purely resistive. The apparent charge of travelling wave is
then calculated by:
Q =
Z
v00
Zn(p)
dt (5.36)
where Q is the apparent charge in Coulombs.
At wideband frequencies of an impulse event, a high frequency current transformer has
a response that is the time derivative of the current ﬂowing in the main system. This
derivative corresponds to the high transitions of the impulse signal or any high frequency
signal transition with respect to time t. Therefore, current measurement using wideband
toroidal CTs, will analytically have no oﬀset and the output will oscillate with a steady
state zero level.
5.5.3 Current and Voltage Dissimilarities
A signal of pulse width 1.2µs and rise time of 0.5µs was injected at Terminal 2 (x0 = 6/7)
of the interleaved winding. Both voltage and current measurements were recorded using
a digital signal oscilloscope where the plots are enhanced and superimposed on the same
time frame. The captured signals were then ﬁltered using the zero phase low pass ﬁlter
with a 4MHz corner frequency. Figure 5.18 shows a comparison of applied voltage and
current meaurements of both end terminals.
Using the inverse Laplace transform, the time domain of the ﬁltered signal at the bushing
tap point is shown in Figure 5.18(a) and at the neutral terminal in Figure 5.18(b).
Current measurements using high frequency current CTs are calibrated using the 50Ω
resistor.
Based on the measured signal characteristics of Table 5.5, the signals have common
measurement parameters of record length, sample interval, trigger point, trigger time
114(a) Voltage and current at bushing
(b) Voltage and current at neutral
(c) PSD plot
Figure 5.18: Voltage and current measurement for x0 = 6/7 on interleaved winding
115Table 5.5: Measured signal characteristic for 1.2µs pulse width and 0.5µs rise time,
and x0 = 6/7 on interleaved winding
Current @ Record Sample Trigger Trigger Horizontal Peak Absolute
Voltage Length Interval Point Time Oﬀset Value
i00
B 1000 2 × 10−8 S/s 100S 7 × 10−9s −2 × 10−6 37.4mV
v00
B 1000 2 × 10−8 S/s 100S 7 × 10−9s −2 × 10−6 2.83V
i00
N 1000 2 × 10−8 S/s 100S 7 × 10−9s −2 × 10−6 73.9mV
v00
N 1000 2 × 10−8 S/s 100S 7 × 10−9s −2 × 10−6 1.93V
and horizontal oﬀset. Thus the signals can be calibrated using the same parameter, i.e.
the temination impedance at the neutral end.
Calibration of current is achieved by considering the voltage measurement v00
N, divided
by the termination impedance and intergrated over time t. However, the measurement
unit for the CTs are in mV . Therefore using a proportional ratio calibration technique,
the calculated current is calibrated at 74mV (measurement from CT) and is equivalent
to a 770pC charge magnitude.
From the ﬁltered time domain inverse Fourier transform plots (Figure 5.18), both current
and voltage measurements are disimilar at the terminals. The current responses however
start at almost the same time. Initially, the voltage and current have the same polarities
and this is analytically due to the intergration of current distribution over the domain
of xn and xb as described in Equation (5.23).
From the frequency domain comparison of Figure 5.18(c), the gain magnitude of the
signals change signiﬁcantly between 1MHz to 2MHz. Note the pattern of the voltage
and current frequencies measured at both terminals. At the bushing terminal, the
polarity of peak responses of each spectrum are opposite to each other, however at the
neutral terminal both spectra show a similar zero position.
Using similar analysis as for interleaved winding, a 100ns pulse width and 30ns rise
time impulse (Figure 5.3(e)) is injected at x0 = 6/7 on plain winding. The low pass
zero phase ﬁlter with corner frequency 2.56MHz is applied to all the measured signals.
After noise reduction the peak charge magnitudes were calculated and calibrated. The
measured signal characteristics are tabulated in Table 5.6
The calculation of charge magnitude is estimated based on the amount of current ﬂowing
to the ground through the termination impedance at the neutral to ground connection.
By considering only the peak value of the time domain waveform, calibration assumes
that there is only a small change in sample time interval with respect to the period of the
dominant measured frequency. The maximum charge is chosen rather than accumulated
charge over a time period, since it is due to the function of the accumulative amplitude
factor over the harmonic levels as described in Equations (5.29) and (5.34). Therefore,
by using the same termination impedance of 50Ω, the calibrated current at the Neutral
116is i00
N = 5.8mV and is equivalent to a charge of 310pC. This gives 404pC at the bushing
tap point. The calculated peak charge however does not represent the total current
ﬂowing out of the winding, where a full integration of the time period of 0 < t < 500ms
is required.
Looking at the waveshape of the measured waveforms for both terminals of Figure
5.19(a) and 5.19(b), the current polarity is initially the same to the voltage polarity
for the ﬁrst few cycles and oscillates thereafter. Comparatively, the current waveforms
are very dissimilar to the voltage waveforms. However observation of the frequency
domain shown in Figure 5.19(c) reveals that the current response at bushing and neutral
terminals have similar frequency characteristics. The voltage frequency responses are
also very similar.
The dissimilarities of the time-based waveforms are also explained by considering the
phase of the frequency responses. Figure 5.20 shows the phase plot of interleaved winding
over the frequency range between 600kHz to 2.2MHz. Whereas Figure 5.21 shows the
voltage and current phase plot of the plain winding between 300kHz to 2.0MHz. The
change of phase due to zeros peaks and pole peaks is seen between 1MHz to 1.5MHz
range and 700kHz to 1MHz for the plain winding. The pattern also shows that the phase
of the voltages at the bushing and neutral terminals are very similar.
It is however, the phase plots for the current measurements at the neutral and bushing
terminals that are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. Consider Equations (4.54) and (4.53), if θn
and θb are the corresponding phase angles towards the neutral and bushing tap point
on xt-plane respectively, then the phase angles in both directions are deﬁned as;
Table 5.6: Measured signal characteristic for 100ns pulse width and 30ns rise time,
and x0 = 6/7 on plain winding
Current @ Record Sample Trigger Trigger Horizontal Peak Absolute
Voltage Length Interval Point Time Oﬀset Value
i00
B 1000 5 × 10−8 S/s 110S 2.8 × 10−9s −5.5 × 10−6 7.5mV
v00
B 1000 5 × 10−8 S/s 110S 2.8 × 10−9s −5.5 × 10−6 0.41V
i00
N 1000 5 × 10−8 S/s 110S 2.8 × 10−9s −5.5 × 10−6 5.8mV
v00
N 1000 5 × 10−8 S/s 110S 2.8 × 10−9s −5.5 × 10−6 0.32V
117(a) Voltage and current at bushing
(b) Voltage and current at neutral
(c) PSD plot
Figure 5.19: Voltage and current measurement for x0 = 6/7 on plain winding
118Figure 5.20: Voltage and current measurement phase angle for x0 = 6/7 on interleaved
winding
Figure 5.21: Voltage and current measurement phase angle for x0 = 6/7 on plain
winding
towards the neutral point
cos
³sπxn
l
+ ωx0nt + θn
´
(5.37)
and towards the bushing tap-point
cos
³soπxb
2l
− ωx0bt − θn
´
(5.38)
1195.6 Impulse Response vs Frequency Response
Theoretically if a linear plant input is deﬁned as a dirac delta function, then the corre-
sponding output fully characterises the frequency response of the plant. Experimentally,
the determination of an impulse response provides a good estimate of the frequency re-
sponse of the linear system. From a theoretical point of view, when a system is injected
with a unit impulse of δ(t), it is equivalent to:
U(jω) = 1 ∀ω (5.39)
The equation implies that an impulse response will excite all the system frequencies
and the output response from that system is equivalent to the system excitement of the
plant. Figure 5.22 shows the conceptual frequency response for an injected unit pulse
with δ(t) that represents an impulse, where the transformation of its time domain output
response into Fourier coeﬃcients represents the frequency response of the system.
A pulse with narrower pulse width and shorter transition time is used in this measure-
ment, which will represent the nearest possible practical form of dirac delta function
δ(t). A wider transition time however will only excite a certain frequency range, where
the system excitement is explained by the Duhamel’s principle. It is therefore necessary
to investigate the response for higher system frequencies using steeper pulse wavefronts
and narrower widths in order to model the high frequency signal propagation behaviour.
An impulse reponse measurement is carried out the same way as for the arbitrary wave-
form experimental setup of Figure 5.17. The injection point is terminal 1 (x = 7/7)
of the transformer windings and the time domain response is captured consecutively at
diﬀerent distance from x = 6/7 to x = 0/7. The winding conﬁguration is connected
to ground for all measurements. It is also possible to reverse the polarity of current
propagation due to an injected impulse, where the injection is near the neutral point
and the corresponding response is captured at diﬀerent terminals towards the bushing
tap point.
Measurement of the frequency responses of the transformer windings was also obtained
using a network analyzer, Agilent 4395A. During the test the measurement frequency
range was set from 100Hz to 500MHz, with a sample bandwidth of 30Hz. It is necessary
to measure the frequency response over the largest range possible in order to represent
the total system response. To improve the measurement data quality the response was
measured many times and resampled to further reﬁne the complete frequency response
which has a total length of 1400 sample points.
120Figure 5.22: An illustration of impulse response
5.6.1 Response on Interleaved Winding
The transformer has many frequency dependant parameters such as, capacitance, mutual
inductance, conductance and resistance. These parameters will change as a function of
frequency [33] and the lumped parameter impedance hence changes. Therefore it is
necessary to ensure that the frequencies excited are high enough in order to account for
the possible characteristics of wave propagation along the windings. The circuit for the
interleaved winding frequency response measurement is shown in Figure 5.23. To avoid
error due to ﬂux interlinkages between the adjacent winding, all terminal measurement
points of the plain winding are short circuited and grounded.
Measurements were also taken for the ungrounded winding, where Zn(p) now becomes
Zn(∞). A sweep variable signal frequency was set and injected at terminal 1 (x = 7/7),
and the corresponding reponses were captured at diﬀerent distance towards Neutral for
x = 6/7 to x = 0/7.
Figure 5.23: Measurement setup for interleaved windings
121The captured frequency response is in the form of a complex coeﬃcient, which is then
used to calculate the response in terms of dB gain and phase angle. Figure 5.24 shows
the measured frequency response data in dB magnitude and its corresponding phase
response in degrees.
Every measurement of the frequency response on interleaved winding represents the
response of the winding disc pairs, where every sequence of decrement of distance x is
equivalent to the frequency response of several disc pairs from the top winding. Note the
formation of poles and zeros from the dB magnitude plot. As the wave sweeps from the
lower frequency to the higher frequency the signal experiences a decrease in magnitude
caused by a zero-pair that is followed almost immediately by a resonance caused by a
pole-pair.
(a) Frequency response measurement
(b) Phase response measurement
Figure 5.24: Frequency response and phase response of interleaved winding using
network analyser
122The process is continued thereafter alternating between poles and zeros, where the poles
and zeros are the resonant and anti-resonance frequencies of the system represented by
the passive components of L and C. The position of the anti-resonant zeros from the
frequency response measurement are plotted in Figure 5.25. The plot was extracted from
Figure 5.24(a) for every zeros of its dB magnitudes and frequencies. The alternating
oscillation between poles and zeros continues and behaves similarly for all disc coils up
to a frequency of approximately 4MHz.
The alternating of poles and zeros also can be explained from the phase response mea-
surement. The phases are caused to lead and lag alternately depending on the formation
between poles and zeros. The negative sign of phases shows a lagging process where the
system operates in the more inductive region. As the gain changes due to poles the
system response gain increases due capacitive elements which causes positive changes in
the system phase.
As shown in Figure 5.25, the zeros positions are fairly static for all frequencies below
4MHz except for the ﬁrst low frequency zero pair between 30kHz to 60kHz. The gain of
the zeros diﬀer by an oﬀset level between consecutive coils. This oﬀset was analytically
explained in the chapter, where the signal is applied to a lumped parameter model based
on the LCK components. The solution is represented by a general solution deﬁned as
the sum of a ﬁxed distribution component and the total harmonic decay component.
The solution represents the separation of the lumped parameter circuit where the ﬁxed
distribution component represents the model in predominantly capacitive elements, and
the harmonic decay component represents predominantly inductive elements. Using
Duhamel’s principle to model arbitrary waveform injections, the general solution still
holds a similar form where the solution of the source is embedded in the output response
at the terminal ends.
Figure 5.25: Zeros position of interleaved winding from frequency response measure-
ment
123A comparison between impulse response and frequency response measurements has been
undertaken. Here a shorter transition time pulse, a 100ns pulse width and 30ns rise time
(Figure 5.3(e)) impulse signal is used. The pulse is injected at terminal 1 (x = 7/7), and
the subsequent response is captured for the fully grounded winding and plotted in Figure
5.26. The time domain injected signal response, Figure 5.26(a), experiences oscillations
and highly damped losses over the time interval t. Due to the high energy of the transient
and its higher frequency oscillation, along the length of transformer winding, the signal
propagation waveshape retains its waveshape and shows a small voltage oﬀset between
each disc pair. Figure 5.26(b) shows the peak amplitude at diﬀerent sampling times
of the impulse response. The peak amplitudes were chosen because it represent the
magnitude of oscillation of the signals. It shows a linear amplitude distribution over the
range 0 < x < l for each time instant.
(a) Impulse response
(b) Amplitude distribution
Figure 5.26: Impulse response measurement of interleaved winding with 100ns pulse
width, 30ns rise time
124Figure 5.27 shows a comparison of impulse response measurement and frequency re-
sponse measurement over the frequency range 100kHz to 4MHz. The range is selected
based on the theoretical principle of standing wave theory for the transmission line
model. The impulse response measurement is transformed into its power spectrum den-
sity from its time domain response, using a sampling rate of 100µs. The horizontal oﬀset
DC level of the impulse in the time domain is set at the lowest possible value of zero
level with a trigger time of 1µs.
At an initial frequency of 100kHz, both response of Figures 5.27(a) and Figure 5.27(b)
show a damped level due to the predominantly inductive frequency region. But as the
wave moves from x = 6/7 of disc 1 to x = 0/7 of disc 7, the oﬀset level is lower.
(a) Fourier transform of impulse response
(b) Frequency response from network analyser
Figure 5.27: Comparison of impulse response and frequency response of interleaved
winding for 100kHz to 4MHz frequency range
125Similarly for the range frequency of 1MHz to 2MHz the oﬀset level of the zeros is lower
as the wave moves from the bushing tap-point to the neutral terminal. However diﬀerent
zeros exist in the frequency response measurement between 2.5MHz to 3MHz, whereas
the power spectrum density of the impulse response shows a pole peak with a magnitude
of -23dB to -24dB.
5.6.2 Response of the Plain Winding
The plain disc winding has the same geometrical size as the interleaved winding. The
diﬀerence between them is the arrangement of the connections between each disc. This
reduces the inter-disc capacitance (Kr) compared to the interleaved disc winding. Conse-
quently, the frequency response of the plain disc winding is diﬀerent from the interleaved
disc winding. The same measurement setup is still applied for the plain disc winding
(Figure 5.28), except now the interleaved winding is shorted and grounded.
The sweep frequency for frequency response measurement starts at 100Hz to a maximum
frequency of 500MHz. The termination impedance was left unconnected to provide an
inﬁnite termination impedance. As shown in Chapter 3, the eﬀect of a ground connection
on the interleaved winding will certainly damp the transmitted signal v00, and aﬀect the
level of distribution.
Unlike the impulse response, the sweep variation of the frequency response measurement
is a slow process, which is due to the low sampling frequency bandwidth. This how-
ever gives more accurate measurement of each frequency increment of the transformer
response. In order to validate the accuracy and the oﬀset level of gain measurement, it
is necessary to perform self calibration of the analyser. Using an impedance reﬂector, a
self response calibration is performed in transmission and reﬂection mode.
Figure 5.28: Measurement setup for plain disc winding
126Table 5.7 shows the typical setting for frequency response measurement and self calibra-
tion. Figure 5.29 shows the frequency response plot and phase response plot of the plain
winding. The oﬀset reference for measurement is set at a steady state level of the ﬁrst
disc pair of the transformer coil with the value of 6.42dB. It is then calibrated for the
remaining oﬀset level of every disc pair measurement to have zero gain at the begining
of the frequency sweep by using the same oﬀset value.
Due to diﬀerent connections between each disc pair, the poles and zeros exist above
100kHz. Similar to the interleaved winding, Figure 5.29(a) shows the obtained frequency
response for the plain winding. Analytically, the passive resonant frequency of an LC
lumped parameter is equivalent to
ωr =
1
√
LdxCdx
(5.40)
where ωr is the resonance frequency, Ldx and Cdx are the respective eﬀective inductance
and eﬀective capacitance from neutral to ground terminal. The solution of peak reso-
nance is dependant on the position of the disc winding with respect to the distance from
neutral to ground connection. This is in turn will result in the moving zero for a lower
energy transition and lower fundamental frequency of transmitted signal. As tabulated
in Table 3.2, lowering the value of the eﬀective inductance will inﬂuence the values of
the poles and zeros according to the solution of Equation (5.40).
Figure 5.30 shows the positions of the zeros for the plain winding over 100kHz to 1MHz.
The position of the zeros along the frequency axis shows that the lowest frequencies of
zeros are the most shifted in frequency. These move between 150kHz to 400kHz, which
is a signiﬁcantly wider bandwidth compared to the interleaved winding. It is believed
to be due to the non-uniform inter-section capacitance between the disc pairs. As the
frequency gets higher the zeros positions are more consistent.
To see the signiﬁcant eﬀect of pulse propagation at higher frequencies, a pulse with
6ns pulse width and 3ns rise time (Figure 5.3(f)) was used for impulse response mea-
surements of a grounded plain winding. Figure 5.31 shows the impulse response mea-
surement measured at diﬀerent disc pairs and the corresponding amplitude levels for
diﬀerent sampling instants.
Table 5.7: Parameter setting for frequency response measurement
Channel Measure Type Format Type Number of Points
1 B/R POLAR 600
Sweep Time Sweep Type Source Power IF Bandwidth
00 : 01 : 10 LOGFREQ 0 dBm 30 Hz
127(a) Frequency response measurement
(b) Phase response measurement
Figure 5.29: Frequency response and phase response of plain winding using network
analyser
Figure 5.26(b) and Figure 5.31(b) show the eﬀect of a very high frequency signal prop-
agating in the interleaved winding and plain winding respectively, there is a linear rela-
tionship of the measured peak magnitudes between the bushing tap point and neutral
terminals. The magnitudes are for diﬀerent sampling times.
By looking at the Fourier coeﬃcients of the impulse response measurement, Figure
5.32(a) shows the power spectrum density of the impulse response captured for every
disc pair of grounded plain winding for frequency range of 3MHz to 100Mhz. Figure
5.32(b) shows the same frequency range of the measured frequency response but for the
ungrounded winding.
128Figure 5.30: Zeros position of plain winding from frequency response measurement
The response from the impulse measurement reveals zeros at the same frequency and
with the same magnitude of oﬀset between the disc coils. Three main level magnitudes
of zeros occured at 30MHz, 58MHz and 90MHz, with gains of -92dB, -107dB and -110dB
respectively. By employing a bandpass zero phase ﬁlter at the speciﬁc frequencies, the
zeros represent the harmonic decay of sinusoidal signals. This can be modeled using the
solution of the harmonic decay as in Equation (5.8) with the known x0 and the harmonic
frequency ωsn. The oﬀset amplitude of the harmonic signals is however very small having
a maximum value of up to 0.04V. This is quite insigniﬁcant in order to determine the
source of a signal with a small oﬀset margin. In frequency response measurements, the
main zeros are located at the same frequencies but have signiﬁcant diﬀerence in terms
of oﬀset magnitudes. Similar to the impulse response, the level of gain between adjacent
disc coils are about the same, and have the same pattern for all zeros.
With this analysis, it shows that at very high frequency, the response of the winding for
every disc coil for both the grounded and ungrounded winding conﬁgurations are the
same. As the frequency gets higher both types of winding show very similar behaviour.
5.7 Summary
A model representing a transformer winding based on a time varying boundary condi-
tions system has been presented in this Chapter. By using the solution of the homoge-
neous model in Chapter 4, the solution for injection of an arbitrary waveshape is derived
using Duhamel’s principle. Duhamel’s principle is based on the derivation of the initial
condition at t = 0 which represents the ﬁxed distribution solution and also the ﬁnal
condition at t = ∞ that represents the harmonic decay component with losses. It also
provides a solution that contains information of the original source waveform.
129(a) Impulse response
(b) Amplitude distribution
Figure 5.31: Impulse response measurement of plain winding with 6ns pulse width,
3ns rise time
Two techniques of wave estimation are presented; the superimposition and superposition
techniques to provide a solution using Duhamel’s principle. Determination of pulse width
τ is needed for superimposition technique, where τ is equivalent to the pulse width of the
waveshape of the source pulse. However, the superimposition technique is superceded
by the superposition technique by means of identifying the harmonic content of the
accumulated wave and the original source harmonic pulse. Without determining the
time width τ, processing using superposition technique is more robust requiring a zero
phase ﬁlter which requires a frequency transformation. Moreover, the harmonic pulse is
represented by poles peaks and is more easier to identify in the frequency domain.
Due to limited access to the internal structure of the transformer windings, current trans-
formers are used to measure the current propagation within the transformer windings.
130(a) Fourier transform of impulse response
(b) Frequency response from network analyser
Figure 5.32: Comparison of impulse response and frequency response of plain winding
for 3MHz to 100MHz frequency range
The current transformers are placed at the bushing tap and neutral terminal points.
In section 5.5 an analytical model equation for the current and voltage dissimilarities is
presented. The use of a terminating impedance Zn(50Ω), equivalent to the characteristic
impedance of coaxial cable is for calibration purposes to determine the charge current
measured by the current transformer.
For real PD measurements, the PD signals can sometimes contain components of hun-
dreds of Mega Hertz. Thus, impulse response measurements and frequency response
measurements were conducted to investigate propagation behaviour at very high fre-
quencies. Two types of pulse were considered for impulse response, 100ns pulse width,
30ns rise time and with 6ns pulse width, 3ns rise time. For diﬀerent winding conﬁgura-
131tions, grounded for impulse responses and ungrounded for frequency responses, at low
frequencies both impulse and frequency response measurements show similar analysis in
terms of poles and zeros. At this region of frequency the lumped parameter model is
operating according to transmission line theory and provides a standing wave solution.
However it is found that, from both types of measurement beyond 4MHz, the transformer
model winding is predominantly capacitive in nature. The results have shown that the
level of amplitude in time domain and gain in the frequency domain have a linear
relationship. According to Duhamel’s principle of Equation 5.5, the predominantly
capacitive region is deﬁned by the initial condition of t = 0, where in this case the
inductance current is negligible (iL ≈ 0).
By considering the solution towards Neutral, the total current in Equation 5.23 now
becomes:
iK =
µ
Cg
∂
∂t
¶Z
v ∂xn (5.41)
Therefore, the solution for current towards neutral with a very high frequency has a
similar form in its time domain:
∂iK
∂x
= Cg
∂F(t)
∂t
= iC (5.42)
where F(t) is the high frequency time domain response at any point x.
132Chapter 6
Parameter Estimation
Even with limited information from terminal measurements it is possible to estimate
the original waveform and hence identify source location. In addition this process gives
an indication of the transient behaviour of the transformer. An estimation of a signal
can be undertaken in either the time domain or the frequency domain using a range of
techniques described in this chapter. The overall objective is to estimate the propagation
of a partial discharge signal along the winding of a transformer. This then assists in
determining the source of the partial discharge within the winding itself.
Standing wave solutions are used for parameter estimation in time domain. The advan-
tage of using standing wave solutions is that only a limited knowledge of the internal
physical parameters of the transformer is required. The parameters under consideration
are based on known equations that contain arbitrary parameter constants. It has been
demonstrated that the physical parameters of a transformer in terms of RLC components
can be represented using ﬁxed distribution constants of α and β.
At high frequency, the transformer operates in its capacitive domain, which infers the
propagation or attenuation relationship between the bushing and neutral terminals is
linear. This is the case when the system operates with negligible inductive current.
Therefore, any high frequency oscillation of a transmitted signal consists of elements
of a ﬁxed distribution component plus a small factor of decay harmonic components.
To separate these components, a Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) based on Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) can be employed.
It was shown in Chapter 5 that for higher frequency signal propagation, use of the
frequency domain is required in order to estimate any speciﬁc frequency of interest that
may contain original information about the source signal. Therefore, an estimation of
the signal in the frequency domain is necessary as this can provide coeﬃcients for a
transfer function model describing signal propagation.
1336.1 Non-Linear Least Square Estimation (NLSE)
The NLSE technique can be used to estimate standing wave parameters and ﬁxed dis-
tribution parameters along a transformer winding [57]. These parameters are used in
estimating the wave propagation and voltage level using known equations. However
the relationship of these parameters to the output response is nonlinear. Therefore the
choice of parameters is such that it must meet the requirement of providing a linear
combination equation. This can be achieved by reconstructing the matrix of parameters
in the form of a linear equation.
To solve this problem, the nonlinear least squares estimation technique models a non-
linear set of unknown parameters, say ak, where k = 1,2,...,M to a predicted model
having a known equation. The model predicts a functional relationship between the
measured independent and dependant variables, i.e
y(x) = y(x : a1,a2,a3,··· ,M) (6.1)
where the dependence on the parameters is indicated explicitly on the right hand side.
The objective of the technique is to minimize Equation 6.2,
N X
i=1
[yi − y(xi : a1,a2,a3,··· ,M)] (6.2)
6.1.1 NLSE by Chi-Square Estimation
In nonlinear systems, the estimation must be undertaken using an iterative procedure.
The function to estimate in this case must reach a minimum point or close to zero,
then the procedures will ﬁnally stop. The Chi-Square, χ2, function places the problem
procedure in a quadratic from, which can be written as:
χ2(a a a) ≈ γ −d.a d.a d.a +
1
2
a.D.a a.D.a a.D.a (6.3)
where d d d is an M-vector and D D D is an M × M matrix. The minimization approach is to
iterate until amin amin amin is reached based on current parameter values acur acur acur. Where amin amin amin is;
amin amin amin = acur acur acur + D−1 D−1 D−1.
·
− 5 χ2(acur acur acur)
¸
(6.4)
In order to achieve the minimum value, a negative gradient descent of the current value
must be approximated. This is done by using a constant variable; c, that can be updated
134according to the previous value or gradient value. Modifying equation (6.4) the new
negative gradient descent is:
anext anext anext = acur acur acur − c ×
·
5χ2(acur acur acur)
¸
(6.5)
where c is small enough to update the iterative gradient smoothly.
By using the χ2 function, the minimization of the known model can be achieved. Assume
that the model to be ﬁtted is described using the equation model of multivariables as
shown in Equation (6.1). Therefore the χ2 function can be constructed as follows:
χ2(a1,··· ,aM) =
N X
i=1
yi − y(xi;a1,··· ,aM)2
σ2 (6.6)
By taking the ﬁrst derivative of the function, it becomes a gradient function of χ2 with
respect to ak ···aM that has components:
∂χ2
∂ak
= −2
N X
i=1
[yi − y(xi;a1,··· ,aM)]
σi
∂y(xi;ai,··· ,aM)
∂ak
(6.7)
Then the second derivative is derived as follows:
∂2χ2
∂ak∂al
= 2
N X
i=1
1
σ2
i
·
yi − y(xi;a1,··· ,aM)
∂ak
∂y(xi;ai,··· ,aM)
∂al
¸
− [yi − y(xi;a1,··· ,aM)]
∂2y(xi;a1,··· ,aM)
∂al∂ak
(6.8)
The second derivative is known as the Hessian matrix. It has symmetrical properties,
with an equivalent second order derivative in its diagonal. Expressed in square matrix
form, the Hessian matrix is;

 
 


∂2f
∂x2
1
∂2f
∂x1∂x2 ···
∂2f
∂x1∂xN
∂2f
∂x2∂x1
∂2f
∂x2
2
···
∂2f
∂x2∂xN
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
∂2f
∂xN∂x1
∂2f
∂xN∂x2 ···
∂2f
∂x2
N

 
 


(6.9)
Rewriting the ﬁrst derivative and the second derivative as follows:
135ηk = −
1
2
∂χ2
∂ak
ϑkl =
1
2
∂2χ2
∂ak∂al
(6.10)
Allows a set of linear equations to be constructed to model the ﬁtting technique:
N X
i=1
ϑklδal = ηk (6.11)
From which by using the minimization process it is possible to estimate the value of
parameter ak by using equation:
amin = acur + δal[− 5 χ2(acur)] (6.12)
6.1.2 The Levenberg-Marquardt Method
The Levenberg-Marquardt method makes the minimization technique more robust and
eﬃcient through the use of a fast gradient descent technique [86]. The technique intro-
duces a variable learning rate. If λ is deﬁned as a constant learning rate such that:
δal =
1
λϑll
ηl (6.13)
by letting the new diagonal parameter be:
ϑ0
jj = ϑjj(1 + λ) (6.14)
and the non-diagonal parameters are deﬁned as;
ϑ0
jk = ϑjk j 6= k (6.15)
To estimate parameters using Lavenberq-Marquardt algorithm, it is necessary to know
the solution to the problem undertaken. The solution becomes the basis of the function
with paramatersa a a. These parameters are arranged in a single row matrix form as follows:
a a a =
h
a1 a2 a3 ··· aM
i
(6.16)
136The parameters are estimated in an iterative loop, where a a a becomes anew anew anew and are up-
dated during the process. During the process, λ is also updated with a small variable
change so as to accelerate the process to meet an end stoppage criteria. When λ gets
very large the matrix of Equation (6.9) is forced into a state of diagonally dominance
with large λ, hence the process will come to a state of large error with positive gradient
descent.
Given an initial value for the set of matrix a a a, the recommended update process is as
follows; First compute the χ2(a a a) which becomes the ﬁrst criteria to calculate for the
gradient. Then set a low value for λ so that the learning step will result in better
accuracy of the updated anew anew anew. Solve the linear Equation (6.11) for δa a a, hence evaluate
χ2(a a a+δa a a) which then will update anew anew anew. For the new solution of f(anew anew anew) obtain its Mean
Square Error (MSE) value. If χ2(a a a + δa a a) ≥ χ2a a a, multiply λ by a factor 10. However if
χ2(a a a + δa a a) < χ2a a a then decrease λ by a factor 10. Finally, update the trial solution for
a a a + δa a a.
The iteration process will continue until either the maximum number of epochs is
reached, or performance has been achieved with respect to the goal, or the maximum
amount of time has been exceeded, or the performance gradient falls below the minimum
gradient, or λ exceeds λmax.
6.1.3 Steady State Fixed Distribution Solution
Analysis of the model shown in Chapter 3 produced the ﬁxed distribution equation
for currents travelling to the Neutral and Bushing tap points. The solution derived
yields a steady state solution as α gets very small. From a theoretical point of view, the
distribution of voltage along a transformer can come to a state of pseudoﬁnal distribution
for a certain frequency of any incident pulse [45]. Where the distribution can osillate
along the transformer winding between two ﬁxed points of voltage level VB representing
the Bushing voltage and VN representing the Neutral voltage. Figure 6.1 shows an
illustration of a steady state level using a ﬁxed distribution solution along the transformer
winding.
Let αbep and αnep be the ﬁxed distribution constant of α towards bushing and neutral
respectively. Hence, considering the model solution of the ﬁxed distribution described
in Equations 3.19 to 3.30, with the eﬀect of end plates and a pseudoﬁnal distribution
[45], the solution used to estimate the value of α is:
vn = ϕn(x) +
∞ X
1
sin
µ
sπx
l
¶
(6.17)
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138where ϕn(x) is the ﬁxed distribution solution towards the neutral with αnep. The second
term of the equation is known as orthogonality function which derived from half range
Fourier sine series, where the property of the orthogonolity function is shown in Figure
6.2 [108].
6.1.4 Estimation of α using the Fixed Distribution Solution
The type of distribution level to determine αbep and αnep for multiple points of pulse
injection has been illustrated in Figures 3.20 and 3.22. A practical way to obtain the
ﬁxed distribution voltage level is by considering an inﬁnite rectangular wave as the source
signal. This will give a response with a short rise time that is similar in property to δ(t).
The time domain output response of signals are ﬁltered using the zero phase ﬁltering
technique, at a corner frequency, fc, where the corner frequency can be determined
from its frequency domain of the PSD plot. Figure 6.3 shows the extraction of ﬁxed
distribution level at a time close to the wavefront of the output response of the interleaved
disc winding. A set of parameters for the NLSE technique were determined to achieve
a goal. The target MSE of the process is set to 5 × 10−3; the maximum number of
iterations or epochs is equal to 70; the learning rate is λ = 0.001 and the minimum
gradient of descending process is −1 × 10−3.
Figures 6.4 to 6.10 show the estimation process using the NLSE technique. The initial
parameter of αbep and αnep is set to a suitable value so that the estimation process will
converge. The second plot in the ﬁgure is the plot of χ2 which shows the update process
with its negative gradient versus the iteration number.
Figure 6.2: Orthogonolity function properties
139(a) x0 = 7/7, fc = 50.04kHz (b) x0 = 6/7, fc = 50.04kHz
(c) x0 = 5/7, fc = 35.56kHz (d) x0 = 4/7, fc = 30.50kHz
(e) x0 = 3/7, fc = 23.00kHz (f) x0 = 2/7, fc = 20.11kHz
(g) x0 = 1/7, fc = 20.41kHz
Figure 6.3: Interleaved winding time domain extraction at peak magnitudes (at time
tµs, to represent the predominantly capacitive distribution)
140Figure 6.4: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 17.35µs, x0 = 7/7
Figure 6.5: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 13.7µs, x0 = 6/7
141Figure 6.6: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 25.55µs, x0 = 5/7
Figure 6.7: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 40.4µs, x0 = 4/7
142Figure 6.8: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 16.2µs, x0 = 3/7
Figure 6.9: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 12.75µs, x0 = 2/7
143Figure 6.10: Interleaved winding parameter estimation, t = 7µs, x0 = 1/7
Table 6.1 shows all the NLSE parameters that correspond to every process of α estima-
tion at diﬀerent point of x0. The value of αbep and αnep are considered, where αbep is for
50% of the total length towards bushing, which is close to the end plate, and αnep is for
the remaining length of 50% towards neutral. Note that the distribution of the winding
at x0 = 0/7 is not considered in the estimation process, as it has a very low voltage
response near zero volt, that will lead to a false estimation in the iteration procedure
with a very low MSE value.
The estimation of α for the plain winding is done in the same way as for the inter-
leaved winding. Figure 6.11 shows the time domain extraction near the wavefront of
plain winding distribution level. The set of parameters for the initial value of NLSE
has 5 × 10−3 for the MSE; maximum epoch is 70, learning rate λ = 0.0001; and the
minimum gradient descent is −1 × 10−3.
Table 6.1: Estimated parameter, α, for interleaved winding
x0 MSE 4χ2 Epoch Initial α Estimated α
7/7 0.0031 −1.39 × 10−4 20 4.5 αbep = 4.57
6/7 0.004 −9.04 × 10−4 8 4.5 αbep = 4.31
5/7 0.004 −9.47 × 10−4 43 4.5 αbep = 4.81
4/7 0.005 −7.19 × 10−4 22 4.5 αbep = 4.32
3/7 0.016 −16.9 × 10−3 70 2.0 αnep = 1.89
2/7 0.0056 −1.9 × 10−3 8 2.0 αnep = 1.6
1/7 0.0029 −5.78 × 10−4 7 2.0 αnep = 1.52
144(a) x0 = 7/7, fc = 138.4kHz (b) x0 = 6/7, fc = 153.70kHz
(c) x0 = 5/7, fc = 132.3kHz (d) x0 = 4/7, fc = 96.71kHz
(e) x0 = 3/7, fc = 101.15kHz (f) x0 = 2/7, fc = 85.81kHz
(g) x0 = 1/7, fc = 59.09kHz
Figure 6.11: Plain winding time domain extraction at peak magnitudes (at time tµs,
represent the predominantly capacitive distribution)
145The extracted distribution of the voltage levels and the corresponding estimation process
are plotted in Figures 6.12 to 6.18. For each estimation process, the parameters αbep
and αnep are updated for a small change of δα α α = 1 × 10−15 using a ﬁnite diﬀerence
technique, where ﬁnite diﬀerence technique is a numerical technique of diﬀerenting a
known equation with a small change of signal parameters.
Figure 6.12: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 17.35µs, x0 = 7/7
Figure 6.13: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 13.7µs, x0 = 6/7
146Figure 6.14: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 25.55µs, x0 = 5/7
Figure 6.15: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 40.4µs, x0 = 4/7
147Figure 6.16: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 16.2µs, x0 = 3/7
Figure 6.17: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 12.75µs, x0 = 2/7
148Figure 6.18: Plain winding parameter estimation, t = 7µs, x0 = 1/7
The process of updating the value of αbep and αnep requires a low value of the diagnonal
Hessian matrix. As seen from the iteration process of all the estimated results for
interleaved winding and plain winding, the values of χ2 often jump to higher positive
gradients. They are then forced back to a negative gradient to minimize the error. Hence
it is therefore necessary to set an appropriate initial value of α, to avoid for positive χ2
gradient.
Table 6.2 shows the NLSE parameter after iteration process and the estimated value of
αbep and αnep for the plain winding. Again the estimation of αbep and αnep are based
on the analysis near the winding end for 50% upper and 50% lower length respectively.
As seen from both results of interleaved winding and plain winding, the estimated value
of αbep is higher compared to αnep. This is due to the diﬀerent solution analysis of the
winding with the eﬀect of an end plate as shown in Equation (3.43).
Table 6.2: Estimated parameter, α, for plain winding
x0 MSE 4χ2 Epoch Initial α Estimated α
7/7 0.0035 −1.55 × 10−4 42 4.5 αbep = 4.74
6/7 0.0033 −6.37 × 10−4 28 4.6 αbep = 4.48
5/7 0.0042 −8.68 × 10−4 6 4.6 αbep = 4.70
4/7 0.0069 −1.81 × 10−4 4 4.0 αbep = 3.9
3/7 0.02 −7.75 × 10−4 70 1.1 αnep = 1.26
2/7 0.011 −4.94 × 10−5 6 1.2 αnep = 1.33
1/7 3.99 × 10−4 −3.60 × 10−4 6 1.2 αnep = 1.37
1496.2 Hilbert Huang Transform
The Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) [109] can describe any nonlinear and linear dis-
torted signal, and eliminates any nonstationary elements. The HHT consists of two
parts; Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), and Hilbert spectral analysis.
The key element of the algorithm is the assumption that a signal can be decomposed into
a ﬁnite number of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) [109]. An IMF is deﬁned as a func-
tion having the same number of zero-crossing and extrema, and also having symmetric
envelopes deﬁned by local maxima and minima.
The procedure starts with ﬁnding the upper and lower envelopes of a signal. The mean of
the upper and the lower envelopes must be equal to zero. The signal is decomposed into
these functions using a sifting technique. The upper and lower envelopes are developed
by ﬁnding local maxima and local minima respectively, and are connected with a cubic
spline to form the envelope. The mean of these envelopes, m1 is calculated and the ﬁrst
component h1(t) is obtained by subtracting the mean from the original signal such that,
h1(t) = x(t) − m1 (6.18)
After the ﬁrst subtraction, a decomposed h1(t) is treated as data for the next subsequent
sifting processes up to k times to become h1k(t), as follows:
h1k(t) = h1(k−1)(t) − m1k (6.19)
then, it is designated as
c1(t) = h1k(t) (6.20)
where c1(t) becomes the ﬁrst IMF.
The ﬁrst shifting process extracts the highest frequency oscillation. The following sifting
will produce the next highest frequency of oscillation. The process is ﬁnished when cn(t)
becomes monotonic or is too small. A stoppage criterion after the kth sifting process is
determined by a Cauchy type of convergence process described by,
SDk =
T X
t=0
|hk−1(t) − hk(t)|2
h2
k−1
≤ Smin (6.21)
On convergence, after n IMFs then residue can be found by:
150rn−1(t) − cn = rn(t) (6.22)
Smin is chosen so that any variation in rn(t) is minimized, and can be disregarded in
further analysis. The original signal can be composed by summing up all the IMFs and
the residue,
x(t) =
n X
i=1
ci(t) + rn(t) (6.23)
6.2.1 Application of HHT
The EMD technique used with a repetitive procedure is suitable for the application
to a distorted signal. Using inﬁnite rectangular wave and ﬁnite rectangular wave to
both types of model windings, the application of HHT is demonstrated in Figures 6.19
and 6.20. The test on interleaved winding is by injecting the rectangular wave at x0 =
7/7 and measured the response at x = 0/7 for ungrounded winding and x = 3/7 for
grounded winding. Note that all the responses of the injected waves in Figures 6.19(a)
and 6.19(c) show that an oscillatory response on the wavetail of inﬁnite rectangular
wave and ﬁnite rectangular wave. Except that the ﬁnite rectangular wave response
shows both oscillation at trigger time t = 0s and at τ = 8ms. By applying the HHT
for the oscillatory waves response Figure 6.19(b) and 6.19(d) show the reduction in the
oscillatory waveform, which results in a less oscillatory signal.
The application of HHT on the plain winding is shown in Figure 6.20. This time the
injection of rectangular wave is at x0 = 3/7 and measured at x = 7/7, at the bushing tap
point. Similar to the application on the interleaved winding the time domain response
of ﬁnite and inﬁnite rectangular wave at the bushing tap point show an oscillatory
waveform response. By applying HHT on the output response, the measured signals are
smoother and have similar shape to the original injected waveforms.
Therefore from the simple test procedures, the use of HHT on an oscillatory waveform
response, is capable of isolating the osillatory waveform from the measured response. It
is also has the ability to match the original source signal injected at x0.
151(a) Before HHT (b) After HHT
(c) Before HHT (d) After HHT
Figure 6.19: Inﬁnite rectangular response for ungrounded and inﬁnite rectangular
response for grounded interleaved winding before and after HHT
6.3 Estimation Using Principle of Superimposition
The application of HHT can be used to estimate the original source of the pulse signal.
Suppose an impulse oscillatory waveform is used to investigate the application of the
HHT and the NLSE to identify and estimate the source of original PD signal in a trans-
former winding. Figure 6.21 shows the application of HHT to split the harmonic decay
component, denoted by the term
Pn
i=1 ci(t), and the ﬁxed distribution component, de-
noted by the residual rn(t), for empirical mode decomposition of a pulse signal captured
at neutral point. It has been shown that the IMF signal has a symmetrical property and
thus can be solved by the harmonic decay function of Equation (5.8). The spectrum
level of the EMD is shown in Figure 6.21(b). The spectrum was extracted for 50 levels
of signal decomposition until a minimum criterion of Smin is met. The spectrum was
plotted in Matlab environment using image command ﬁle. The EMD spectrum shows
that the higher the level of EMD the signal becomes more ﬂatter and level to zero, which
152(a) Before HHT (b) After HHT
(c) Before HHT (d) After HHT
Figure 6.20: Inﬁnite rectangular response for ungrounded and inﬁnite rectangular
response for grounded plain winding before and after HHT
is close to achieving Smin from Equation (6.21).
The experimental investigation of the partial discharge propagation started by injecting
a single pulse signal at Bushing tap point to interleaved winding. The signal captured
at the Neutral point is used for the analysis using HHT and parameter estimation using
the NLSE technique. Figure 6.22 shows the step procedures for the investigation to
determine the signal oscillation along the transformer winding. The ﬁrst Figure (a)
shows the pulse signal injected at Bushing tap point, and (b) shows the corresponding
response at the Neutral to earth connection. T1 and T2 indicate the time range where
the oscillation occurs along the transformer winding. For the purpose of analysis and
estimation of the domain of interest, it is clearly seen from captured signal at the Neutral,
that a signal oscillation develops between T1 and T2 compared to the original source
signal.
A Zero phase ﬁlter is used to remove noise and HHT is employed to remove the ﬁxed
153distribution components leaving only harmonic decay component. Note the symmetrical
property as a result of HHT for the built up oscillation between T1 and T2 as shown.
Finally, a nonlinear least square estimation using the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm is
used to estimate the standing wave parameters of the harmonic decay component using
Equation (5.8).
Figure 6.23 shows the comparison of estimated signals of the oscillations within the
transformer winding with the measured signal between the time range of T1 to T2. The
injected pulse signal, at x0 = 7/7, and the measured neutral signal at x = 0/7, is the
only available terminal for real transformer measurements. Therefore, the estimation
process is only for the intermediary winding length between x = 1/7 to 6/7.
(a) Hilbert spectral
(b) Empirical Mode Decomposition spectrum
Figure 6.21: Application of Hilbert Huang transform with empirical mode decompo-
sition
154Figure 6.22: Step procedure of pulse estimation
155Figure 6.23: Estimation at diﬀerent points along winding
1566.4 Transfer Function Model
Without reference to the internal windings of transformer structure, the complicated
frequency response can be expressed in general form as a fractional polynomial func-
tion. This is based on the assumption that the transformer characteristic is linear
time-invariant in the frequency domain [32]. The Laplace operator, s, is used to express
the problem, with the assumption that s = jw. The complex transfer function form can
be shown in equations (6.24) and (6.25) [102].
G(s) =
Z(s)
P(s)
=
n1 Y
i=1
Zi(s)
n2 Y
i=1
Zi(s)e−sT
m1 Y
i=1
Pj(s)
m2 Y
i=1
Pj(s)
(6.24)
G(s) =
Gs
n1 Y
i=1
(s + w1i)
n2 Y
i=1
(s2 + ξ1w2is + w2
2i)e−sT
m1 Y
i=1
(s + w1j)
m2 Y
i=1
(s2 + ξ1w2js + w2
2j)
(6.25)
The constant Gs is the system gain, and wi are the break frequencies of the zeros and
poles, and e−sT allows the eﬀect of time delay. The symbol ξ represents the damping
factor or the damping ratio. The value of the time delay can be determined by plotting
phase against frequency, and measuring the negative slope of the resulting straight line.
Knowing the complexity of transformer structure, Equation (6.25) can be simpliﬁed and
expressed in the form of Equation (6.26) [110].
G(s) = Y (s) =
1
(s2 + 2ξwns + w2
n)r (6.26)
Where r is the order of poles and zeros, denoting the order of estimated transfer function
of the transformer. It can be identiﬁed that if r is negative value Y (s) consists of zeros
coeﬃcients, and if r is positive Y (s) consists of poles coeﬃcients. By simplifying Equation
(6.26) the new equation becomes;
Y (s) =
wn ·
s2
w2
n
+
2ξs
wn
+ 1
¸r (6.27)
157By substituting s = jw a complex transfer function can be obtained as shown in Equation
(6.28)
Y (jw) =
wn ·
1 −
w2
w2
n
+ j
2ξw
wn
¸r (6.28)
Hence, the frequency response and the phase response of the transformer can be obtained
as follows:
|Y (jw)| = 20log|wn| − 10log
·µ
1 −
w2
w2
n
¶2
+
4ξ2w2
w2
n
¸
(6.29)
φ(w) = −rtan−1
µ 2ξ w
wn
1 − w
wn
¶
(6.30)
6.5 Transfer Function Estimation
The identiﬁcation of a transformer transfer function and parameter estimation from
frequency response data involves complex mathematical derivations and is a time con-
suming iterative process. However, in this thesis it is intended to elaborate only the
typical techniques and available tools to solve the problem. The ﬁrst technique is the
Frequency Response Test [110] and the second is using Matlab Signal Processing Tool-
box based on Non-linear Least Square Estimation Techinque (NLSE) [92] and ﬁnally
using a Vector Fitting technique [97].
6.5.1 The Frequency Response Test
The Frequency Response test is the traditional technique of obtaining a transfer function.
It begins from the measured results - a sinusoidal signal of varying frequency is applied
to the system input (the transformer model) and the corresponding system output is
measured in term of magnitude and phase relative to the input of every individual eight
terminals (Network Analyzer). The results of the response are normally plotted as Bode
diagram in logarithmic scale. The system gain can now be calculated from the response
by looking at the lower frequency region and calculated using Equation (6.31).
158Gs = 10
F(s1)
20 (6.31)
Where F(s1) is the ﬁrst sampling unit in frequency domain. The following procedures
refer to the simple approach appropriate in determining the transfer function of a system
and can be written in the rule based form:
• The frequencies are determined at which the gradient of the asymptotic diagram
changes and denoted as wn.
• If the gradient becomes more negative by 20dB/decade, there is a (1+s/wn) term
in the denominator of the transfer function.
• If the gradient becomes more positive by 20dB/decade, there is a (1 + s/wn) in
the numerator of the transfer function.
• If the gradient becomes more negative by 40dB/decade, there is a (s2+2ξwcs+w2
n)
term in the denominator of the transfer function.
• If the gradient becomes more positive by 40dB/decade, there is a (s2+2ξwcs+w2
n)
term in the numerator of the transfer function.
6.5.2 Estimation by NLSE
The non-linear least square estimation technique can be invoked using Matlab routine
invfreqs. It is able to ﬁnd continuous time transfer function that corresponds to the
complex frequency response. Analytically, the function is useful in converting magnitude
and phase data into a transfer function. It returns the real numerator and denominator
coeﬃcients of the transfer function in the form of Equation (6.32).
H(s) =
B(s)
A(s)
=
b1snb + b2snb−1 + ... + bnb+1
a1sna + a2sna−1 + ... + ana+1
(6.32)
in which the complex frequency response is derived from Equation (6.28). B(s) and A(s)
represent the numerator and denominator respectively, and scalar nb and na specify the
desired orders of both numerator and denominator polynomials.
The invfreqs function uses a least square estimation technique to ﬁnd the equation error
in Equation (6.33) of b and a in a least square sense
159min
a,b
n X
k=1
wtk|hkA(wk) − B(wk)|2 (6.33)
by solving the system as a linear equation. Here A(w(k)) and B(w(k)) are the Fourier
transforms of the polynomials a and b, respectively at the frequency w(k), and n is the
number of frequency points. invfreqs also uses the damped Gauss-Newton method for
fast convergence. It solves the direct problem in minimizing the weighted sum of the
squares between the actual and the desired frequency response as in Equation (6.34).
min
a,b
n X
k=1
wtk
¯ ¯
¯ ¯hk −
B(wk)
A(wk)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
2
(6.34)
6.5.3 Vector Fitting
Vector ﬁtting is another technique for estimating the transfer function parameter using
a least square estimation technique. The name itself describes the process, of which the
measured response from the frequency analyser will be ﬁtted with a new approximation
equation. However, typical techniques for modelling the transfer function use a typical
polynomial transfer function in the form of:
f(s) =
a0 + a1s + a2s2 + ... + aRsR
b0 + b1s + b2s2 + ... + bRsR (6.35)
Equation (6.35) is a nonlinear equation in terms of the unknown coeﬃcients a and b. The
equation can be written as a linear problem of type Ax = b by multiplying both sides by
common denominator [32]. However the technique often causes poor scaling especially
for higher frequency ranges. Vector ﬁtting has the ability to solve this problem. The
process starts by modeling a system in state space standard form:
˙ x = Ax + Bu (6.36a)
y = Cx + Du (6.36b)
where A, B, C and D are the state matrices for linear parts of the dynamic system.
Hence in the case of a high voltage transformer, the state equation can be used as it is
a linear system in its range of linear frequency. In all cases, the information available
is in the frequency domain, as it is much more convinient for characterising transient
behaviour in the higher frequency region.
160The frequency domain transfer function H(s) where s = jω, can be obtained either by
computation or measurement. Thus H(s) can be explained in nonrational form as:
H(s) = C(sI − A)−1B + D (6.37)
The matrix D is normally the model for system noise, however for simplicity and to
reduce computational burden D is often neglected in (6.36) and (6.37). Hence H(s) is
a rational transfer function with common poles contained in A, denoted as an, and B
corresponds to system excitation (all one to excite the whole system) and C corresponds
to its residual matrix denoted as cn. Therefore the above system can be written in
rational transfer function form as:.
h(s) =
R X
n=1
cn
s − an
+ d (6.38)
6.5.4 Vector Fitting by Pole Relocation
The vector ﬁtting approach starts by considering the transfer function equation in partial
fraction form:
h(s) =
R X
n=1
cn
s − an
+ d + sh (6.39)
The equation consists of residues cn and poles an that can either come in real quantities
or in complex conjugate pairs. The technique developed by [97, 98] is by ﬁtting the
vector function h(s) using a least squares approximation technique and to estimate the
cn and an coeﬃcients that appears in the numerator and denominator respectively.
This is a nonlinear problem in terms of the unknown parameters that need to be approx-
imated. To solve the problem, a set of initial values of ¯ an is introduced. ¯ an is updated
iteratively by using a pole relocation technique over an interval of frequencies.
The pole relocation technique starts by setting the initial values of poles ¯ an as either a
complex conjugate pair or real quantities and multiply Equation (6.39) with an unknown
function σ(s). Here, σ(s) is a rational transfer function such that:
161σ(s)h(s) =
R X
n=1
cn
s − ¯ an
+ d + sh (6.40a)
σ(s) =
R X
n=1
˜ c
s − ¯ an
+ 1 (6.40b)
In Equation (6.40), both function σ(s)h(s) and σ(s) have the same poles as denominator.
By solving Equation (6.40), yields the following relationship which in the form of A˘ x = b:
(
R X
n=1
cn
s − ¯ an
+ d + sh) = (
R X
n=1
˜ cn
s − ¯ an
+ 1)h(s) (6.41)
The above relationship also can be simpliﬁed to further understand the ﬁtting problem
as follows:
(σf)fit(s) ≈ σfit(s)f(s) (6.42)
Equation (6.41) is linear in its unknowns cn, d, h, and ˜ cn, and can be written in the form
of A˘ x = b where the unknowns are in the solution ˘ x. Equation (6.42) can be solved
using least squares estimation techniques.
6.5.5 Zeros Calculation
The zeros can be calculated using the vector ﬁtting technique from the calculated poles
when σ(s) is rational scalar function in the form:
σ(s) =
y(s)
u(s)
=
X
m
cm
s − am
+ 1 =
Q
(s − zm)
Q
(s − am)
(6.43)
Deriving Equation (6.43) as 1/σ(s), yields:
1
σ(s)
=
X
m
s − am
cm + (s − am)
=
Q
(s − zm)
Q
(s − am)
(6.44)
162Therefore, it is evident that the zeros of σ(s) are equal to the poles 1/σ(s). This is
also known as the inverse of σ(s) and can be found by interchanging the input (u) with
output (y) of a system. Consider a state space domain of the form:
˙ x = Ax + Bu (6.45a)
y = Cx + Du (6.45b)
where A is a diagonal matrix holding the elements am, C is a row vector consists the
elements cm, D is unity, and B is a column of ones (whole system excitation). And from
Equation (6.45b)
u = D−1(y − Cx) (6.46)
˙ x = Ax + BD−1(y − Cx) = (A − BD−1C)x (6.47)
Since D = 1 the new state becomes:
˙ x = (A − BC)x (6.48)
Therefore the zeros of σ(s) are equal to the eigenvalues of (A − BC).
zeros = eig(A − BC) (6.49)
6.5.6 Transfer Function Estimation Using Vector Fitting
To demonstrate the estimation technique, the transfer function was estimated for the
whole winding measurement. A measurement was taken between terminal 1 to terminal
8 for an ungrounded conﬁguration. Figure 6.24 and 6.25 show the estimation of fre-
quency response measurement for the whole seven sections of the interleaved winding
and plain winding respectively. The estimation of winding transfer function was up to
R = 110, where R represents the order of the transfer function. The result shows that
the estimation of the transfer function using vector ﬁtting technique results with very
low MSE error below 0.0068p.u. Whereas the calculated poles, residues and zeros are
shown in Figure 6.26 and 6.27. Note both the pattern of Zero, Poles and Residue (ZPR)
coeﬃcients for each winding has a unique pattern coeﬃcient.
163(a) Transfer function estimation
(b) Phase response estimation
Figure 6.24: Transfer function estimation of interleaved winding using vector ﬁtting
technique
The accuracy of estimation can be improved by varying the number of orders as well as
the iteration number. However the iteration number can be ﬁxed and the process stopped
if the target error is achieved. Therefore the choice of number of orders was considered
in this study. To demonstrate this, a frequency response measurement has been taken
for an interleaved winding between terminals 1 and 8. There are four diﬀerent sets of
data over frequency ranges starting from 100Hz up to maximum frequency of 500MHz.
The frequency of interest is intended to study the variation of all possible transient
behaviour that can happen inside a transformer starting from low harmonic orders up
164(a) Transfer function estimation
(b) Phase response estimation
Figure 6.25: Transfer function estimation of plain winding using vector ﬁtting tech-
nique
to frequencies excited by transient eﬀects like partial discharge. It is also important to
take into account the model for any sensor device, for example a current transformer
may have frequency response up to 200MHz frequency range. The sensor model can
then be subtracted from the transformer real model to isolate the processing complexity
and hence improve accuracy.
165(a) Calculated poles (b) Calculated zeros
(c) Calculated residue
Figure 6.26: Calculated poles, residue and zeros of interleaved winding from vector
ﬁtting technique
(a) Calculated poles (b) Calculated zeros
(c) Calculated residue
Figure 6.27: Calculated poles, residue and zeros of plain winding from vector ﬁtting
technique
166The transfer function h(s) of the frequency response was estimated using the vector
ﬁtting technique as shown in Figures 6.24(a) and 6.25(a). Table 6.3, shows the resulting
transfer function estimation using vector ﬁtting for diﬀerent sets of frequency range.
Note that the selected order of transfer function (noted as asterisk) is based on the
lowest absolute value of highest error in dB and lower rms value.
Table 6.3: Eﬀect of number of order with RMS accuracy
Frequency range No of orders (R) R.M.S (p.u) Highest error (dB)
70 0.0112 15.9374
80 0.0081 -13.1712
90* 0.0060* -12.3314* 100Hz-500MHz
100 0.0050 -12.6078
110 0.0036 -14.3219
120 0.0031 -14.4404
60 0.0057 5.6189
70* 0.0049* -4.6258* 100Hz-100MHz
80 0.0044 -4.6429
90 0.0029 -4.8744
30 0.0094 7.5233
40* 0.0028* -4.5332* 100Hz-10MHz
50 0.0016 -4.6177
60 0.0014 -4.5999
10 0.0061 -5.8721
15* 0.0017* -2.4997* 100Hz-1MHz
20 0.0012 -2.5627
25 0.0011 -2.5706
6.6 Estimation Using Principle of Superposition
Estimation based on superposition principles can be achieved with transformation from
the time domain to the frequency domain. There are two techniques used to estimate
the impulse like waveform. The ﬁrst is based on the estimation of the standing wave
solution with the use of a zero phase ﬁlter, and the second is to use the inverse laplace
transform from the estimated vector ﬁtting algorithm.
6.6.1 Standing Wave Parameter Estimation
Consider only the harmonic decay equation of the response to an inﬁnite rectangular
wave input for the ungrounded winding conﬁguration, and also accounting for the delay
time constant, td, of a multiharmonic wave, the general equation becomes:
167h(t) =
X
Ase−γs(t−td)cosωs(t − td)sin
µ
sπx
2l
¶
(6.50)
To illustrate the estimation process using the superposition principle, consider an im-
pulse response ﬁltered between 100Hz to 100MHz. The estimation is carried out using
the NLSE technique. Figure 6.28 shows the two step estimation of the signal response
with estimated parameters in time domain. As is a measurement of the amplitude factor
and can be obtained graphically, ωs is the harmonic frequency that can also be deter-
mined from the frequency domain, and γs is the damping factor. The value of x and
l are zero and one respectively, because the measurement of frequency response is for
the whole winding length. The total harmonic estimation of the impulse response is
equivalent to the summation of ﬁrst estimation and second estimation. This is shown in
Figure 6.28(c). The estimated parameters are tabulated in Figure 6.4.
(a) First estimation (b) Second estimation
(c) First + Second estimation
Figure 6.28: Estimation of inverse Laplace transform waveform using NLSE technique
for 100Hz to 1MHz
Table 6.4: Estimated parameter value
Parameter 1st 2nd
As 1 0.7935
ωs 2 × π × 4.8449 × 104 2 × π × 4.8449 × 104
γs −1.9 × 106 −1.9 × 106
td 6.5 × 10−8s 7.0 × 10−7s
1686.6.2 Vector Fitting and the Principle of Superposition
The transformation from time domain to frequency domain reveals winding transfer
function information which is useful in determining the winding level gain. The analysis
in this section shows transformation from the frequency domain to the time domain and
illustrates the usefulness of frequency response measurements for time domain parameter
estimation.
Using the frequency response measurement from Section 5.6 the estimation of the trans-
fer function is found using the vector ﬁtting technique in Section 6.5.6. The estimation
of the transfer function from frequency response measurements was carried out for a
frequency range similar to the impulse response frequency range. Mathematically, the
impulse waveform can be represented by δ(t) function, where δ(t) has the following:
δ(t) =
(
+∞ for t = 0
0 for t 6= 0
which equivalent to
Z +∞
−∞
δ(s)ds = 1 (6.51)
in frequency domain, for the range of −∞ to +∞ frequencies. Hence, the analysis
for transformation of frequency response data to its time domain begins by estimating
its transfer function. Consider the rational transfer function in the Laplace domain as
shown in the following equation:
h(s) =
R X
n=1
cn
s − an
(6.52)
by taking the inverse Laplace transform, the time domain equation becomes:
h(t) =
R X
n=1
cne−ant (6.53)
Equation (6.53) is very similar to Equation (5.3), where it represents as a typical im-
pulse like waveform equation based on the principle of superposition. Therefore, the
inverse Laplace transform of frequency response data can be used to model the impulse
response measurement. Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show the estimated frequency response
using vector ﬁtting technique and the corresponding inverse waveform using Equation
(6.53) for interleaved winding and plain winding respectively over the frequency range
100Hz to 500MHz.
1696.7 Summary
Based on the model solution of current divergence to estimate the level of voltage dis-
tribution along a transformer winding, the estimation of α using the NLSE technique
is divided into two. Firstly, due to the end plate at the bushing the estimation corre-
sponds to αbep and secondly due to the end plate at the neutral point the estimation
corresponds to αnep. This is however only applicable to short stacks and wide disc coils
windings. With reference to Figure 3.13 the dimension of the windings has disc coils of
q m in diameter, and a total length of l m. As included in Appendix A the ratio of q/l
of both windings is equivalent to 1.43. This shows that, both model windings are wide,
with short stacks, where q > l and are suitable for this estimation technique.
The application of a non-linear least square estimation technique has the capability
to estimate the parameters of standing wave equations. With limited knowledge of the
internal physical parameters (RLC) of the transformer windings, parameters from stand-
ing wave equations allow estimation of the source of partial discharge. By transforming
the non-linear relationship to a linear relationship between the output response and the
parameters of interest the NLSE technique with the Lavenberg-Marquardt algorithm
managed to speed up the convergence process to achieve a suitably accurate estimation.
The application of Hilbert Huang Transform and NLSE techniques have demonstrated
the possibility of estimating signal propagation levels based on impulse response mea-
surements. This can be done using a superimposition technique, whereby a range in
the time domain needs to be speciﬁed for the development of a harmonic signal that
corresponds to the natural frequency of oscillation of the transformer. The estimation
technique is then achieved by specifying the distance x from the neutral to ground
connection.
The applicability of a superposition technique with the application of NLSE has been
demonstrated. Firstly the NLSE technique with χ2 convergence algorithm has been
shown to provide standing wave solutions. The propagated wave is ﬁltered at diﬀerent
frequencies, decomposed and the summation performed in the time domain. Alterna-
tively, using vector ﬁtting techniques, the transformation of the partial fraction of its
transfer function using an inverse Laplace transform yields a superposition solution in
the time domain. This is very signiﬁcant when considering the higher frequency range
required for partial discharge estimation. Both the Hilbert Huang Transform and vector
ﬁtting have therefore been used in this research.
170(a) Estimated transfer function using vector ﬁtting
(b) Estimated impulse response using inverse Laplace transform
Figure 6.29: Estimated transfer function and inverse Laplace transform using vector
ﬁtting from frequency response measurement of interleaved disc winding
171(a) Estimated transfer function using vector ﬁtting
(b) Estimated impulse response using inverse Laplace transform
Figure 6.30: Estimated transfer function and inverse Laplace transform using vector
ﬁtting from frequency response measurement of plain disc winding
172Chapter 7
Partial Discharge Experiments
As demonstrated in Chapter 5, analysis of the propagation of a high frequency transition
signal can be divided into two, by considering the transmission line operating region and
capacitive operating region. The transmission line operating region is characterised by
creating an accumulated harmonic waveform that travels from the source to the terminal
winding ends, and the capacitive operating mode is characterised for higher frequency
regions by the linear attenuation relationship between bushing and neutral ends of the
winding.
This chapter describes experiments undertaken to investigate PD propagation within a
transformer winding. The developed experimental procedures considered the way the
winding responses have been modelled and derived. Two types of PD source were used,
namely surface discharge sources and a void source.
7.1 Partial Discharge Experiment
The use of an RFCT has been demonstrated to be able to capture high frequency
transition signals that are proportional to the time derivative of current in a conductor.
Hence the RFCT is an ideal sensor to monitor discharge currents at the bushing tap point
and neutral to earth point. Thus a technique to extract PD data from the RFCT which
has a wide band frequency response is necessary and this approach must be validated
experimentally.
7.1.1 PD samples
Figure 7.1 shows three types of PD source used for the test of PD propagation within
high voltage transformer windings. Surface discharge in air is simply achieved using
a dielectric block on top of the earthed plane electrode. With a polymeric dielectric
173(a) Surface discharge in air (b) Surface discharge in oil
(c) Partial discharge in void
Figure 7.1: PD source from surface discharge and void
material of 3mm thickness, the inception voltage of surface disharge in air is about 5kV.
Similarly for surface discharge in oil, using the same material, the inception voltage is
16kV. It was deliberately chosen to produce PDs with a high inception voltage so that
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is very high. A cylindrical void of 10mm diameter and
2mm thickness was made from low-density polyethylene (LDPE) sheet. This was glued
to two similar sized sheets to make a void. The PD inception in oil of this type of void
was found to be 12kV.
A simple PD experiment is shown in Figure 7.2 using an RFCT and a commercial PD
detector. During the test the 200MHz bandwidth RFCT was wrapped with three turns
of the earth conductor to improve measurement gain [102]. Digital measurement units
were used to display discharges, data storing and analyse collected data. A PD detector
unit from OMICRON MTronix with a MPD600 acquisition unit was used to detect PD
and to provide calibration measurement of the apparent charge and obtain the original
PD pattern. The raw data of the PD pattern from the OMICRON MTronix equipment
was stored in binary format, where the PD magnitudes are stored in 32bit format and
the time of PD occurence is stored in 64bit format.
Figure 7.3 shows the φ − q − n pattern of the partial discharge using PD detector for
50 applied cycles. For surface discharge in air the applied voltage was set to 6kV. As
can be seen from the Figures, surface discharge in air shows the highest magnitude of
174Figure 7.2: PD measurement with RFCT
discharges in the positive half cycle. It also shows that the number of PD events is higher
for the negative half cycle compared to its positive cycle. As the sample is immersed
in transformer oil, the surface discharge is signiﬁcantly reduced in magnitude and the
inception voltage increases to 16kV.
Figures 7.3(c) shows the φ − q − n pattern for for the 10mm diameter cyclindrical void
discharge. The PD pattern is more symmetrical although there are more PD events
during the negative half cycle.
7.1.2 PD data extraction from RFCT measurements
The RFCT output was measured using high sampling frequency of 200MS/s (mega
sample per second) to ensure good resolution of the signal in the time domain. Due to
limitations of the digital monitoring device, the data stored from the monitoring device
is limited to 50 cycles for two measurements. This gives a total of 4M data points per
cycle. Analysis of the measurement data reveals an average noise level of 1mV peak to
peak. Figure 7.4 shows the ground noise level measured by RFCT with its average value
shown as a dotted line.
175(a) Surface discharge in air
(b) Surface discharge in oil
(c) Partial discharge in void
Figure 7.3: φ − q − n pattern of partial discharge using PD detector for over one
second period
176Figure 7.4: Noise level measured by RFCT
The key element in PD extraction is the estimate of τ, which is the time duration of the
PD occurence. To extract PD signals from the time domain representation a threshold
level is set. The threshold is set at 1 × 10−4 V 2. Which then gives the centre of signal
energy represented by its maximum level, hence τ is estimated for each PD magnitude
above the absolute average line. Figures 7.5 to 7.7 show the result of signal extraction
of PD signals from the RFCT measurement data.
(a) Time domain (b) Extracted PD
(c) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.5: PD extraction and spectral density plot diagram from surface discharge
in air
177(a) Time domain (b) Extracted PD
(c) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.6: PD extraction and spectral density plot diagram from surface discharge
in oil
(a) Time domain (b) Extracted PD
(c) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.7: Signal extraction and spectral density plot diagram from PD in void
1787.2 PD measurement on transformer
This section investigates diﬀerent conﬁgurations to measure PDs on the transformer
model winding with current calibration from the RFCT for real charge calculation.
There are two types of PD measurements for charge calculation, current calibration by
shunt resistors and current calibration using a comercial PD detector. The main sensor
under investigation is the RFCT which has a bandwidth up to 200MHz [102]. The circuit
conﬁgurations are based on the analytical model derived in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
for winding distribution and the split winding analysis respectively.
7.2.1 Current calibration by shunt resistor
Figure 7.8 shows the circuit arrangement for current calibration using a shunt resistor.
Every line of current measurement is connected via an impedance Zb(p), Zx0(p) and
Zn(p) where these impedances are used to calibrate for current ﬂowing through the
RFCTs. The circuit conﬁguration for the impedance current measurement on the low
voltage side is shown in Figure 7.9
Figure 7.8: Partial discharge measurement and current calibration using impedance
measurement
179Figure 7.9: Schematic diagram for current calibration using Zb/x0/n(p)
A 75Ω resistor is used to match the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable. As
discharges occur on or within the dielectric material under test, the PD current will ﬂow
through the RFCT and 75Ω resistor. This will create a potential diﬀerence between
the Coaxial Cable (+) and the Coaxial Cable (-). Thus a potential diﬀerence can be
measured using the digital signal oscilloscope (DSO). The amount of current that ﬂows
in the resistor is determined using Ohm’s law and therefore the total charge that ﬂows in
the resistor is the same as the total charge ﬂowing through the RFCT secondary circuit.
Where total charge can be calculated by:
Q =
Z ∞
−∞
I dt (7.1)
The 75Ω termination impedance is an optional choice of impedance that can be placed
near the DSO. It is used to reduce the reﬂection of signals from the ground level through
coaxial cable (-) to the DSO for current measurement.
With reference to Figure 7.8, during a test, a 50Hz a.c voltage is applied to the PD
sample via the high voltage side electrode. When the test voltage rises to a certain
value (less than 20kV), a partial discharge occurs on or within the dielectric material.
Consequently the discharge signal travels to the low voltage plane electrode, via RFCT2
and into the transformer winding model. The signal then divides heading towards the
neutral to ground connection and towards the bushing tap point. At the bushing tap
point the discharge signal is transfered to the bushing core bar and the high frequency
components of the discharge signals pass through the bushing to reach the bushing tap
point. Figures 7.10 to 7.25 show examples of PD voltage waveforms across the shunt
resistors and the PD current waveforms through the RFCTs for the PD injection onto
the plain winding. The PD current is then calibrated into its equivalent charge using
the shunt resistor measurement, where it is found that 10pC is approximately equivalent
to 5mV from RFCT.
180(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 7/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.10: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 7/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 7/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.11: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 7/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
181(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 6/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.12: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 6/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 6/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.13: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 6/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
182(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 5/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.14: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 5/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 5/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.15: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 5/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
183(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 4/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.16: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 4/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 4/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.17: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 4/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
184(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 3/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.18: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 3/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 3/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.19: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 3/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
185(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 2/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.20: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 2/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 2/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.21: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 2/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
186(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 1/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.22: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 1/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 1/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.23: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 1/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
187(a) Measured at bushing, Zb(p) (b) Measured at x0 = 0/7, Zx0(p)
(c) Measured at neutral, Zn(p) (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.24: Voltage signal extraction across the shunt resistor and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 0/7
(a) Measured at bushing, RFCT1 (b) Measured at x0 = 0/7, RFCT2
(c) Measured at neutral, RFCT3 (d) Spectral density plot diagram
Figure 7.25: Current signal extraction measured using RFCTs and spectral density
plot from surface discharge in oil injected at x0 = 0/7, with 5mV equals to 10pC
1887.2.2 Current calibration by PD detector
The circuit conﬁguration of Figure 7.8 is a suitable arrangement for PD injection from
a PD sample into the transformer winding. Without using the shunt resistor the cal-
culation of current is possible and may also be better, through using a commercial
PD detector with an arrangement as shown in Figure 7.2. To further investigate PD
propagation along a transformer winding, Figure 7.26 shows PD measurement on a high
voltage transformer model using ﬁve RFCTs. The only diﬀerence from the earlier circuit
conﬁguration is an additional current wire to ground connection from point of source x0
through RFCT4. The reason for this ground connection is to measure a current due to
the inﬂuence of the winding conﬁguration at the source point x0. However before setting
up the experimental arrangement, a frequency response measurement of the bushing
and the RFCTs were undertaken in order to investigate the responses at high frequency.
Figure 7.27 shows the frequency response of the ﬁve RFCTs with the secondary conduc-
tor wrapped three times around the RFCT core. The Figure shows that the RFCTs are
very similar and have a close frequency response up to 200MHz. Figure 7.28 shows the
frequency response of the 60kV bushing the winding with and without RFCT1.
Figure 7.26: Schematic diagram for PD measurement with ﬁve RFCTs
189Figure 7.27: RFCTs and their frequency response
Figure 7.28: 60kV bushing and its frequency response with and without RFCT1
The response of the bushing also shows a similar pattern acting as a high pass ﬁlter and
its response is similar to the response of the RFCT. The comparison of bushing frequency
response with and without RFCT shows minimal eﬀect on the overall response at high
frequency. This indicates that the presence of the RFCT will not change high frequency
signal propagation through the bushing and these frequency components can be detected
by RFCT1. In addition, prior to the PD experiment, the bushing was tested by applying
a 45kV, 50Hz, high voltage supply to verify that the bushing is PD free at the voltages
used in this experiment.
190The calibration of the PD from the RFCT measurement was achieved by comparing
the magnitude measurement from the PD detector and RFCT3. RFCT3 was chosen
because it is monitoring the discharge current that ﬂows before entering the transformer
winding. To investigate the calibration process a circuit arrangement without the source
connection at x0 to the ground (no RFCT4) was carried out for PD injection into the
transformer winding using PDs from surface discharge in air and PD from void discharge.
Figure 7.29 shows an example of PD comparison measured by PD detector and RFCT3
of surface discharge applied at x0 = 3/7 onto the plain winding. The ratio for calibration
has found from the noise ’ﬂoor’ at 3mV to be approximately equivalent to 9pC.
(a) Measured by PD detector
(b) Measured by RFCT3
Figure 7.29: Surface discharge calibration with PD detector, injection at x0 = 3/7 on
plain winding: 3mV ≈ 9pC, 50 applied cycles
191Figure 7.30 shows an example of PD calibration using the PD detector for a void partial
discharge injected into the interleaved winding. By applying the PD at x0 = 3/7 the PD
calibration on RFCT3 was found to be 5mV to 20pC.
(a) Measured by PD detector
(b) Measured by RFCT3
Figure 7.30: Partial discharge in void calibrated with PD detector, injection at x0 =
3/7 on interleaved winding: 5mV ≈ 20pC, 50 applied cycles
1927.3 Comparison of Terminal Measurements
Comparison of terminal measurements for the circuit arrangement of Figure 7.26 are
essential in order to estimate the PD levels at the source position within the winding.
PDs from surface discharge in air are used to investigate the level of PD at diﬀerent
positions. Figure 7.31 shows a measurement of surface discharge based on φ − q − n
pattern measured at the top of the plain winding from RFCT1, RFCT2 and RFCT4 for
PD injection at x0 = 7/7.
All three RFCTs were triggered on the oscilloscope with a zero crossing detector circuit
attached to the high voltage source. Comparing the three, RFCT1 shows the lowest
magnitude measured at the bushing with a maximum value of 100mV during its positive
half cycle. As the PD current ﬂows through RFCT2 and is detected by RFCT1 at the
bushing, most of the measured PD magnitudes are attenuated to a lower value. This
is due to the property of the bushing as shown in Figure 7.28 which allows the high
frequency signals components to pass through it to the tap point. This can be clearly
seen in Figure 7.32(b) for a single PD spectrum level in frequecy domain measured by
RFCT1 and RFCT2. The level of gain from 300kHz to 2MHz shows a close agreement
in gain magnitude between RFCT1 and RFCT2, however at 3MHz to 30MHz frequency
range shows that the gain of RFCT2 is much higher compared to RFCT1.
The level of PDs measured using RFCT2 and RFCT4 shows almost the same level of
magnitude. Where the range of PD magnitude detected is between 50mV to 250mV in
its positive cycle and 5mV to 50mV in its negative cycle. The similar range is due to the
position of PD injection at x0 = 7/7 (at the top of winding). Examining the frequency
domains as shown in Figure 7.32(c) reveals that the gain level measured by RFCT2 and
RFCT4 is very similar especially at higher frequencies.
A comparison of the PD signal measured at the top of the transformer winding, the
source and neutral to ground connection is shown in Figure 7.33. A surface discharge in
air signal was injected at terminal x0 = 4/7 on the plain winding. The PD magnitudes
are compared for the measurement at RFCT2, RFCT4 and RFCT5. RFCT4 is the level
of PD under the inﬂuence of the local ground connection at the source. By comparing
the three measurments, the measurement at the source to ground shows the highest
magnitudes of PD. However, the patterns of measured PD at the terminal ends (x = 7/7
and x = 0/7) shows almost the same level of PD.
Figure 7.34 shows two measurements of PD signals from RFCT3 and RFCT4. There is
a large diﬀerence in magnitude between the two RFCTs measuring the same source at
x0 = 3/7. Due to the inﬂuence of the circuit conﬁguration, RFCT4 measured magnitudes
are approximately half the values of PDs detected by RFCT3. This can be clearly seen
in the frequency domain as Figure 7.35 shows that at high frequencies above 10MHz,
the PD signal measured by RFCT3 has a higher magnitudes compared to the PD source
193(a) RFCT1: Measurement at bushing
(b) RFCT2: Measurement at bushing tap point
(c) RFCT4: Source to ground
Figure 7.31: Surface discharge in air measured at RFCT1, RFCT2 and RFCT4. PD
injection at x0 = 7/7 on plain winding measured over 50 cycles
194(a) RFCT1, RFCT2 and RFCT4
(b) RFCT1 and RFCT2
(c) RFCT2 and RFCT4
Figure 7.32: Frequency content of surface discharge in air measured at RFCT1,
RFCT2 and RFCT4. PD injection at x0 = 7/7 on plain winding
195(a) RFCT2: Measurement at bushing tap point
(b) RFCT4: Source to ground
(c) RFCT5: Neutral to ground connection
Figure 7.33: Surface discharge in air measured at RFCT2, RFCT4 and RFCT5. PD
injection at x0 = 4/7 on plain winding measured over 50 cycles
196(a) RFCT3: Measurement at x0 = 3/7
(b) RFCT4: Source to ground x0 = 3/7
Figure 7.34: Surface discharge in air measured at RFCT3 and RFCT4. PD injection
at x0 = 3/7 on plain winding measured over 50 cycles
signal measured by RFCT4. This is due to the high frequency attenuation of the winding
as RFCT4 is measuring the transmitted current wave, i00, after the transition point at
x0 = 3/7 and RFCT3 is measuring the incident current wave, i, before the transition
point x0 = 3/7.
A similar analysis can be used to investigate PD signal propagation within the inter-
leaved winding. Figure 7.36 shows surface discharge signal measurements from RFCT3,
RFCT4 and RFCT5 for an injection point at x0 = 0/7. Again, the source measure-
ment from RFCT3 shows a signiﬁcant higher PD signal magnitudes up to maximum
of 450mV (positive half cycle) at the point where the incident current wave, i, enters
the transformer winding. As the current reaches the winding, with the eﬀect of the
ground connection via RFCT4, RFCT5 shows a smaller magnitude response with lower
PD signal magnitudes in the range between 50mV to 150mV over the positive half cycle.
197Figure 7.35: Frequency content of surface discharge in air measured at RFCT3 and
RFCT4. PD injection at x0 = 3/7 on plain winding
At the point x0 = 0/7, the measured signals of RFCT4 and RFCT5 have similar magni-
tudes of the transmitted current wave, i00. By looking at the signal frequency content,
Figure 7.37 shows the frequency spectrum of the three RFCTs for signal injection at
x0 = 0/7. It shows that, at the neutral to ground connection, the incident current wave
and the transmitted current waves have similar response patterns. The transmitted cur-
rent waves measured by RFCT4 and RFCT5, however, have lower magnitudes compared
to the incident current wave measured by RFCT3.
7.4 Summary
Two experimental procedures have been used to investigate PD signal propagation
within transformer windings. Current calibration based on a shunt resistor technique
provides both voltage and current information. With this technique as the current is
proportional to the voltage across the shunt resistor, then the PD charge can be calcu-
lated by integration. The shunt circuit arrangement takes into account of the equivalent
characteristic impedance of the connection to the digital storage oscilloscope.
The circuit arrangement for current calibration using a shunt resistor of Figure 7.8 also
allows study of the relationship between induced voltages and currents caused by a
partial discharge event. It has been shown that from the calibrated waveform of Figure
7.10 to Figure 7.25, the current waveforms at source x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7 measured by
RFCT are similar to the voltage waveform at source x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7 measured via
a shunt resistor. However, as the current divides to travel towards the end windings, the
measured voltage waveforms and the current waveforms were very dissimilar in terms of
their waveshape. However, this is in agreement with the derived results using the model
described in Section 5.5.3.
198(a) RFCT3: Measurement at x0 = 0/7
(b) RFCT4: Source to ground x0 = 0/7
(c) RFCT5: Neutral to ground connection
Figure 7.36: Surface discharge in air measured at RFCT3, RFCT4 and RFCT5. PD
injection at x0 = 0/7 on interleaved winding measured over 50 cycles
199Figure 7.37: Frequency content of surface discharge in air measured at RFCT3,
RFCT4 and RFCT5. PD injection at x0 = 0/7 on interleaved winding
Current calibration by commercial PD detector is a common technique and requires
simultaneous measurement for better accuracy. The inaccuracy of PD calibration using
an RFCT is due to diﬀerent triggering times, which give diﬀerent patterns in terms
of the number of PD events and amount of charge calculated. Five RFCTs were used
for an investigation of PDs propagation in a transformer winding. It has been shown
that, the PD magnitude at source point x0 will have diﬀerent magnitudes before the PD
current ﬂows through the transformer winding (known as incident current wave, i) and
after entering the transformer winding (known as transmitted current wave, i00). It has
also been shown that the ground eﬀect of the winding at the point of source to ground
connection (RFCT4), will have almost the same level of PD signal magnitudes recorded
at both ends of the winding.
200Chapter 8
Partial Discharge Location
The models presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are necessary for estimating transient
waveforms and are therefore applicable for simulation of PD propagation within a trans-
former winding. The distribution and the signals oscillation can be estimated provided
the source location of the PD has been identiﬁed. It is therefore necessary to ﬁrst locate
the source of PDs within a transformer winding so that a prediction of health and the
selection of suitable maintenance or replacement strategies can be identiﬁed. However,
the techniques of estimating PD location can result in errors because of the complexity
of the transformer and the routes by which signals propagate from the source to the
measurement point.
This chapter presents a technique for locating PDs along a transformer winding using its
mathematical model solutions. The model solution involves consideration of the ampliﬁ-
cation factor of the derived model equation using Duhamel’s principle. An accumulated
harmonic waveform factor is considered in order to calculate the error at the windings
terminal ends. This introduces a simple terminal ends error calculation between the
measurements and the model distribution with respect to the ampliﬁcation factor of the
split winding analysis.
8.1 Accumulative Amplitude Distribution
Chapter 5 has demonstrated the used of Duhamel’s principle in deriving a solution
for time varying boundary conditions problem. The implication is that, any signal
described using the impulse equation (based on principle of superposition) will create a
signal consisting of a harmonic decay component plus original components of the source
signal. The source waveform of the injected pulse can therefore be determined by means
of superimposition and superposition techniques.
The solution provided based on the derivation of Equations (5.6) to (5.9), states that
201all the solutions for incident arbitrary waveforms will consist of a standard form of
solution, containing ﬁxed distribution components plus harmonic decay components.
As demonstrated in the same Chapter, injection of a pulse signal with high rise time
and certain pulse width will develop an accumulated harmonic waveform at a diﬀerent
time τ as well as the response to the high frequency incident signal. This can be solved
by using the superimposition technique.
Secondly, it is also means that the same derived solutions will contain a response signal
where the accumulated harmonic waveform is embedded in the original source waveform
that is in the ﬁxed distribution component, which has higher frequency components than
the original source signal. As demonstrated in Chapter 6 the application of HHT results
in the approximation of the waveshape of the source waveform. Using a zero phase ﬁlter,
then a superposition technique can be employed to identify the source.
Based on this analysis and the solutions provided, it is therefore necessary to investigate
the harmonic decay component as a tool to identify source location of a partial discharge.
The results shown in Section 4.3.6 of Figures 4.11 to 4.13 have demonstrated that the
distribution of harmonic amplitude either in time domain or frequency domain has
a considerable information of location of the source signal. Hence this Chapter will
introduce a technique to identify source location of a partial discharge based on the
analysis of the accumulative amplitude distribution of harmonic components.
8.1.1 The Eﬀect of Pulse Transition
The investigation of pulse transition by means of diﬀerent rise time and decay time
is necessary to study the eﬀect of the transformer response for diﬀerent frequencies of
incident waves. This is achieved by injecting pulses with diﬀerent incident angles and
diﬀerent wavetails. Using a pulse generator two types of test were conducted on the
plain disc winding model. First by injecting pulses with a ﬁxed rise time and varying
the decay time, and secondly injecting pulses with varying rise time and ﬁxed decay
time. Due to the limitation of the device four types of transitions are considered and
Figure 8.1 shows the type of pulses used during the experiment.
Considering a plain disc winding for the experimental procedure, the pulses were injected
at terminal 1 (x0 = 7/7) and the time domain responses were captured at terminal 8
(x = 0/7). The test was carried out for the ground winding connection via a 50Ω shunt
resistor. This will give an oﬀset level at the measurement point, where it was then
compensated by calibrating its ﬁxed distribution level using a digital signal oscilloscope.
The analysis undertaken is by measuring the whole time domain response with sampling
rate at 1GHz and signal captured between −10µs to 90µs with respect to the trigger
point. The width of the pulses are compared between the source of the injection and the
captured response. By this method τ has been identiﬁed. It was found that every signal
202(a) Pulses with ﬁxed rise time of 60ns and variable decay time
(b) Pulses with ﬁxed decay time of 5ns and variable rise time
Figure 8.1: Pulses with variable high rise time and variable decay time
measurement has an extra oscillation after t = τ due to excited resonant frequencies of
the transformer winding. This is the accumulated harmonic waveform.
Based on superimposition, the accumulated harmonic waveforms for t > τ can be anal-
ysed separately to assess the variation of diﬀerent signal transitions. Figure 8.2 shows
the variation of waveform oscillation as a function of diﬀerent signal rise time and decay
time. The response of the signals measured at the Neutral point shows that, the injected
pulse will excite the natural frequencies of oscillation of the system.
The amplitudes shown from Figure 8.2 are the maximum amplitudes of the accumulated
harmonic signal and can be used for calibration purposes. With reference to Figure
8.2(a), the injected pulse causes a higher accumulated amplitude as the decay time
increases. However, Figure 8.2(b) shows a shorter rise time, and a higher accumulated
203(a) Accumulated harmonic waveform with ﬁxed rise time at 60ns
(b) Accumulated harmonic waveform with ﬁxed decay time at 5ns
Figure 8.2: Accumulated harmonic waveform with variable high rise and decay time
harmonic amplitude. This is because the shorter the rise time, the steeper the incident
wavefront, and the greater the range of resonant frequencies of the winding that are
excited. Whereas for shorter decay times the amplitude of the winding resonant response
reduces as the energy of the injected pulse reduces.
From an analytical point of view, not only will certain high transition signals cause
oscillations of resonant frequencies for t > τ but also signal injection at diﬀerent positions
along a transformer winding (with reference to Section 5.3) will excite diﬀerent responses
that give information of the source signal by means of analysing the moving poles. The
accumulated harmonic waveform contains the ﬁrst harmonic peak and can be identiﬁed
easily in terms of its resonant pole position in the frequency domain.
2048.2 The Model Equation
Analysis of accumulated harmonic voltage distribution in Chapter 4, showed that the
measurement at the bushing tap point represents an open circuited winding conﬁguration
whereas at the neutral point the measured voltages are at the ground level (Figures 4.11
to 4.13). From Chapter 5 it also has been concluded that the ampliﬁcation factor of
harmonic current will be the same for situations represented by transmission line model
(iL 6= 0) and where the transient response is within the winding’s capacitive region
(iL = 0). Hence, the solution for the accumulated harmonic waveform will be the same
under both operating conditions.
This section considers the current accumulated harmonic waveform measured by current
transformers at the bushing tap point and neutral to earth connection. The model
equation is adapted from the current equation model based on the Duhamel’s principle
(Section 5.5). The distribution of the current is represented by the half range sine series
and the quarter range sine series in the solutions towards the neutral and bushing tap
points respectively. Rewriting the equation of harmonic amplitude factor for current
towards neutral from Equation (5.29) in the range of xn, gives;
Aisn =
∞ X
s=1
EAsnCgl
sπ
cos
sπxn
l
(8.1)
Dividing this equation by the surge impedance of the model equation, deﬁned as;
zisn =
sπ
ECgl
(8.2)
Gives the current harmonic ampliﬁcation factor for currents ﬂowing towards the neutral:
d Aisn =
∞ X
s=1
Asn cos
sπxn
l
(8.3)
Using a similar approach for the harmonic amplitude factor for currents ﬂowing towards
the bushing, from Equation (5.34);
Aisb =
∞ X
s=1
2EAsbCgl
soπ
cos
soπxb
2l
(8.4)
Dividing this by the surge impedance deﬁned in this case as:
zisn =
soπ
2ECgl
(8.5)
gives the current harmonic ampliﬁcation factor for currents ﬂowing towards the bushing
205tap point:
d Aisb =
∞ X
s=1
Asb cos
soπxb
2l
(8.6)
where the deﬁnition of Asn and Asb are using the same as for Equations (5.26) and
(5.31) respectively. The domain distribution of d Aisn and d Aisb are for ranges of xn and
xb deﬁned as:
xn =
x
x0 − 1 and xb = x − x0 (8.7)
respectively. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show a simulation of the distribution model of current
ampliﬁcation factor and absolute distribution respectively along a transformer winding.
The parameters under consideration are derived by making several assumptions. First,
it is assumed that the harmonic components are embedded in travelling waves that
experience no losses, since γs is neglected in the distribution model. Therefore, the
accumulated harmonic signals captured at both the bushing and neutral point are due
to the natural frequencies of the system that are proportional to 1/
p
LCg which in turn
infers that β is equivalent to zero.
Secondly, as current measurements are obtained using current transformers, the oﬀset
level of the current is very low. As Asb and Asn are dependant on the variables of A,
B, C, and D from Equations (B.8) to (B.12), the oﬀset level of voltages VB and VN
are now current oﬀsets of IBoff and INoff respectively. In any case for the grounded
winding VB is always higher than VN, and VN can be assumed to be zero volts. However
due to using RFCTs for current measurement IBoff and INoff will vary with respect to
the location of the PD source and can be estimated by trial and error technique. Thus
the simulation of Figure 8.4 is assumes the value of α to be equivalent to 1.6, IBoff and
INoff vary accordingly, where the absolute value of current at the bushing and neutral
points can be extracted as shown in Figure 8.5. The absolute values at the end terminals
show that as the source x0 moves from the bushing towards the neutral, the amplitude
at the bushing becomes lower whilst the amplitude at the neutral increases.
Thirdly, the ﬁrst harmonic component is the most dominant harmonic signal to be
measured at the Bushing and Neutral points. Analytically the solution is obtained by
setting the harmonic coeﬃcient, s, equivalent to one. The ﬁrst harmonic component can
be obtained from the transformation of the time domain waveform into its frequency
domain. At the point where the pulse is injected at x0, the level of the amplitudes are the
same and can be found by appropriate selection of the oﬀset current IBoff and INoff.
Since the domain length for the accumulated model equation is for the ranges of xn and
xb, at the point x0 the half range series and the quarter range sine series will be the same
when s is equivalent to one.
206(a) x0 = 7/7 (b) x0 = 6/7
(c) x0 = 5/7 (d) x0 = 4/7
(e) x0 = 3/7 (f) x0 = 2/7
(g) x0 = 1/7 (h) x0 = 0/7
Figure 8.3: Simulation of variation of current ampliﬁcation factors as a function of
source signal injection point
207(a) IBoff = 0.1; INoff = 0.0149 (b) IBoff = 0.097; INoff = 0.02180
(c) IBoff = 0.091; INoff = 0.037 (d) IBoff = 0.085; INoff = 0.0620
(e) IBoff = 0.080; INoff = 0.1689 (f) IBoff = 0.075; INoff = 0.73
(g) IBoff = 0.070; INoff = 1.20 (h) IBoff = 0.067; INoff = 0.85
Figure 8.4: Simulation of distribution of absolute accumulated harmonic waveform
based on the model equation (8.3) and (8.6) as a function of source signal injection
point.
208(a) Simulated at Bushing point
(b) Simulated at Neutral point
Figure 8.5: Simulation of absolute accumulated harmonic current magnitude at the
bushing and neutral points
8.2.1 Frequency Domain PD Signal Extraction
The model equations developed in this thesis assume that PD signal propagation can
be modeled in the predominantly capacitive region (iL ≈ 0) or when the transmission
line analogy is applicable (iL 6= 0). To determine which model is applicable, PD signal
data can be transformed into the frequency domain and ﬁltered to study variation of
the accumulated harmonic amplitude. As an example, consider the circuit conﬁguration
of Figure 7.26, where PD signals from the surface discharge experiment were injected at
the winding terminals from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7 on the plain disc winding.
Frequency domain PD signal extraction begins by capturing the PD signal on RFCT1
(bushing) and RFCT5 (neutral to ground). Each of the detected PDs are transformed
into the frequency domain and ﬁltered using a bandpass zero phase ﬁlter. At the bush-
ing, the range of frequency is between 800kHz to 4MHz, and at neutral it is between
3.5MHz to 7MHz. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the ﬁltered frequency spectrum for signals
209measured at the bushing and neutral respectively. The ﬁltered spectrums are obtained
by considering a one cycle period of detected PDs for every point of injection into the
transformer winding. The 3D view shows the spectrum in the form of a bode plot where
the peak magnitude represents the pole position along the winding.
(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.6: Frequency domain extraction of surface discharge measurement on the
plain winding at RFCT1 (Bushing) for 800kHz to 4MHz frequency range
The side view (Figures 8.6(b) and 8.7(b)) is a plot of the Magnitude (dB) versus Number
of detected PDs for both positive half cycle and negative half cycle. The higher mag-
nitudes represent PDs ocurring during the positive half cycle and the lower magnitudes
represents PDs occuring within the negative half cycle of the applied voltage causing
the surface discharge. Both Figure 8.6(b) and Figure 8.7(b) show that as the injection
of surface discharge PD moves from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7, the captured PD signal at
the bushing shows a decreased value of its magnitude and increased magnitude at the
neutral to ground connection.
210(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.7: Frequency domain extraction of surface discharge measurement on the
plain winding at RFCT5 (Neutral) for 3.5MHz to 7MHz frequency range
The extraction of the PD data from surface discharge events can be achieved with
isolation between the positive and the negative half cycle within the frequency spectrum.
Therefore, Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 show the spectrum for the positive half cycle derived
from Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 respectively. By isolating the positive and negative half
cycles, the level distribution from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7 is much clearer.
By using the same circuit arrangement, the PD in void source is used to inject PD
signals into the interleaved winding. Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show the PD signal spectrum
extraction at 8MHz to 20MHz for PD signals from a void measured at the bushing
(RFCT1) and the neutral to ground (RFCT5) respectively. As can be seen from the
2D view extraction, the void PDs also have a similar pattern to surface discharge in air.
There is a decreasing PD magnitudes at the bushing and increasing magnitudes at the
neutral for the injection of PD signals from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7.
211(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.8: Frequency domain extraction of surface discharge measurement from
Figure 8.6(b) on the plain winding at RFCT1 (Bushing) for positive half cycle between
800kHz to 4MHz frequency range
Therefore, the level of the PD signal magnitudes injected at diﬀerent points along a
transfomer winding, could be used as information of PD location along the transformer
winding. The information may be related with the level of PD magnitude under the pre-
dominantly capacitive linear relationship between the two terminals ends [80]. However
from the analysis, comparing between bushing measurements and neutral measurements,
PDs measured at the neutral have a more linear relationship compared to PDs measured
at the bushing. As in the case of nonlinear distribution relationship shown in Figure
8.8(b) and Figure 8.10(b) a model for simulation of Figure 8.5 may be used. Hence
model equations from (8.3) and (8.6) are used in the proposed technique developed in
this thesis.
212(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.9: Frequency domain extraction of surface discharge measurement from
Figure 8.7(b) on the plain winding at RFCT5 (Neutral) for positive cycle between
3.5MHz to 7MHz frequency range
8.3 Minimum Mean Error
To detect the position of partial discharge along a transformer winding, a Minimum Mean
Error (MME) technique based on the two ends (bushing and neutral) measurements is
introduced. Suppose, IB and IN are the harmonic current obtained from measurments
using RFCTs at the bushing and neutral respectively, with a unit of mV . Let f IB and f IN
be the estimated harmonic current from the model Equations (8.6) and (8.3) at bushing
and neutral points respectively.
The diﬀerence between current measurement and estimation at the Bushing and Neutral
terminals are:
²B = |f IB| − |IB| (8.8)
213(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.10: Frequency domain extraction of PD in void measurement on the inter-
leaved winding at RFCT1 (Bushing) for 8MHz to 20MHz frequency range
²N = |f IN| − |IN| (8.9)
The mean error between the two terminals is:
²BN =
²B + ²N
2
(8.10)
A matrix containing the diﬀerent errors can be constructed as follows:
c ²B =
£
²B1 ²B2 ... ²N2
¤
(8.11a)
c ²N =
£
²N1 ²N2 ... ²NK
¤
(8.11b)
d ²BN =
£
²BN1 ²BN2 ... ²BNK
¤
(8.11c)
214(a) 3D view extraction
(b) Side view
Figure 8.11: Frequency domain extraction of PD in void measurement on the plain
winding at RFCT5 (Neutral) for 8MHz to 20MHz frequency range
This will give a set of matrix of the same size [1×K], where K is the number of sectional
windings or disc pairs with y = 1,2,...,K. Then a Mean Error (ME) matrix of ²B, ²N
and ²BN can be constructed as follows:
ME =
·
²B
T ²N
T ²BN
T
¸
(8.12)
where the size of the matrix ME is now equal to [K,J], where J is the number of set
of errors. Then the mean error ME is calculated by:
ME =
ME
J
(8.13)
215The position of the PD source at a speciﬁc disc pair can be found by ﬁnding y0 at a
speciﬁc absolute minimum mean error (MME) position where
y0 =⇒ MME =
¯
¯ ¯
¯min
©
ME1y
ª
¯
¯ ¯
¯ (8.14)
Figure 8.12 shows simulation results using the MME technique to identify the source
of a PD signal within a transformer winding. The two end measurements are used as
target estimation points based on the calculation of errors. The plots are arranged to
represent the matrix formation of the end terminals (bushing and neutral) errors between
measured values and estimated values represented by the matrix (8.11) are based on the
calculated parameters of α and VB.
The possible position of the PD source can be identiﬁed analytically by ﬁnding y0 or
graphically by looking at the minimum deviation of the error with respect to a zero
line. The zero line represents the accuracy of the estimation such that the smaller the
deviation of ²B, ²B and ²BN from zero, the better the accuracy of the estimate of the
possible position of the PD.
An experiment using the plain disc winding in the circuit arrangement shown in Figure
5.17 was undertaken. An impulse of 50µs rise time and 5µs pulse width was injected
between x = 7/7 to x = 0/7. Both voltage and current measurements were recorded
and calibrated using a digital signal oscilloscope. The time domain response of the
current measurements from both end terminals were compared to determine τ, hence
the accumulated harmonic waveforms were identiﬁed. A zero phase lowpass ﬁlter was
employed to remove any unwanted noise.
To estimate the ﬁxed distribution constant, α, it is necessary to consider both measure-
ment points at the bushing and neutral terminals. Therefore, once τ has been identiﬁed
two values of α can be obtained, that is by transformation of the two time domain
response captured at the winding ends into the frequency domain and applying [80];
α = cosh−1
(
1
|H(ω)|
)
(8.15)
Now α deﬁnes αB and αN allowing the solution of model Equations (8.6) and (8.3).
Figure 8.13 shows the MME technique to locate the PD source based on the model
distribution curve of Figure 8.4. By using a visual inspection the results from the MME
technique show very good estimation of the location of the PD source. The estimation
of PD location for x0 = 4/7 and x0 = 3/7 show a very accurate estimation with a small
deviation from the zero line. However for the source at x0 = 6/7, x0 = 5/7, x0 = 2/7 and
216(a) x0 = 6/7 (b) x0 = 5/7
(c) x0 = 4/7 (d) x0 = 3/7
(e) x0 = 2/7 (f) x0 = 1/7
Figure 8.12: Simulation of mean error from equation model
217x0 = 1/7 show a signiﬁcant deviation from the zero line, this is believed to be due to the
poor estimation of VB and α. All the parameters under consideration used to estimate
the location of PDs are tabulated in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: MME parameters
x0 fL fU VB VN αB αN MME
6/7 100kHz 450kHz 0.042V 0V 1.5846 1.5834 4.6 × 10−3
5/7 100kHz 450kHz 0.087V 0V 1.5851 1.5844 5.8 × 10−3
4/7 100kHz 500kHz 0.190V 0V 1.5850 1.5854 0.0345
3/7 40kHz 400kHz 0.26V 0V 1.5849 1.5863 4.7 × 10−3
2/7 30kHz 450kHz 0.291V 0V 1.5849 1.5874 3.4 × 10−3
1/7 30kHz 350kHz 0.315V 0V 1.5856 1.5883 5.0 × 10−4
8.3.1 MME and Partial Discharge Location
To demonstrate the MME technique with real PD measurements via RFCTs, exper-
iments of PD injection on to the transformer winding were conducted for the circuit
conﬁguration shown in Figure 7.26. The points of interest for the PD measurement
are at RFCT1 and RFCT5 which is the measurement point at bushing and neutral to
ground connection respectively.
Using the technique of data extraction described in Section 7.1.2 the captured wave-
forms from RFCT1 and RFCT5 were transformed into the frequency domain using Fast
Fourier Transforms (FFT). The accumulated harmonic amplitude was then identiﬁed
from its bode plot diagram and ﬁltered using a band pass zero phase ﬁlter. The ﬁltered
waveforms were then reconstructed into the time domain using an Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT) to obtain time domain representations of the ﬁltered waveforms at
the bushing and neutral to ground connections. The amplitude estimation of the accu-
mulated harmonic waveform was found by simply taking the maximum absolute value
of the inversed transform signals.
For every detected PD waveform, the MME was calculated to obtain an estimated
location of the PD source. To improve the accuracy of the error calculation, the terminal
points along the transformer winding were further reﬁned into one hundred terminal
points. A 3D plot was constructed for the axis of Phase (degree), distance x/l and
Number or φ− x
l −n. The position of the PD source is found by considering the highest
number of estimated PD sources at the position x/l.
For the estimation of surface discharge PD source, analysis is divided into two categories,
since the magnitude of the PDs are diﬀerent in each half cycle. The positive half cycle
and the negative half cycle were treated separately, in which the value of IBoff and
INoff were estimated at diﬀerent values for both half cycles.
218(a) x0 = 6/7 (b) x0 = 5/7
(c) x0 = 4/7 (d) x0 = 3/7
(e) x0 = 2/7 (f) x0 = 1/7
Figure 8.13: Estimation of mean error from measured current
219Figure 8.14 shows an estimation of location based on the positive cycle of measured
PD signals from surface discharge by MME technique with the φ − x
l − n plot on plain
winding. The PD was injected at x0 = 6/7 or x0 = 85.7% from the neutral connection,
and the captured PDs at bushing were ﬁltered between fL = 800kHz to fU = 4MHz and
at neutral point was between fL = 3.5MHz to fU = 7MHz. The estimation of location
of PD can be seen clearly from the side view of Figure 8.14(c). The top view of Figure
8.14(b) shows the concentration of estimated charge close to the point of injection.
The location estimation based on data for the negative half cycle, was found for the
value of IBoff = 0.0035 as shown in Figure 8.15. The peak value was estimated to be
at x0 = 85% from the side view. As can be seen from the top view of the φ− x
l −n plot,
the distribution of PD charge is more concentrated and localized.
Using an identical experimental procedure, surface discharge source location for the
interleaved winding is shown in Figure 8.16 and 8.17 for the positive half cycle and
negative half cycle estimation respectively. PD was injected at x0 = 3/7 or x0 = 42.8%,
and the estimated oﬀset currents are IBoff = 0.99 and IBoff = 0.025 for positive and
negative half cycle respectively.
For the PD void source, the estimation of location can be undertaken simultaneously
for both positive and negative half cycles. This is due to the symmetrical property of
the PD signals. PDs from the void source were injected at x0 = 4/7 or x0 = 57.1% on
the interleaved winding. The PD signals were ﬁltered for fL = 8MHz and fU = 20MHz
on both bushing and neutral terminals. Figure 8.18 shows the PD location estimation
on both positive and negative half cycles with estimated IBoff = 0.139. Note that, all
the PD location estimations from Figure 8.14 to 8.18 are assume that the value of the
oﬀset current at the neutral, INoff is approximately zero.
220(a) 3D view of positive half cycle
(b) Top view
(c) Side view
Figure 8.14: Estimation of PD position of positive half cycle using MME technique
from surface discharge in air injected at x0 = 6/7 on plain winding: IBoff = 0.018;
Bushing: fL = 800kHz, fU = 4MHz. Neutral: fL = 3.5MHz, fU = 7MHz.
221(a) 3D view of negative half cycle
(b) Top view
(c) Side view
Figure 8.15: Estimation of PD position of negative half cycle using MME technique
from surface discharge in air injected at x0 = 6/7 on plain winding IBoff = 0.0035;
Bushing: fL = 800kHz, fU = 4MHz. Neutral: fL = 3.5MHz, fU = 7MHz.
222(a) 3D view of positive half cycle
(b) Top view
(c) Side view
Figure 8.16: Estimation of PD position of positive half cycle using MME technique
from surface discharge in air injected at x0 = 3/7 on interleaved winding: IBoff = 0.99.;
Bushing: fL = 800kHz, fU = 4MHz. Neutral: fL = 3.5MHz, fU = 7MHz.
223(a) 3D view of negative half cycle
(b) Top view
(c) Side view
Figure 8.17: Estimation of PD position of positive half cycle using MME technique
from surface discharge in air injected at x0 = 3/7 on interleaved winding: IBoff =
0.025.; Bushing: fL = 800kHz, fU = 4MHz. Neutral: fL = 3.5MHz, fU = 7MHz.
224(a) 3D view
(b) Top view
(c) Side view
Figure 8.18: Estimation of PD position using MME technique from PD in void in-
jected at x0 = 4/7 on interleaved winding IBoff = 0.139V .; Bushing: fL = 8MHz, fU =
20MHz. Neutral: fL = 8MHz, fU = 20MHz.
2258.4 Summary
Accumulated harmonic waveforms have been shown to contain considerable information
about the location of partial discharge along the windings. Pulses with diﬀerent widths
and rise times generate diﬀerent levels of accumulated harmonic waves. The current am-
pliﬁcation factor in the time domain has been found to have a near identical solution for
the predominantly capacitive region and the transmission line mode of the transformer
winding response. The magnitude estimation detailed in this chapter, however, only
estimates the closest possible value of the PD magnitudes at the winding ends, but does
not give an accurate value at the PD source itself. Thus it is only possible to estimate
the location by analysing the error deviation from measured magnitudes.
The current distribution based on the ampliﬁcation factor of the split winding analysis
model has the ability to estimate the amplitude of the current in the mV range at the
bushing and neutral points. A new technique of MME has been introduced to locate the
PD source location with the calculation of minimum deviation from the zero line. The
arrangement of current amplitude error in a matrix form gives a graphical representation
of the possible location of PD sources which is also derived using the MME technique.
226Chapter 9
Partial Discharge Magnitude
Estimation
Partial discharge magnitude estimation is important for evaluating the severity of any
fault. The estimation considers the high frequency region of the derived models. From
Chapter 8, the estimation of PD source location is essential prior to the estimation of
PD magnitude along a transformer winding.
The model description under consideration is based on the predominantly capacitive
region which gives a ﬁxed distribution solution. Once the location of a PD source is
estimated, the knowledge of location can be used to determine the magnitude of the
PD. A bandpass ﬁlter is used to select the frequency of interest for the estimation of PD
magnitude. The regions of interest are based on the peak pole positions that carry the
information about the dominant harmonic component.
As the ﬁxed distribution model equation is derived based on a lumped capacitive model,
the point of estimation considered in this Chapter is deﬁned along the winding length of
both the interleaved and plain winding. The assumption made in this Chapter is that,
the bushing used in the experiment is PD free up to 45kV. The sensors involved in PD
magnitude estimation are RFCT2, RFCT3, RFCT4 and RFCT5.
9.1 PD Magnitude Estimation at Intermidiary Points along
the Winding
The estimation is based on the model description in Chapters 3 and 4. This section
investigates the harmonic components of PDs measured at diﬀerent points using RFCTs
based on the circuit arrangement of Figure 7.26. The end terminals measurements are
used as input references to estimate the intermediary PD levels.
2279.1.1 D’Alembert Solution to PDs
As has been shown in Chapter 4, the determination of a signal level at the source x0
can be found by solution of D’Alembert formula. The analytical solution derived from
Equation (4.56) is the solution of standing wave oscillations in the x-t plane. In other
words, the oscillation levels are based on the travelling wave in a transformer winding
that starts from x = x0 to x = l and x = 0. The travelling waves are inﬂuenced by the
circuit conﬁgurations which can be represented by the lumped parameter model.
In the case of waves that travel before reaching a transition point represented by the
transformer winding, the circuit conﬁguration and the ground connection do not have
an inﬂuence to the source waveform. Hence the D’Alembert solution can also determine
the original source of waves before the transition point. Figure 9.1 shows a graphical
representation of a rectangular travelling wave on an x-t plane at a source point. The
ﬁgure shows that F(x,t) represents the waveform at the source just before reaching the
x-plane, and at t = 5δt, 1/2F(x,t) is the waveform on the x-plane at the source point.
Note that at this point, the area of the waveform at t = 0 to t = 5δt are the same, where
δt is a small change of time.
With reference to Figure 7.26, RFCT3 is the current sensor of PD propagation before
reaching the transformer winding at the source point, and RFCT4 is the current sensor
of PD signal propagation at the transformer. Hence, according to D’Alembert solution
from the graphical representation of Figure 9.1 the relationship between the magnitude
of RFCT3 and RFCT4 is:
RFCT3 ≈ 2 × RFCT4 (9.1)
with a bounded length of transformer winding for the source between, l > x0 > 0.
An experimental result of measurements using RFCT3 and RFCT4 and the interleaved
winding is shown in Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3. Results obtained for void discharges using
the plain winding are included in Appendix F. Partial discharge signal from a surface
discharge source were injected along the interleaved winding from x0 = 7/7 to x0 = 0/7.
As the relationship of the RFCTs from Equation (9.1), is easily identiﬁed by measuring
the amplitude of PD waveforms, thus the results presented are based on the φ − q − n
pattern and only diﬀer by the magnitudes of the measurements. The results show that
the PD magnitudes measured by the RFCTs are in agreement with the relationship
from Equation (9.1). Where the PD levels are between 120mV to 450mV measured by
RFCT3 and 60mV to 225mV measured by RFCT4 during the positive half cycle.
228(a) t = 0 (b) t = δt
(c) t = 2δt (d) t = 3δt
(e) t = 4δt (f) t = 5δt
Figure 9.1: Graphical representation of D’Alembert solution
However, for PD signal injection at x0 = 0/7, the level of PD signal measured by RFCT3
is between 150mV to 450mV, whereas PD signals measured by RFCT4 are between
50mV to 150mV, i.e RFCT3 data has a three times higher value than that of RFCT4.
This is due to the circuit conﬁguration at the winding end (neutral to ground connec-
tion), where, when applying a PD current at the neutral to ground connection, the
amount of current ﬂowing to the ground is divided by the existing neutral to ground
connection measured by RFCT5 which also measuring the same source, please refer to
Figure 7.36 (Section 7.3).
229(a) x0 = 7/7, RFCT3 (b) x0 = 7/7, RFCT4
(c) x0 = 6/7, RFCT3 (d) x0 = 6/7, RFCT4
(e) x0 = 5/7, RFCT3 (f) x0 = 5/7, RFCT4
(g) x0 = 4/7, RFCT3 (h) x0 = 4/7, RFCT4
Figure 9.2: Comparison of measurement from RFCT3 and RFCT4 at diﬀerent x0 =
7/7 to x0 = 4/7 for interleaved winding
230(a) x0 = 3/7, RFCT3 (b) x0 = 3/7, RFCT4
(c) x0 = 2/7, RFCT3 (d) x0 = 2/7, RFCT4
(e) x0 = 1/7, RFCT3 (f) x0 = 1/7, RFCT4
(g) x0 = 0/7, RFCT3 (h) x0 = 0/7, RFCT4
Figure 9.3: Comparison of measurement from RFCT3 and RFCT4 at diﬀerent x0 =
3/7 to x0 = 0/7 for interleaved winding
2319.1.2 The Current Capacitive Model Equation
The current capacitive model equation is based on the current ﬂowing out of the trans-
former winding. Hence, under predominantly capacitive conditions with iL ≈ 0, Equa-
tions (B.1) and (B.3) are relevant. If the deﬁnition of current ﬂowing in the shunt
capacitor K, is
ik = K
∂2v
∂x∂t
(9.2)
Then substitution of Equation (B.1) and Equation (B.3) into (9.2), yields two general
equations for current ﬂowing out of the transformer winding as:
ib(x) = KαB
∂
∂t
h
−C sin(jαBx) + Dcos(jαBx)
i
(9.3)
in(x) = KαN
∂
∂t
h
Asinh(αNx) + B cosh(αNx)
i
(9.4)
Where in(x) and ib(x) are the current ﬂowing towards the neutral to ground connection
and towards bushing respectively. Using the same boundary conditions as in Equations
(B.6) and (B.7) i.e;
ib = IB at x = l (9.5a)
in = IN at x = 0 (9.5b)
ib(x) = in(x) at x = x0 (9.6a)
dib(x)
dx
=
din(x)
dx
at x = x0 (9.6b)
the current distribution in the predominantly capacitive region can also be based on a
split winding analysis. Solving the Equations (9.3) to (9.6) simultaneously, and writing
the diﬀerential operator ∂
∂t as ρ, yields:
A =
−Csin(jαBx0) + Dcos(jαBx0) − Bcosh(αNx0)
sinh(αNx0)
(9.7)
B =
IN
KραN
(9.8)
232C =
IB
αB
h
cos(jαBx0)cosh(αNx0) + sin(jαBx0)sinh(αNx0)
i
− IN
αN cos(jαBl)
Kρb F
(9.9)
D =
IB
αB
h
sin(jαBx0)cosh(αNx0) − cos(jαBx0)sinh(αNx0)
i
− IN
αN sin(jαBl)
Kρb F
(9.10)
where
b F = cos(jαBl)
h
sin(jαBx0)cosh(αNx0) − cos(jαBx0)sinh(αNx0)
i
− sin(jαBl)
h
cos(jαBx0)cosh(αNx0) + sin(jαBx0)sinh(αNx0)
i (9.11)
αB and αN are the estimated ﬁxed distribution constants at the bushing and neutral
respectively, and can be calculated using Equation (8.15), for which α is taken as an
absolute value. All the constants A, B, C and D, have a common denominator of Kρ,
and this cancels when substituting the constants back into Equations (9.3) and (9.4).
Therefore, an estimation of intermediary current level at a point x0 is possible with a
measured value of IB and IN at the bushing and neutral terminals respectively, regardless
of any value of shunt capacitor K.
9.1.3 Peaks Poles Estimation
An experiment using surface discharge injection into the interleaved winding was con-
ducted to demonstrate the level of PD signal at points along the winding. RFCT2,
RFCT4 and RFCT5 of Figure 7.26 were all triggered on the oscilloscope with a zero
crossing detector fed from the high voltage a.c supply. The injection of PD signal was
at x0 = 1/7 or x0 = 14.3% from the neutral to ground connection.
Figure 9.4 shows the frequency spectrum of the detected PD signals at the three RFCTs.
The Bode plot represents a duration of PD signal monitoring for 25 cycles and a total
of 1422 detected PD signals for both positive and negative half cycles occured during
this time interval.
At high frequency, under the inﬂuence of the predominantly capacitive region, the prop-
agated signals will experience no loss with same range frequencies and will have almost
the same phase diﬀerence from a point of the applied wave to the measurement points.
Hence, Figures 9.4(a), 9.4(b) and 9.4(c) are labeled with four peak poles, which are
identiﬁed as the peak frequency components that exist along the transformer winding
from the source point to the end winding terminals. With reference to Figure 9.4 the
four pole peaks are labeled as 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th. The 1st has a peak pole value at
a frequency between 1.7MHz to 2.2MHz, 2nd between 9.5MHz to 11MHz, 3rd between
30MHz to 40MHz and 4th between 50MHz to 70MHz.
233(a) PD at x0 = 1/7, measured at x = 7/7 (RFCT2)
(b) PD at x0 = 1/7, measured at x0 = 1/7 (RFCT4)
(c) PD at x0 = 1/7, measured at x = 0/7 (RFCT5)
Figure 9.4: Frequency domain spectrum of surface discharge in air on interleaved
winding over 0.5s, injection at x0 = 1/7
234Figures 9.5 to 9.8 show extractions of the time domain detected PDs ﬁltered using the
frequency ranges relating to the four poles for the three RFCTs. Using a zero phase
bandpass ﬁltering technique, the ﬁltered time domain signal estimation has an unaﬀected
phase compared to the original waveform. The results show that at the frequencies of
the main poles, the time domain waveforms have a similar waveshape but diﬀerent
amplitudes.
For every detected and ﬁltered waveform, a maximum absolute value is estimated that
represents IB and IN for the bushing terminal and neutral to ground measurements
respectively. The measured values are then applied to the model Equations of (9.3) and
(9.4) to provide an estimation based on measurements at bushing and neutral terminals
respectively. The value of αB and αN are calculated from the maximum peak pole
magnitudes in the frequency domain. An estimation of the intermediary current level
at x0 measured by RFCT4 is determined using the D’Alembert solution as follows;
i(x0) =
ib(x0) + in(x0)
2
(9.12)
Figures 9.9 to 9.12 show the comparison results of the corresponding ﬁltered waveforms.
The comparison considers the maximum absolute magnitude and is plotted in the φ −
q − n pattern. With reference to Figure 9.9, the PD pattern on the positive half cycle
shows a good approximation, however for the negative half cycle, the measured PD
waveforms have higher magnitudes. This is due to the accumulated harmonic waveform
that contributes to the overall amplitudes at low frequencies and lower magnitudes.
However as shown in Figures 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12, the φ − q − n estimation using the
predominantly capacitive regions is more accurate at higher frequencies when considering
the diﬀerent peak pole magnitudes.
235(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7 (b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 1/7
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7
Figure 9.5: Time domain PD waveform ﬁltered at fL = 1.7MHz, fU = 2.2MHz (1st
peak), injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7 (b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 1/7
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7
Figure 9.6: Time domain PD waveform ﬁltered at fL = 9.5MHz, fU = 11MHz (2nd
peak), injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
236(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7 (b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 1/7
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7
Figure 9.7: Time domain PD waveform ﬁltered at fL = 32MHz, fU = 33MHz (3rd
peak), injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7 (b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 1/7
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7
Figure 9.8: Time domain PD waveform ﬁltered at fL = 54MHz, fU = 60MHz (4th
peak), injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
237(a) Measured at x0 = 1/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 1/7
Figure 9.9: Surface discharge pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL =
1.7MHz, fU = 2.2MHz, injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
238(a) Measured at x0 = 1/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 1/7
Figure 9.10: Surface discharge pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL =
9.5MHz, fU = 11MHz, injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
239(a) Measured at x0 = 1/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 1/7
Figure 9.11: Surface discharge pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL =
30MHz, fU = 40MHz, injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
240(a) Measured at x0 = 1/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 1/7
Figure 9.12: Surface discharge pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL =
50MHz, fU = 70MHz, injection at x0 = 1/7 on interleaved winding
2419.1.4 Estimation over a Wider Frequency Range
Using the analysis of Section 9.1.3, PD magnitude estimation under the predominantly
capacitive region is also possible for a wide frequency range. The estimation will include
a considerable number of similar peak poles at localized positions in frequency domain
along a transformer winding. Hence, this allows an estimation of PD magnitudes based
on the range of frequencies that are similar to the original PD source at point x = x0 and
at measurement points x = l and x = 0. As PD magnitudes are variable and often buried
in a noisy system, the estimation over a wide frequency range within the predominantly
capacitive distribution also involves the same process of frequency transformation and
zero phase ﬁltering.
Using partial discharges from a void, an experiment of PD signal injection into both
transformer winding types, interleaved winding and plain winding, was undertaken and
data recorded on the DSO using sampling rate at 200MHz. The total recorded data
length was 100MS, equivalent to 0.5s or 25 cycles of applied voltage.
PD signals from the void source were injected at x0 = 4/7 on the interleaved winding,
and measurements made using RFCT2, RFCT4 and RFCT5. Figure 9.13 shows an
example of the PD signal waveform from a cylindrical void ﬁltered between fL =7MHz
to fU =90MHz. The maximum levels of absolute value were calculated at both the
bushing terminal, RFCT2 (IB), and the neutral to ground connection, RFCT5 (IN), in
order to estimate the level of the source measured by RFCT4. Figure 9.14 shows the
φ−q−n pattern of the PD signals from the void for over a period of 50 cycles (25 cycles
per measurement). The Figure shows a close agreement between the estimated pattern
by the model equation (Figure 9.14(b)) and the measurement pattern at x0 = 4/7 (Figure
9.14(a)).
The experiment was repeated on the plain winding with the PD signal injection from the
void source at x0 = 5/7. Figure 9.15 shows an extraction of a time domain PD waveform
for the range between 68.8µs to 71.9µs. The frequency domain extraction of Figure
9.15(d) shows the ﬁltered spectrum of the extracted PD at the two end measurements
and the source. Figure 9.16 shows the comparison of the measured φ − q − n PD
pattern and the estimated φ − q − n pattern of the PD signal at x0 = 5/7. Again, the
pattern shows a good match between the measurement and the estimation. Note that
the absolute maximum value of the time domain extraction shows that the PD level
measured at the bushing tap point is the highest, followed by that at the source point
and then the neutral to ground connection.
242(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7, max |ib(l)| =
288.9mV
(b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 4/7, max
|i(4/7)| = 172.9mV
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7, max
|in(0)| = 104.3mV
(d) The ﬁltered spectrum
Figure 9.13: Extraction of PD waveform from void with 200MHz sampling frequency,
ﬁltered at fL = 7MHz, fU = 90MHz, injection at x0 = 4/7 on interleaved winding
An investigation of the higher frequency range is achieved by adopting a higher sampling
rate. The surface discharge source was injected into the plain winding at x0 = 2/7 and
measured at RFCT2, RFCT4 and RFCT5 using a 1GHz sampling frequency. With
the higher sampling rate, the period of monitoring and measurement is limited to only
10 cycles of applied voltage (5 cycles per measurement). Figure 9.17 shows the time
domain extraction of PD waveforms measured at bushing tap point, the source and
neutral to ground connection were ﬁltered between fL = 7MHz to fU =150MHz. The
wide frequency range is selected based on the visible number of peaks poles and also
eleminating the background noise above 200MHz. The result of Figure 9.18 shows a
close agreement of the φ − q − n patterns between measurement and estimation for a
wider frequency range and for higher frequencies above 100MHz.
243(a) Measured at x0 = 4/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 4/7
Figure 9.14: PD from void pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL = 7MHz,
fU = 90MHz, injection at x0 = 4/7 on interleaved winding. 50 cycles of data.
244(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7, max |ib(l)| =
150.3mV
(b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 5/7, max
|i(5/7)| = 111.6mV
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7, max
|in(0)| = 55.4mV
(d) The ﬁltered spectrum
Figure 9.15: Extraction of PD waveform from void with 200MHz sampling frequency,
ﬁltered at fL = 7MHz, fU = 90MHz, injection at x0 = 5/7 on plain winding
245(a) Measured at x0 = 5/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 5/7
Figure 9.16: PD from void pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL = 7MHz,
fU = 90MHz, injection at x0 = 5/7 on plain winding. 50 cycles of data
246(a) Filtered PD waveform at x = 7/7, max |ib(l)| =
216.6mV
(b) Filtered PD waveform at x0 = 2/7, max
|i(5/7)| = 193.9mV
(c) Filtered PD waveform at x = 0/7, max
|in(0)| = 131.9mV
(d) The ﬁltered spectrum
Figure 9.17: Extraction of PD waveform from surface discharge measurement with
1GHz sampling frequency, ﬁltered at fL = 7MHz, fU = 150MHz, injection at x0 = 2/7
on plain winding
247(a) Measured at x0 = 2/7
(b) Model estimation at x0 = 2/7
Figure 9.18: Surface discharge pattern measured and estimated, ﬁltered at fL =
7MHz, fU = 150MHz, injection at x0 = 2/7 on plain winding. 10 cycles of data
2489.2 Summary
A technique for PD magnitude estimation based on the lumped capacitive network
model has been presented. With similar analysis to the capacitive network for a voltage
distribution, the solution derived based on the current derivation is used to provide an
analytical model solution for PD current propagation. The model equation consider the
source position at x0 for the source to ground connection, measured by RFCT4. Hence,
an estimation of PD level under the predominantly capacitive region, can be made by
setting the value of intermediary position x equivalent to x0, provided that x0 is known
(This has been determined using the method outlined in Chapter 8).
However, the real PD magnitude value from the source is from the PD signals travel-
ling before entering the transformer windings (measured by the RFCT3). This can be
estimated using the D’Alembert solution of a travelling wave in the x − t plane. It has
been demonstrated that magnitudes measured at RFCT3 are approximately twice those
measured at RFCT4.
It also has been shown that at high frequencies, the range of frequencies between 7MHz
to 150MHz are suitable to model PD current propagation within the capacitive lumped
parameter model. This is provided that all the PD signals have a considerable number
of similar peaks in the frequency domain. However, the estimation is mainly for the
absolute magnitude in the time domain and for φ−q −n pattern analysis. Therefore, a
full waveform estimation has not been considered as it would require a full time domain
equation model based on Duhamel’s principle.
In summary, having estimated the source position of a PD signal based on measurements
at the Bushing and Neutral to Earth terminals, it is then possible to estimate the real
charge (pC).
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Discussion, Conclusions and
Future Work
10.1 Discussion
Partial discharge propagation in a transformer winding at high frequencies can be anal-
ysed by studying the eﬀect of a transient incident signal. Under transient conditions,
the transformer excitation patterns will reveal its harmonic components in the frequency
domain. The steeper the onset of the pulse applied wave to the transformer winding,
the higher the level of oscillation. It has been shown in Chapter 3 that with an inci-
dent angle similar to the dirac delta function, δ(t), of an inﬁnite rectangular wave , the
response signals will have an inﬁnite transition at t = 0.
The windings can be modelled using a ﬁxed distribution equation based on a lumped
capacitive model. The choice of lumped capacitive model represents a high frequency
transition impulse like signal. Hence an estimation of PD location and magnitude is pos-
sible using the lumped capacitive model to represent the way the PD signals propagate
from the source to the terminal winding ends.
The use of a lumped capacitive model for PD propagation is only suitable if certain
requirements are met. As discussed in earlier chapters, with the inﬂuence of a predomi-
nantly capacitive network in ideal conditions, the PD signals will experience no loss and
have same phase values between input and measured output.
However, diﬃculties may arise as PD signals are variable and contain non-uniform high
frequency oscillations. It has been shown that not all the PD signal components of the
original waveform are transfered to the end winding terminals (bushing and neutral) and
captured by the RFCTs. The PD signals may experience loss and attenuation during
the propagation due to multipath propagation and other unknown obstacles. Hence, the
PD estimation technique presented in this thesis under the inﬂuence of predominantly
250capacitive region only considers the harmonic peaks which are assumed to retain the
essential components of the original PD signal from its source.
In estimating PD levels, a full estimation of the original waveform may be necessary,
in order to achieve better results and accuracy. The full equation based on Duhamel’s
principle may explain the waveform oscillations as a result of a reverberation process.
Analytically this involves two main components, a ﬁxed distribution component and a
harmonic decay component. It has been derived that, even at high frequencies with
the use of predominantly capacitive model, Equations (8.1) and (8.4) show that the
amplitude of the harmonic level can be determined which is inﬂuenced by the oﬀset
level of the PD currents. Hence a technique for estimating the oﬀset level has to be
developed. Thus for better accuracy it is essential to evaluate the full time domain
waveform estimation, but this requires excessive eﬀort to estimate the standing wave
parameters based on Duhamel’s principle.
As PDs travel from the source to the measuring points at the ends of windings, D’Alembert’s
solution has been demonstrated to be capable of estimating the original magnitude of the
PD signal source. The circuit arrangement of Figure 7.26, is only a laboratory arrange-
ment to investigate PD propagation in transformer windings by ﬁnding the relationship
between RFCT3 and RFCT4. The ultimate aim of PD estimation is to estimate the
original PD magnitudes at the source that is measured by RFCT3 in the experiment.
The experiment also can be carried out with a typical arrangement without connec-
tion of source at x0 to the ground (no RFCT4). The estimation technique thus will be
by estimating the intermediary PD level at x0 based on the reference measurements at
bushing tap points and neutral to ground connection. The two estimation values can be
calculated for the PD level from bushing and PD level from neutral at estimated point
x = x0 (≈ RFCT4). The summation of the two values becomes the estimated magnitude
of the original PD source.
The main issue in PD monitoring of a high voltage transformer is the location of the
PD source. The technique presented using a MME calculation, estimates the minimum
error of the estimated end terminal PD levels from the measured one. This however, will
not give an accurate value of the estimated PD level at the terminal ends. As shown in
Figures 8.12 and 8.13, the error estimation as x0 moves near to the ground connection
are close to the absolute zero line. Hence problems arise when estimating PD locations
that are close to the neutral to ground connection terminal.
There are occasions when PDs occur at more than one place within a transformer wind-
ing. Using a terminal ends measurement, this may look like a single source of PD. The
technique introduced however is based on the assumption that the winding is a single
input single output system (SISO), so for a multi-input, multi-output system (MIMO)
analysis it may be necessary to employ diﬀerent source location techniques. In addi-
tion, prior to PD location, a system identiﬁcation process may be needed to distinguish
251between more then one diﬀerent PD source.
In real transformer design, a single phase of a high voltage transformer consists of high
voltage winding and low voltage winding. The winding arrangements are such that,
the high voltage windings are located on the outer side and low voltage winding is
located on the inner side. The interaction between the two windings is represented by
the ﬂux interlinkages between the low voltage winding and the high voltage winding,
which can be electrically modelled as equivalent inductances. At higher frequencies, the
lumped capacitance model has to take into account the capacitances between windings
(interwinding capacitance). The value of interwinding capacitance may diﬀer from the
value of the series capacitances within transformer windings which need to be identiﬁed
by its physical dimensions. Thus as PD occurs within a transformer winding, the inter-
winding capacitances will become a medium of travelling waves for the waves to travel
between the windings at high frequencies. In this case the measurement of PDs is
possible either on the high voltage side or the low voltage side of transformer winding
pair by using RFCTs. Hence for a single phase of a transformer, two measurements at
the bushings may be necessary to correlate the PD source under investigation. However,
additional techniques such as system identiﬁcation will need to be employed to isolate
the real source location of the PDs.
10.2 Conclusion of the Thesis
This research has presented techniques for representing the reverberation process of high
frequency signals under transient conditions and the way the PD signals propagate along
a transformer winding. The transformer model windings involved in the experiments
were a plain winding and an interleaved winding. The two windings diﬀer by their
physical construction and parameters, but obtained results have shown that both can
be represented using the lumped circuit model with RLC transmission line parameter
model and the lumped capacitive model.
It was found that, at certain rise times of the applied wave, the natural frequency of the
transformer winding will be excited. Similarly, in the case of partial discharge signals,
where PDs are variable and have short rise times, the signals travelling from the source
to the end terminals contain information about the original source signal by means of
harmonic frequencies. Hence, it is possible to estimate the PD source location and its
magnitude.
The derived model and the techniques presented can be further developed and explored
to represent partial discharge propagation in high voltage transformers. The standing
wave analytical solution has demonstrated that from the level of signal oscillation at
high frequencies it is possible to estimate the source position by specifying the noma-
lized distance, x, from neutral to ground terminal and estimating the standing waves
252parameters from the measured waveforms at bushing and neutral. Hence this approach
has an advantage of not requiring the electrical physical parameters of the transformer
winding or even its physical dimensions, which may change over the time and also change
due to high voltage stress and mechanical stress.
Due to limited access to transformer windings, parameters of interest are derived from
the standing wave formulas. With known equations, approximation of PD waveforms
is achievable with the help of NLSE. This involves an iterative procedure to minimize
errors between the measured PD waveform and the estimated PD waveform. Despite the
uniqueness of the NLSE technique, a suitable choice of value for the initial parameters is
an important factor in determining the accuracy and the convergence of the estimation.
The use of the D’Alembert solution has shown the capability of solving initial boundary
value problems. As PDs originate at a point along a transformer winding, the levels of
PDs at the source are approximately double the magnitudes of the PD signals measured
at the transformer winding terminals. Thus in estimating the level of PDs at the source
point, two criteria have to be considered, namely, the source level in the transformer
winding and the law of bound charge. The source level can be interpreted based on
travelling wave theory, whereas the law of bound charge is the formation of ﬂoating
charge in the source before and after the disharge in the transformer winding. This will
involve a technique of waveform deformation as in Figure 9.1 with a constant charge
integration over a duration of time during the process.
Analysing this it is necessary to consider Duhamel’s principle. It has the capability of
determining the source signal with time varying function. Hence, the PD signal in a HV
transformer can be explained using a time varying boundary conditions model. The aim
of the model is to provide the PD propagation level approximation which ﬁnally solves
the problem of determining the real PD magnitudes.
10.2.1 Research Contributions
The research contributions of this thesis can be divided into two categories. First is
the development of the model description and derivation of PD propagation within a
transformer winding, and secondly are the development of experimental procedures to
validate the proposed analytical approach.
The ﬁrst contribution is concerned with an analytical solution based on the voltage
winding distribution towards the bushing and neutral points. The solutions are derived
based on the divergence of current within a lumped capacitive network which allows
an estimate of the level of the signal voltage at the point of source x0. It also has the
capability to estimate the voltage level at any point x along the transformer winding.
Hence, a representation of the voltage distribution along a transformer winding can be
established which deﬁnes the voltage level caused by the source current.
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elements within the lumped circuit parameter model are explained using a standing
wave solution. The solution was derived analytically where the windings are divided
into two to come up with a split winding analysis towards the bushing and neutral to
ground connections. At the source, an analytical solution is derived using D’Alembert’s
solution to represent the oscillation and the harmonic level in the time domain and the
frequency domain. This in turn has the ability to estimate the harmonic content that
exists due to the resonant poles of the winding.
A time varying boudary conditions model is derived to explain the reverberation process
caused by PDs or arbitrary applied waveforms injected at intermidiary points along a
transformer winding. Unlike the homogeneous solution with constant boundary condi-
tions, the time varying boundary conditions solution for a PD signal is for an unknown
source signal represented by the PD waveform. In the homogeneous model problem, the
solutions of voltage distribution are explained in simpler forms. Hence, a time varying
boundary conditions model based on Duhamel’s principle is derived to represent PD
signal propagation within a transformer winding.
The second category of contribution is the development of PD experiments with the
various points of PD injection along the transformer windings. A circuit arrangement
allows measurement of PD propagation at diﬀerent points. Based on the principle of
waves travelling on the x-t plane, the source magnitudes of PDs can be found using the
D’Alembert solution. Hence, by considering the absolute maximum value of ﬁltered PDs
in time domain, an estimated φ − q − n pattern can represent the magnitude levels at
the point source x0.
A technique for PD location is introduced based on the estimation of errors between the
measured PD levels and the consequent estimated PD levels at the winding ends. By
estimating the levels of oﬀset current and the calculated ﬁxed distribution constant, α,
the accumulated harmonic amplitude can be estimated and this contains information
about PD location.
Finally, the derivation and estimation of PD current propagation under the predomi-
nantly capacitive region of the winding response. Using a similar analysis to the ﬁxed
distibution solution for the voltage distribution allows the current distribution of the PD
propagation signal to be derived. Hence within the predominantly capacitive region, the
PD level in the time domain can be estimated at the source point x0, for a range of
frequencies up to 150MHz. i.e within the useful bandwidth of the RFCT sensors.
25410.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The research has provided the potential to explore further development of PD monitoring
using RFCT sensors. Further investigations may need to be undertaken for diﬀerent
types of winding with longer stacks.
The method based on split winding analysis can be used with fully capacitive domain
frequencies. At very high frequencies the visible peak poles for PD spectrum are between
7MHz to 150MHz. Hence, the use of split winding analysis can be further explored for
diﬀerent types of PD such as corona and ﬂoating partial discharge in oil.
Since the developed model does not consider a PD source within the bushing, it is
essential to produce a combined model incoporating the existing transformer model as
well as a bushing model.
As a real transformer is constructed with low voltage windings and high voltage windings,
it is essential to investigate PD signal propagation with the presence of interlinkages and
the interwinding capacitances. Thus a further development of the model description
under the inﬂuence of PD signal initiation with two windings in a toroidal arrangement
is necessary.
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Transformer Model Construction
Figure A.1: Transformer model [102]
A.1 Transformer Model Construction
The single transformer model winding was constructed in 2004 and it was originally
designed and produced by Alstom Transformer and National Grid Company. It was then
further redesigned into experimental model in Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory,
University of Southampton. The windings of the transformer are connected for a pair
of disc from outside via metal terminals [102].
256A.2 The winding design
The experimental design consists two types of windings, interleaved disc winding and
plain disc winding. Four static plate are used to separate the between the two. The
static plates are made of metal, where the metal plates were rounded and wrapped with
crepe paper in order to minimize PD under high voltage stress.
A.3 The tank design
The outer container of the transformer is made from plastic. A test was carried out [102]
to simulate the state of a real transformer tank, so the parameters of the transformer
model, such as capacitance of the winding to the tank wall and capacitance of the ends
of the windings to ground.
A.4 Construction parameters
Table A.1: Physical dimensions
Parameters Dimensions
Number of discs per winding 14
Number of turns per disc 14
Total number of turns per winding 24
Mean length of per turn 1810 mm
Width of spacers 40 mm
Radial depth of disc 85 mm
Physical axial length of per winding 150 mm
Width of the conductor 3.0 mm
Height of the conductor 7.0 mm
Duct dimension between two adjacent discs 3.0 mm
Thickness between the end disc and static ring 3.0 mm
Thickness of static ring 5.0 mm
Turn insulation 1.0 mm
Inside diameter of winding 475 mm
Outside diameter of winding 650 mm
Distance from winding to the outer wall of tank 100 mm
Distance from winding to the inner core 50 mm
Distance from upper static ring to bottom 50 mm
Distance from lower static to top pressure plate 50 mm
Total mass 730 kg
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Alternative Solution for Current
Divergence
B.1 Alternative Solution for Current Divergence
The solution of the PDE from Equation (3.16) will have general solutions as follows:
vn(x) = Acosh(αx) + B sinh(αx) (B.1)
for the solution towards neutral and
vb(x) = Acosh[α(l − x)] + Bsinh[α(l − x)] (B.2)
for the solution towards bushing. Where A, A, B and B are arbitrary constants. From
the deﬁnition of hyperbolic function and trigonometric function; by the derivation of
absolute value of α in [80] (if in any case for the complex term of α, jα becomes α); and
from pseudoﬁnal distribution of transformer windings [45]; hence Equation (B.2) can be
written in the following form:
vb(x) = C cos(jαx) + Dsin(jαx) (B.3)
Where the arbitrary constants of C and D are equal to:
C = Acos(jαl) − jBsin(jαl) (B.4)
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D = Asin(jαl) + jBcos(jαl) (B.5)
The two Equations (B.1) and (B.3) require deﬁnition of boundary conditions in order
to be eﬀectively solved. The boundary conditions are [44];
vb(x) = VB at x = l (B.6a)
vn(x) = VN at x = 0 (B.6b)
vb(x0) = vn(x0) at x = x0 (B.7a)
dvb(x0)
dx
=
dvn(x0)
dx
at x = x0 (B.7b)
Regardless of the value of the terminal impedance at the bushing, Zb(p), and at neutral
point, Zn(p), VB and VN are the terminal conditions considered for analysis and can be
obtained from measurement. Hence According to the conditions deﬁned in (B.6),
A = VN (B.8a)
C cos(jαl) + Dsin(jαl) = VB (B.8b)
and applying (B.7), yields:
C cos(jαx0) + Dsin(jαx0) = Acosh(αx0) + B sinh(αx0) (B.9a)
−C sin(jαx0) + Dcos(jαx0) = Asinh(αx0) + B cosh(αx0) (B.9b)
Solving (B.8) and (B.9) simultaneously yields expressions for the variables B, C and D;
B =
−C sin(jαx0) + Dcos(jαx0) − VNsinh(αx0)
cosh(αx0)
(B.10)
C =
VB
¡
cosjαx0 tanhαx0 − sinjαx0¢
+ VNsinjαl
¡
coshαx0 − sinhαx0 tanhαx0¢
cosjαl
¡
cosjαx0 tanhαx0 − sinjαx0¢
+ sinjαl
¡
cosjαx0 + sinjαx0 tanhαx0¢(B.11)
D =
VB
¡
cosjαx0 + sinjαx0 tanhαx0¢
− VNcosjαl
¡
coshαx0 − sinhαx0 tanhαx0¢
cosjαl
¡
cosjαx0 tanhαx0 − sinjαx0¢
+ sinjαl
¡
cosjαx0 + sinjαx0 tanhαx0¢(B.12)
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In the case of travelling waves injected at the winding ends, solutions may again be
divided into two explicit formulas. One for the PDE that represents the wave travelling
to the neutral end, and one for the PDE representing the wave that travels towards the
bushing end.
Suppose a wave is injected at terminal neutral end, then Equation (B.3) will be the
solution of the voltage distribution. Hence, by taking x0 = 0; and solving for (B.11) and
(B.12) the new equation becomes:
C = VN
¯ ¯
x0=0 (B.13)
D =
VB − VNcos(jαl)
sin(jαl)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
x0=0
(B.14)
Therefore the solution for the winding distribution becomes:
Vb(x) = VNcos(jαx) +
VB − VNcos(jαl)
sin(jαl)
sin(jαx)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=0
(B.15)
Using the similar analysis for the wave source at bushing tap point, where x0 = l, and
the boundary solutions of (B.8), the Equation (B.1) becomes the model propagation of
the travelling wave and the new solution for the constants becomes:
B =
−C sin(jαl) + Dcos(jαl) − VNsinh(αl)
cosh(αl)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
x0=l
(B.16)
C =
VB
¡
cosjαltanhαl − sinjαl
¢
+ VNsinjαl
¡
coshαl − sinhαltanhαl
¢
tanhαl
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=l
(B.17)
D =
VB
¡
cosjαl + sinjαltanhαl
¢
− VNcosjαl
¡
coshαl − sinhαltanhαl
¢
tanhαl
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x0=l
(B.18)
where
Vn(x) = VNcosh(αx) −
C sin(jαl) − Dcos(jαl) + VNsinh(αl)
cosh(αl)
sinh(αx)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
x0=l
(B.19)
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Split Winding Analysis Solutions:
LCK Circuit
C.1 Split Winding Analysis: Solution Towards Neutral
Consider the following general solution:
ψn(x,t) =
¡
Acoshβx + Bsinhβx
¢
+
X³
Esnsinλxcosωt + Fsnsinλxsinωt
+ Gsncosλxcosωt + Hsncosλxsinωt
´
(C.1)
with initial conditions as follows:
∂2vn
∂x2 −
Cg
K
vn = 0 and
∂ψn(x,t)
∂t
= 0 (C.2)
and boundary conditions:
ψn(l,t) = VB(t) and ψn(0,t) = 0; (C.3)
Therefore, the initial conditions of the ﬁrst solution are equal to the initial distribution
solution of Equation (3.19). Comparison of the general solution of Equation (C.1) at
t = 0, with the initial distribution (Equation (3.19)) and expressing the term as half
261range fourier sine series (see Appendix D) gives:
∞ X
s=1
2
sπ
·
A
³
1 − cossπ coshαl
´
− Bcossπ sinhαl
¸
sin
sπx
l
=
∞ X
s=1
2
sπ
·
A
³
1 − cossπ coshβl
´
− Bcossπ sinhβl
¸
sin
sπx
l
+
∞ X
s=1
³
Esnsinλx + Gsncosλx
´
(C.4)
By inspection:
λ =
sπ
l
and Gsn = 0; (C.5)
Therefore Esn is equivalent to:
Esn =
2cossπ
sπ
·
A
³
coshβl − coshαl
´
+ B
³
sinhβl − sinhαl
´¸
(C.6)
To satisfy the second initial condition, by diﬀerentiating (4.17) with respect to t and
substituting for t = 0, Fsn and Hsn can be further deﬁned:
∞ X
s=1
ωsn
µ
Fsnsin
sπx
l
+ Hsncos
sπx
l
¶
= 0 (C.7)
However, Hsn can be found for the boundary condition at x = 0, therefore
∞ X
s=1
³
Gsncosωt + Hsnsinωt
´
= 0 (C.8)
Since Gsn is zero, hence it follows that Hsn is also zero. Therefore from (C.7), it is evident
that Fsn is equal to zero, since ωsn is a nonzero term. Thus the complete solution for a
wave travelling towards the neutral is equivalent to:
ψn(x,t) =
¡
Acoshβx + Bsinhβx
¢
+
∞ X
s=1
2(−1)s
sπ
ζnsin
³sπxn
l
´
cos(ωsnt)
(C.9)
Where
ζn =
h
A
¡
coshβl − coshαl
¢
+ B
¡
sinhβl − sinhαl
¢i
(C.10)
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xn =
x
x0 − 1 (C.11)
C.2 Split Winding Analysis: Solution Towards Bushing
Similar to solution towards Neutral, the following is considered
ψb(x,t) =
¡
Ccosβx + Dsinβx
¢
+
X
Esbsinλxcosωt + Fsbsinλxsinωt
+ Gsbcosλxcosωt + Hsbcosλxsinωt
(C.12)
With the initial conditions towards bushing:
∂2vb
∂x2 −
Cg
K
vb = 0 and
∂ψb(x,t)
∂t
= 0, (C.13)
and boundary conditions:
ψb(l,t) = VB(t) and ψb(0,t) = 0; (C.14)
Taking into consideration the initial distribution condition and writing the initial ﬁxed
distribution equation as a quarter range sine series (see Appendix D) the general solution
becomes:
∞ X
so
4
soπ
·
C +
2l
soπ
sin
soπ
2
³
−Cαsinαl + Dαcosαl
´¸
sin
soπx
2l
=
∞ X
so
4
soπ
·
C +
2l
soπ
sin
soπ
2
³
−Cβsinβl + Dβcosβl
´¸
sin
soπx
2l
+
∞ X
so
Esbsinλx + Gsncosλx
(C.15)
Comparing both sides for terms sinλx and cosλx yields
Gsb = 0 and λ =
soπ
2l
(C.16)
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Esb =
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
soπ
2
·
C
³
βsinβl − αsinαl
´
+D
³
αcosαl − βcosβl
´¸
(C.17)
Substituting the value for x = 0 for the Neutral end boundary condition, the general
solution gives:
∞ X
so
µ
Gsbcosωt + Hsbsinωt
¶
= 0 (C.18)
Since Gsb is equivalent to zero, therefore it follows that Hsb is also zero. Diﬀerentiating
(4.24) with respect to t and for time is zero gives:
∞ X
so
ωsb
µ
Fsbsin
sπ
2l
+ Hsbcos
sπ
2l
¶
= 0 (C.19)
Therefore Fsb is zero, which consequently makes the general solution for the waves
travelling towards bushing tap point similar to those travelling towards the neutral.
Therefore the complete solution for the wave travelling towards bushing is:
ψb(x,t) =
³
Ccosβx + Dsinβx
´
+
∞ X
so=1
8l
s2
oπ2 sin
soπ
2
ζbsin
³soπxb
2l
´
cosωsbt
(C.20)
Where
ζb =
h
C
¡
βsinβl − αsinαl
¢
+ D
¡
αcosαl − βcosβl
¢i
(C.21)
and
xb = x − x0 (C.22)
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Fourier Range Sine Cosine Series
D.1 Half Range Fourier Sine Series: Fixed Distribution
Towards Neutral
Let
φn(x) = Acoshαx + Bsinhαx (D.1)
The half range Fourier Sine Series state that:
φn(x) =
∞ X
s=1
ansin
sπx
l
(D.2a)
where an =
2
l
Z l
0
φn(x)sin
sπx
l
dx (D.2b)
∴ an =
2
l
Z l
0
(Acoshαx + Bsinhαx)sin
sπx
l
dx (D.3)
Using integration by part:
an =
·³
Acoshαx + Bsinhαx
´³
−
2
sπ
cos
sπx
l
´¸l
0
+
Z l
0
2
sπ
cos
sπx
l
¡
Aαsinhαx + Bαcoshαx
¢
dx
(D.4)
265Considering only the ﬁrst term:
an =
·³
Acoshαl + Bsinhαl
´³
−
2
sπ
cossπ
´
+
2A
sπ
¸
=
2
sπ
·
A − cossπ
³
Acoshαl + Bsinhαl
´¸
=
2
sπ
·
A
³
1 − cossπ coshαl
´
− Bcossπ sinhαl
¸
(D.5)
Substitute back into equation D.2a, the half range sine series for ﬁxed distribution
equation towards neutral therefore is:
φn(x) =
∞ X
s=1
2
sπ
·
A
³
1 − (−1)scoshαl
´
− B(−1)ssinhαl
¸
sin
sπx
l
(D.6)
D.2 Quarter Range Fourier Sine Series: Fixed Distribu-
tion Towards Bushing
The initial ﬁxed distribution towards bushing is:
φb(x) = Ccosαx + Dsinαx (D.7)
The quarter range sine series is:
φb(x) =
∞ X
sodd=1
bnsin
sπx
2l
(D.8a)
where bn =
2
l
Z l
0
φb(x)sin
sπx
2l
dx (D.8b)
∴ bn =
2
l
Z l
0
³
Ccosαx + Dsinαx
´
sin
sπx
2l
dx (D.9)
Using intergration by part:
bn =
·³
Ccosαx + Dsinαx
´³
−
4
sπ
cos
sπx
2l
´¸l
0
+
Z l
0
4
sπ
cos
sπx
2l
³
−Cαsinαx + Dαcosαx
´
dx
(D.10)
Therefore
bn =
4
sπ
C +
8l
s2π2sin
sπ
2
³
−Cαsinαl + Dαcosαl
´
(D.11)
266Substitue D.11 into equation D.8a, the ﬁxed distribution equation towards bushing in
quarter range sine series is:
φb(x) =
∞ X
sodd=1
4
sπ
·
C +
2l
sπ
sin
sπ
2
³
−Cαsinαl + Dαcosαl
´¸
sin
sπx
2l
(D.12)
267Appendix E
Experimental Apparatus
Figure E.1: Frequency response measurement of the RFCT with a network analyser
Figure E.2: Cylindrical void with silicon oil
268Figure E.3: Needle to plane for surface discharge experiment
Figure E.4: Experimental setup with ﬁve RFCTs
Figure E.5: 60kV bushing
269Appendix F
Comparison of RFCT3 and
RFCT4 on Plain Winding
(a) x0 = 7/7, RFCT3 (b) x0 = 7/7, RFCT4
(c) x0 = 6/7, RFCT3 (d) x0 = 6/7, RFCT4
Figure F.1: Comparison of measurement from RFCT3 and RFCT4 at x0 = 7/7 to
x0 = 6/7 for plain winding
270(a) x0 = 5/7, RFCT3 (b) x0 = 5/7, RFCT4
(c) x0 = 4/7, RFCT3 (d) x0 = 4/7, RFCT4
(e) x0 = 3/7, RFCT3 (f) x0 = 3/7, RFCT4
(g) x0 = 2/7, RFCT3 (h) x0 = 2/7, RFCT4
Figure F.2: Comparison of measurement from RFCT3 and RFCT4 at x0 = 5/7 to
x0 = 2/7 for plain winding
271(a) x0 = 1/7, RFCT3 (b) x0 = 1/7, RFCT4
(c) x0 = 0/7, RFCT3 (d) x0 = 0/7, RFCT4
Figure F.3: Comparison of measurement from RFCT3 and RFCT4 at x0 = 1/7 to
x0 = 0/7 for plain winding
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